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Specification of Parallel Processing
Using Production Systems

I. Introduction

This research work investigates the use of production

systems as a model of parallel processing. The purpose of

the model is to provide a suitable medium within which par-

allel processing systems can be systematically specified,

analyzed, and designed, and to provide a suitable means for

deriving implementations of synchronization policies.

First, a review of some existing models of parallel

processing is presented. Second, production systems are

formally defined and their computation power demonstrated.

Third, production system specification of synchronization

policies of access to shared resources is systematically an-

alyzed for compatibility, liveness and fairness. Further-

more, systematic design procedures for specifying systems of

competing concurrent processes which are guaranteed to be

compatible, live and fair are developed. Fourth, the prop-

erty of maximal compatibility is investigated and a system-

atic procedure to derive implementations of the synchroniza-

tion policy specifications is presented. Finally, produc-

tion systems are compared to the other parallel processing

models and the interactions between the different proper-

ties of synchronization policies are also investigated.
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The thesis is concluded by posing problems for further research.

Figure 1 shows the logical structure of this thesis.

1. Parallel Processing

Parallel Processing is the simultaneous execution of

a number of computing processes by a number of processing

units. At one extreme, the processes may be dispersed among

several computing devices which may be geographically sepa-

rated. Systems with this type of configuration are labelled

as distributed processing systems. At the other extreme,

there are multiprogrammed systems in which the processes

run on a single processor.

There are two distinct reasons for the importance of

parallel processing:

(1) Parallel (concurrent) execution can speed up execu-

tion by performing operations concurrently that would other-

wise have to be done sequentially. Thus multiplication of

two NxN matrices, which takes N3 multiplications when done

by a normal sequential matrix multiplication algorithm, can

be performed concurrently in one multiplication time and

log N addition times if N3 processors are available [150].
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2. A second, more fundamental reason for parallel

processing is that applications such as airline reservation

systems, banks, ships, navies and cities are naturally mod-

elled by systems of concurrently executing processes.

In the case of matrix multiplication concurrency is not

inherent in the structure of the problem, and is introduced

merely for the sake of efficiency. The real payoff of con-

current execution arises not from the fact that applications

can be speeded up by artificially introducing concurrency,

but from the fact that the real world functions by the execu-

tion of concurrent activities. Many applications are modell-

ed more naturally by concurrent than by sequential activities

and should be specified in terms of concurrently executing

processes even if the program is to be executed on a machine

with only a single processor. This avoids the need for pro-

grammers to specify the order of execution in cases where

this is an "implementation detail".

In addition to the two reasons mentioned above, the ad-

vantages of parallel processing include improved reliability

with the possibility of graceful degradation. Since there is

generally more than one processor in the system, the malfunc-

tion of a fraction of those processors should not bring the

system to a total breakdown, and the overhead in switching

among processes may be decreased.
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Finally, one has to note that, while in the early days

of computing a large percentage of the dollar value of a

system resided in the circuits of the arithmetic and logical

units, this is no longer true with the advent of integrated

circuits and VLSI. Furthermore, replication of CPU's does

not increase the price of a system as significantly as

before.
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2. The Synchronization Problem

Concurrent execution can be very simply modelled if con-

currently executing processes are totally independent of each

other. However, in most applications the set of concurrently

executing processes is working cooperatively on some larger

process, and must perform both communication and synchro-

nization at selected points of the computation, [1503

Processes can communicate by shared nonlocal variables

or by message passing. Communication by shared variables may

present problems both because careful synchronization is re-

quired to avoid access conflicts among processes which share

a variable, and because shared variables presuppose a shared-

memory implementation. However, in some instances shared var-

iables may be both more natural and more efficient than mes-

sage passing in modelling an application. Thus, shared memory

is likely to remain an important resource at the hardware

level, and shared variables are likely to remain an important

mechanism for interprocess communication.
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2.1 The Model

The ability to solve synchronization problems is criti-

cal in any study of parallel processing because although

faster algorithms can be constructed for various computa-

tions by allowing parallelism, the overhead due to the neces-

sity for process synchronization may well offset the gain in

speed due to the parallelism. In formulating such problems,

it is essential to develop models for the precise descrip-

tion of parallel computations. Such a model must include

means for defining both the computation steps and the se-

quencing of the steps. In addition, the model should dis-

tinguish between the policy adopted to solve the problem and

the mechanisms used to enforce the policy. Further elabora-

tion on this distinction is in order.

2.2 Policies vs Mechanisms

In reference to the synchronization problem, a policy

defines the order in which the competing processes are served

and defines how conflicts among simultaneous requests for the

same resources are resolved. As an example, consider the

readers/writers problem [91] t many readers can simultane-

ously read, and a writer can only write if no reader or

writer is accessing the resource. A policy to solve this

problem is to allow all readers simultaneous access while a
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writer must have exclusive access. Another policy is to

allow certain subsets of readers simultaneous access while

a writer must have exclusive access. Although the policies

differ, they both meet the specification requirments of the

problem.

Having defined a policy, we must provide a means for

enforcing the policy, i.e., a mechanism. For example, one

can use semaphores [37) to implement the two policies men-

tioned above. Other choices include the critical region

concept and condition (event) queues defined by Hansen [62).

The separation of policy and mechanism makes a model

potentially useful for design specification of systems. It

provides the designer with a degree of freedom since in

specifying a policy, no assumptions have to be made with re-

spect to mechanisms. Furthermore, it makes it easier to

modify an implementation without reconsideration of the

policy. Without this separation, the designer may find it

hopeless to modify an implementation because of the rigid

assumptions in the basic design. The alternative - to re-

place the original design can be a serious, if not impossi-

ble matter, because the rest of the software is intimately

bound to the conventions required by the original system.

The following quotation from [155] stresses the signifi-

cance of this separations
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"Such separation contributes to the flexibility of the
system, for it leaves the complex decisions in the hands of
the person who should make them-the higher level system de-
signer."

Separation of policy and implementation opens the way

for comparison of different implementations of the same pol-

icy, a fundamental subject of study for any theory of compu-

tation. The separation can also help determine if sources

of shortcomings are within the policy itself or a flaw in a

particular implementation.

A policy specification language should easily describe

any policy in readable form, and make it easy to demon-

strate properties of the policy.

In addition, the language provided for expressing poli-

cies should provide a model of the underlying processes

which reflects their essential nature, and yet is comprehen-

sible. A test for adequacy of such a model is that it be

possible to systematically derive an implementation or mech-

anism for the policy from the model.
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3. Existing Models

With these objectives in mind, we proceed to survey

some existing models; namely, Petri nets, computational

graphs and parallel program schemata. In addition, we

briefly consider a set of other models which include finite

state machines, the UCLA graph model, Rodriguez' model,

Adam's model, Bochmann's model, Lynch & Fischer's model,

flow expressions, and the rational design methodolgy.

For each of the three models, Petri nets, computation-

al graphs and parallel program schemata, we present a for-

mal definition and describe the operations of the model.

The model is further illustrated by an example. Finally,

we discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the model.
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3.1 Petri Nets

Many definitions for Petri nets have been introduced

8] J94].[119] [130j. A Petri net (PN) is a graphical repre-

sentation with directed edges between two different types of

nodes. A node represented as a circle is called a place and

a node represented as a bar I is called a transition. The

places of a PN may hold zero or more tokens.

For a given transition, those places that have arcs

directed into the transition are called input places and

those places having arcs directed out of the transition are

called output places for the transition. If all the input

places for a transition contain a token, then the transition

is said to be enabled. An enabled transition may fire.

The firing removes a token from each input place and

puts a token on each output place. Thus, a token in a place

can be used in the firing of only one transition.

A PN with tokens is a marked PN. The distribution of

tokens in a marked PN defines the state of the net and is

called its marking. The marking may change as a result of

the firing of transitions.
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A simple example of a PN is shown in Figure 2.

P2

Figure 2

Here tokens are shown as black dots. The initial state has

a token only in place p1 . The activity of the net is then

described by the successive firings of transitions. In

this example, t1 can fire followed by t2 and t3. Only after

both t2 and t3 have fired are t4 and t5 enabled. Either t4

or t5 can fire but not both, i.e., firing either t4 or t5

disables the other, they are said to be in conflict. When

either t
4

or t
5
fires it brings the net back to its initial

state and the process is ready to repeat.

As can be seen from the above example, in addition to

the static properties represented by the graph, a PN has dy-

namic properties that result from its execution.

One can see that transitions in a PN are of the AND-

input AND-output form. Other classes of PN's have been

devised [8] j some of which include the following types of

'transitions in addition to the ordinary transitions of a PN:
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1. transitions with OR-input logic are allowed.

2. transitions which fire iff some of the input places

have no tokens.

3. transitions which fire iff the output place has no

tokens.

We now consider the advantages and disadvantages of

Petri nets as a model of asynchronous concurrent systems.

The simplicity and power of Petri nets make them suit-

able for working with asynchronous concurrent systems. The

success of any model is due to two factors: its modeling

power and its decision power [130] . These two factors

generally work at cross purposes. PN models represent an

attempt to compromise between these two factors. They have

better modeling power than finite state machines and limited

modeling power relative to Turing machines. Extended Petri

nets have the modeling power of Turing machines.

Petri nets have the ability to model a system hierar-

chically. An entire net may be replaced by a single place

or transition for modeling at a more abstract level (abstrac-

tion) or places and transitions may be replaced by subnets to

provide more detail modeling (refinement).
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Petri nets are uninterpreted models, thus one may deal

with the abstract properties inherent in the structure of

the net independently of the semantics associated with the

net.

It is difficult to model some events or conditions in

systems by Petri nets. It is difficult to model priority

systems by Petri nets. Kosaraju describes a coordination

problem and proves that it is not representable by Petri

nets. The problem (2] is as follows. There are four cy-

clic processes, P1, P2, C1 and C2 and two buffers B1 and

B
2.

P
1

and P
2
are producers which place one item on top of

B1 and B2 respectively in every cycle. C1 and C2 consume

one item each from the bottom of B
1
and B

2
respectively.

However, C1 has higher priority than C2 so that C2 can con-

sume only if B1 is empty. Intuitively, this problem is not

representable by Petri nets because C2 can consume only if

B
1
contains no tokens. In a Petri net, a transition can

fire if and only if all input places contain tokens.

Petri nets, especially those with conflicts, are dif-

ficult to analyze. Analysis techniques for Petri nets in-

clude the methods of computational induction and inductive

assertions [2] and use of invariants [94]. Although there

are several approaches to the analysis of Petri nets, al-

most all work in this area eventually use one basic
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technique involving the concept of the reachability tree

[130]. Analysis techniques based on computational induc-

tion and inductive assertions do not offer systematic pro-

cedures for proving properties of the model. Though many

efforts have been made, the assertion approach can not yet

be applied in every day usage. As it is mechanizable only

to a small extent, the main difficulties for the programmer

consist in guessing the correct assertions, and in deriving

one assertion from another. The reachability problem is

exponential time-hard and exponential space-hard. Although

the reachability problem is decidable, however, the com-

plexity may make the analysis, even for simple questions,

unfeasible. In general, it may be very difficult to show

that a "net is deadlock free."

Some PN problems are not solvable, e.g., the subset

and equality problems. The subset problem is to determine

if the reachability tree of one net is a "subset" of the

reachability tree of another net. The equality problem is

to determine if the reachability tree of one net is equal

to that of another net [1301. The reason for this is that

an arbitrary number of tokens can be generated, and the num-

ber of "states" (and hence the reachability tree of the

Petri net) may be infinite.
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Little attention has been given to developing modeling

techniques specifically for Petri nets. Work on design with

Petri nets and implementation of Petri nets has been limited

in scope. Usually, the design is created in a traditional

representation, then the design would be converted into a

Petri net and the Petri net analyzed. If no design errors

were discovered, the design could then be implemented in

the traditional manner. If there were errors, however, it

would be necessary to determine how the error which was

found in the Petri net representation manifests itself in

the original design, modify the design, and repeat the

entire process of conversion to a Petri net and analysis.

While Petri nets allow nondeterminism, no two transi-

tions can fire simultaneously. When two transitions are in

conflict, it is assumed that only one will fire. This as-

sumption implicates the existence of a resolving mechanism

at that level "which is not modelled by the Petri net."

As a consequence, Petri nets are very poor at modelling de-

cision making.

Finally, it is noteworthy that Petri net models repre-

sent aspects of control with data leftout altogether. This

adds another degree of difficulty in the derivation of a

Petri net model.
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3.2 Computation Graphs.

Computation graphs were devised by Karp and Miller

(801. The model can be defined as follows:

Definition: A computation graph is a directed graph con-

sisting of:

1. nodes n1

2. branches d1 dt , where any given branch dp

isdirectedfromaspecifiednoden.to a specifi-

ed node ni

3. four nonnegative integers,A,UP ,WP , andT,

where T W associated with each branch d ,

and

a. A gives the number of data words initially in a

first-in first-out queue associated with d ,

b. U gives the number of words added to the queue

whenever the operation Oi associated with ni term-

inates,

C. W gives the number of words removed from the

queue whenever the operation 0, is initiated; and

d. T is a threshold giving the minimum queue length

of d which permits the initiation of O. .

Upon initiation of 0, only the first W of the T
J P P

operands for 0,
J
are removed from the queue. The others,

-if any, remain available for later initiations of O. .



The operation O. associated with a given node n. is

eligible for initiation if and only if, for each branch d

18

p

directed into nj , the number of words in the queue associ-

ated with d
P

is greater than or equal to T . It is assum-

ed that no two performances of O. can be simultaneously in-

itiated. After 0, becomes eligible for initiation, W

words are removed from each branch d directed into ..nj

The operation Oj is then performed. When Oj terminates,

U(1 words are placed on each branch dp directed out of nj .

The times required to perform the steps mentioned above

are left unspecified by the model. These times may differ

for different initiations and performances of the same

operation.

As an example of a numerical computation process, let

us consider the numerical solution to the ordinary differ-

ential equation:

d y
= f(x , y)

d x
with the initial or boundary condition (y0 , x0). An ap-

proximation formula based on Taylor series expansion[145]

is:

yi+1 = yi f(xi , yi) (xi+i-xi)

The computation for i running from 0 to n-1 is given by

the following computation graph. The values xk , 0 :It n

and y0 are assumed to be available in some storage medium

'before the computation begins.
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(1,1,1,1) Figure 3

The quadruple (A ,UP ,WP ,T) is shown on each

branch d . See Figure 3. The nonzero A correspond to initi-

al data as follows. On the branch (n
1

, n
1
) are placed n

arbitrary markers to indicate that i must be incremented n

times. On branches (n
1

, n
2

) and (n
1

, n
3

) is placed the

value x
0

On branches (n
5

, n
5

) and (n
5

, n
3

) is placed

the value y0 . The operations are defined as follows.

0
1
increments index i and fetches the corresponding x.

from storage. It also places the value xi on branches

(ni , n2) and (n1 , n3); and the value i on branch (n1 n6)

It is assumed the initial value of i is zero.
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02 takes operands xi and xi+1 from (n1 , n2) forms the

difference (xi+1
-x.) and places the result on (n2 , n4).

03 takes . from (n
1

n
3
) and y. from (n

5
n3),(remem-

berber (n5 , n3) initially has y0) computes f(xi , yi) and plac-

es the result on (n
3

, n4).

04 multiplies the result of 03 by the result of 02 ,

i.e., f(xi , yi)(xi+i-xi) and places the result on (n4 , n5)

05 takes the result of 04 and the operand yi from

(n5 , n5)(remember(n5 ,n5) initially has y0), forms their sum

and places the result (i.e., the value of yi+1) on branches

(n5 n ) and (n5 n ).
5 '

n6)
5

,
3

0
6
stores the result of 0

5
as Yi+1

An execution of a computation graph is defined by the

possible sequences of initiations. Since more than one

operation can simultaneously be executed an execution sequen-

ce is described by a sequence of non-empty sets

S1 , S2 ,..., S ,... such that each set S9. is .a subset of

{1,2,...,N} where N is the number of nodes in the graph.

Each occurrence of S denotes the simultaneous initiation of

0i for all j (S9, . There is no implication that successive

Initiations are equally spaced in time.
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The number of possible executions is constrained by the

initiation rules. Furthermore, an execution is termed

"proper" whenever an operation which is eligible for initia-

tion will actually be initiated after some finite number of

initiations of other operations.

To illustrate, we intrepret the sequence

n3},(n1 , n21,11.141. {n1 , n3) denotes that operations

0
1

and 0
3
are initiated simultaneously. As a consequence of

performing 0
1

, branch (n
1

, n
1

) has one item less in its

queue, i.e., (n-1) items (markers), branches (n1 , n2) and

(n
1

, n
3
) have two elements, i.e., x

0
and x

1
on each of

their queues, and (n1 , n6) has one element, i.e., the value

of 1=1, on its queue. When 0
3
is performed, an element,

i.e., x0 is taken off the queue belonging to (n1 n3), and

y0 is taken off (n5 , n3) and the value f(x0 , y0) is placed

on the queue of (n3 , n4). After simultaneously performing

0
1
and 0

3'
(n

1
, n

1
) has (n-1) markers on its queue,

(n
1

n
2

) has x
0

and x
1

, (n
1

, n
3

) has x
1

(n
1

, n
6

) has
'

the value "1" on its queue, (n
5

, n
3

) has no elements in its

queue and (n3 , n4) has the value of f(x0 , y0) on its queue.

Next 01 and 02 are simultaneously initiated. 02 can be

initiated since there are two elements x
0

, x
1
on branch

(n1 , n2) and its threshold = 2. After performing 01 and 02,

(n1 n
1

) has (n-2) markers, (n
1

n
2
) has x

1
and x

2
,
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(n
1

, n
3

) has x
1
and x2 , (n1 , n6) has the values "1" and

"2" and (n2 , n4) has the value (x1 - x0). Note that

(n3 , n4) has the value f(x0 ,

y0).

Since (n
2

, n
4

) and (n
3

, n ) each has one element,

which is equal the threshold for each branch, 0 can be

initiated and as a result, (n2 , n4) and (n3 , n4) both

have zero elements and (n4 , n5) has one element.

The above sequence of operations is not a proper execu-

tion since there are operations that can be initiated but

they are not initiated in the sequence. Operations 01 ,

and 0
5
are such operations. Furthermore, note that the

above sequence is not the only possible execution.

Computation graphs are particularly convenient for

representing many repetitive processes. The model is capa-

ble of describing the sequencing of many "inner loops" en-

countered in numerical computation, including some which

depend on several indices. All computations described with-

in the model are determinate, even when the speeds of the

computation steps are variable and specified. Determinacy

is defined as the condition that the model represents the

same computation regardless of which proper executions occur.
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Conditions for termination and for queues to remain

bounded can be derived [803 . Also, there is a procedure

for finding the number of performances of each computation

step. The model does not include any assumptions about

timing; there is no implication that succussive initiations

are equally spaced in time.

The model is completely interpreted, i.e., each opera-

tion is semantically specified. Thus, the model may be

used as a programming language, although only as a represen-

tation language at the present time.

In contrast to the above advantages, the fixed queue

discipline restricts the model. The fact that each data

queue has a unique "source" and a unique "sink" raises

severe restrictions or the type of sequence control which

can be represented within the model. The lack of having a

common memory for data (or random access storage) restricts

the practical use of the model to represent a larger class

of computations.

The lack of a facility for data dependent conditional

transfers makes the model inappropriate for representing

many computations. Branches do not carry control informa-

tion. The control corresponds to an AND-input AND-output

logic. Computation graphs are unable to model OR-input
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OR-output logic.

Finally, it is notable that no two performances of an

operation can be simultaneously initiated in this model.

Furthermore, no specification of the particular operations

allowed is devised yet, and no method of translating from

conventional programming languages into the language of com-

putation graphs is available yet.
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3.3 Parallel Program Schemata

Parallel program schemata (PPS) have been developed by

Karp and Miller [81] . A PPS consists of a set M of

memory locations; a finite set A of operations; and 3 , a

control for sequencing operations. Associated with operation

oc E A is a set of domain locations D(10() M and a set of

range locations R(0<)c= M.

The performance of operation o< in a computation proceeds

as follows. When o< is initiated it obtains its operands from

locations D(cc). At some later time operation « completes

its perfomance and upon its termination it places its results

in the R(o) locations. Also, to represent conditional trans-

fers, each operation oc has a number of outcomes

0(
1 '

o< 2 ". K(0<) '
K(04) = a positive integer, such"

that upon termination one of these outcomes is chosen.

In this model the control is a very general sequencing

structure that is formulated as a transition system

= (Q,q0 ,'C ) where Q is a set of states, q0 is a des-

ignated initial state, 2. is the alphabet consisting of, for

each oc ( A, an initiation symbol a designating the initia-

tion of operation o< and the termination symbols

0( 1 0(2 ocK(m) designating the possible outcomes of

a performance of OC , and finally 't is a partial transition
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function from Qx to Q, which is total on termination

symbols.

The control is designed to work as follows. If the

schema control is in some state q then certain transitions

from this state are possible. Any termination could occur.

Also, certain operations could be initiated from the state.

For any operation having an initiation defined then 1:,(q,a)

would be defined and specify a next state. Parallel opera-

tion is achieved by having several initiations occur before

their terminations occur.

Although the domain and range locations in memory for an

operation are defined in a schema, the particular functions

computed by a performance of an operation are left undefined.

An interpretation of a schema specifies the functions. This

is done by associating a set C(i) of possible values for

each i C M, by specifying an initial memory contents co ,

and for each 0( ( A specifying two functions

.X C (i) .X C ( )

c4 D(OC ) E R(0( )

and

G
o<

:.X C D(0() C(i) (0(1 0C K(0())

In a computation under interpretation 1 , Fx determines the

results to be stored in locations R(0() by a performance of

oc , and G(0C) determines the conditional branch to be taken.
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Given an interpetation the notion of a computation can

be defined. A finite or infinite sequence z of initiation

and termination symbols is called an 5- computation for the

schema if the following conditions hold:

1. The control of the schema must allow the initia-

tions and terminations to occur, starting from the

initial state q0 and proceeding event by event,

2. For a finite computation all previously initiated

performances must have terminated and that the

state reached is one in which no operation can be

initiated; and

3. Neither initiations nor terminations are "infinitely

slow" as compared to the other initiations or term-

inations. For terminations this means that once an

operation is initiated its termination must occur

only after a finite number of other initiations

and terminations. That is, the computation being

performed by the operation does not require an

infinite amount of time. For initiations, the con-

dition means that an initiation of an operation

must occur after a finite number of steps if from

some state on the initiation is defined.

Karp and Miller [81] give a formal statement of the above

three conditions.
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In an i-computation memory locations are read at the

time of the initiation and changed at the time of termina-

tions. Within this definition it is possible to have

several performances of a given operation going on concur-

rently. This corresponds to several initiation symbols

occurring in the sequence before the related termination

symbols. Thus a queue of currently operating performances

for each operation is kept, and when a termination occurs it

is paired with the earliest outstanding initiation of the

operation.

An example of the control structure of a parallel pro7-

gram schema is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4
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The schema of this example has the set of operations

Q = {a, b, c, d }. Operation d has two possible outcomes d1

and d2, and all the other operations have a single outcome.

All defined transitions for initiation symbols are shown,

but only those transitions for termination symbols that can

occur in computations are shown in Figure 4.

Starting at the initial state q0 one can see that either

operation a or operation b can be started. In fact, the

diagram from state q0 to q8 shows that operations a and b

can be performed in either order for initiations and termi-

nations; that is, they can be going on concurrently. Also,

only when both performances have been completed can opera-

tion c be initiated. This is a schema representation for a

simple FORK-JOIN pair. The performance of operationc follows

after both a and b are completed, then operation d is performed.

Operation d has two outcomes. Outcome di causes the process to

be repeated whereas outcome d2 causes the process to end.

Let M = {1,2,...,8} with domain and range locations:

D(a) = {1,2 }, R(a) = {3 }, D(b) = {4,5}, R(b) = {6}.

D(c) = {3,6 }, R(c) = {7}, D(d) = {7 }, R(d) = {8}. One in-

terpretation for the schema is the common iterative point

relaxation process f = 14(N+S+E+W) on a single point; where

operations a and b are (N+S) and (E+W), respectively, opera-

tion c adds these two sums and operation d is the
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multiplication by i , and a test for ending.

For each i E M an i-computation z defines a sequence

of values in location i ; denote this sequence by Sli(z).

A schema is called determinate if and only if for all inter-

pretations, all i E M and each pair of i-computations y

and z, S.-1(y) = 51.(z). Thus even though the order of

completing concurrently operating operations is different,

in a determinate schema, the values in memory are the same.

We now consider advantages of this model. The model

is defined at a level of abstraction which leaves unspecif-

ied certain details pertinent to the operation of programs,

and emphasis is placed on properties that hold true regard-

less of how these details are specified. This choice limits

the types of questions that one can express within the

model, but it permits the development of decision proce-

dures for certain interesting properties.

The control of sequencing in this model is generalized

to allow concurrent execution of several operations. The

choice between outcomes of an operation can be nondetermin-

isticallymade. A schema is uninterpreted; that is, it does

not assign a particular "meaning" to its operations. The

only information given about operations is their associated

domain and range locations in the memory. The model
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includes the notions of random access memory and data de-

pendent conditional branching.

In investigating properties of parallel processing,

two different approaches appear. First, one may wish to

sufficiently restrict the basis entities of the model so

that the properties desired can be shown to hold. A second

approach is to have a free model and establish necessary

and sufficient conditions for properties to hold. This is

the approach used in PPS studies.

For certain classes of schemata, some questions are

solvable and decision procedures for properties can be

derived [81] . Special classes of PPS include counter

schemata, repetition free-schemata, vector addition systems,

flow-chart schemata, and finishing schemata [83 , [283

[ 81] .

We now consider the disadvantages of this model. The

rule that performances of an operation terminate in the

same order as they are initiated restricts the modeling

power of the model. No information about the nature of the

operations is specified within the model. The model also

does not include notions such as indexing, data structure,

the equality of the F and G functions for different opera-

tions, and time. When the time element is included,
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the effects of priority queuing and interrupts can be model-

ed.

The number of states can exponentially grow as more

"parallelism" is possible within the model. As a consequen-

ce, algorithms (within this model) for some solvable

problems can be unfeasible. Furthermore, some problems; for

instance, whether two finite-state schemata are equivalent,

are undecidable [81] . Techniques for transforming sche-

mata to equivalent schemata with desired properties are not

developed. In general, this model is a "relatively complex"

representation of parallel processing. The model has been

introduced as a generalization of computation graphs.

3.4 Other Models

Other approaches to the repesentation of parallel pro-

cessing exist. Finite state machines (FSM) [88] have been

used to describe parallel processing. Since in a FSM the

number of states is finite, it is possible to answer almost

any question about a FSM model; hence the model has very high

decision power. On the other hand, the class of systems

which can be modeled is severely limited, which means that

such a model has very low modeling power.
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Another model known as the UCLA graph model was devel-

oped by Estrin [7], [8] , [110 , [112] , [113] . It is

also called a directed acyclic bilogic graph. In this

model, the nodes of the graph represent operations as par-

tial functions and, the edges represent flow control. Com-

binational logic controls the sequencing of operations. If

the input logic of a node is AND, tokens are needed on each

input edge to enable an operation. For OR logic, tokens

are needed on any one input edge. Execution of the node re-

moves the enabling tokens and places tokens on the output

edges according to the output logic. For AND output logic

tokens are placed on all output edges, while for OR logic,

tokens are placed on any one output edge. A start and final

edges are used to initiate and terminate an execution. An

execution starts by placing a token on the start edge and

terminates when a token appears on the final edge.

Rodriguez [8] , has extended the ideas behind the

bilogic graph model in terms of more specific and more

interpretative operators and more elaborate control. His

model is a directed graph composed of nodes, representing

operations, and edges, representing data and control infor-

mation. A status is associated with each edge. The status

of an edge may be either ready, idle, disabled, or blocked.

For each node, a table of transitions lists the combinations

of status values which enable an operation and the new
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status values which are assigned to the edges as a result of

its execution. The state of the graph is defined by the

status values of its edges.

Adams [1] 8] developed a model that is completely

interpreted and is closer to a real programming language

than any of the models mentioned in this section. It allows

not only queues of data but also the possibility of their

being structured, as well as the definition of recursive pro-

cedures. The model is a directed graph in which the sequenc-

ing control is governed by the flow of data. The nodes of

the graph represent computation steps, and the edges repre-

sent transmission paths for data and control. The nodes are

either primitive or procedure nodes. Primitive nodes may be

either computational, that is, they map values on the incom-

ing edges into values on the outgoing edges, or both computa-

tional and logical by also mapping edge status. Procedure

nodes consist of a subgraph program itself composed of prim-

itive/procedure nodes and a set of interface edges whose

data types must be compatible with their respective counter-

parts in the calling graph. The edges represent values of

FIFO queues of data being either a simple entity or an order-

ed set. The possible data types are seperately defined by a

context-free grammar. This model is determinate and has the

universal computing capability (Turing machine).
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Bochmann defines a model based on transition systems.

The system is characterized by a (usually infinite) set of

possible states. A transition from one state to another is

effected by an operation. Only "quasi-parallel" state tran-

sitions are allowed [11].

Lynch and Fischer [109] developed a model for des-

cribing both the behavior and the implementation of distri-

buted systems. A system's (input-output) behavior is model-

ed by a set of finite and infinite sequences of actions,

each action involving access to a variable. The implementa-

tion model relies on the basic notions of process and varia-

ble assuming indivisibility of variable access. Time is

not included in the model. Furthermore, the existence of a

test-and-set operation is assumed.

The models considered so far use state transition dia-

grams to describe parallel processing. Programming lan-

guages, although not a good medium for analyzing a system's

behavior have been used. Shaw [141] develops a notation;

flow expressions (FE), which can be used in the modeling of

concurrent programs and in the specification and solution

of synchronization problems. Flow expressions are also re-

lated to path expressions [19] , developed by Campbell.

A (sequential) flow is represented by a, possibly infinite,

string composed of: symbols that are names for atomic
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(indivisible) entities, lock symbols, wait/signal symbols.

Flow expressions are recursively defined in the following

manner: if S , S1 and S2 are FE's, then so are S1.S2 (con-
*

catenation)
'

S1 U S
2

(union), S (the set of all finite

length strings), S°°(infinite repetition), Si() S2 (shuffle),

and S® (closure of ®). Formal properties of FE's can be

used to analyze the system being represented. It has been

conjectured [141] that the formal descriptive power of FE's

(excluding the oo operator) lies somewhere below context-

sensitive grammar and is incomparable with context-free gram-

mars.

Another approach to the description of parallel process-

ing starts out from the concept of abstract data types or

modules, as developed for the structured design of computer

software. Rational design methodology (RDM*) [13] , [14] ,

C 152] , C1533 being developed by Honeywell embodies this

approach. An abstract data module provides a certain set of

interface operations which may be executed in interaction

with the other modules of the system. Although abstract

data types are used in RDM , a system's behavior is describ-

ed within a state-transition model. A state is defined by

the set of values of data objects at any time. A static des-

cription of the system is given through the concept of an

abstract machine. An abstract machine contains data types

and objects, as well as program text. The static description
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then consists of a collection of abstract machines which

comprise the processing sites, a machine containing the

flow paths, and a machine containing the relevant environ-

ment. Each abstract machine has a controller which is term-

ed a process when in execution. The flow of control is des-

cribed by sequences of events which have corresponding in-

variants. Thus proof of correctness of program texts in

RDM is patterned after inductive assertion techniques.

RDM was first developed to handle the design of se-

quential programs operating serially. Thus, a computational

model is yet needed for specifying and designing systems of

concurrent processes.
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4. Synchronization Mechanisms

We earlier stated that a model should distinguish

between the policy to be specified and the mechanisms used

to enforce and implement the policy. In this section, we

study some mechanisms which have been widely used for im-

plementing synchronization policies. The mechanisms we

discuss are busy waiting and memory interlock, the "test

and set" instruction, semaphores, critical regions, moni-

tors, and kernels.

It has been shown that with only memory interlock and

busy waiting, mutual exclusion can be guaranteed [743

As a result of the primitiveness of these two mechanisms,

the logic of synchronization routines implemented using

the two mechanisms can be extremely subtle. Furthermore,

busy waiting may not be a desirable feature, and may also

lead to the indefinite postponement of a process if not pro-

perly used. Memory interlock is actually a form of mutual

exclusion; therefore, in effect mutual exclusion is guaran-

teed by mutual exclusion on certain words. The implementa-

tion of synchronization policies using these mechanisms is

inefficient. In addition, the burden of writing correct

solutions is borne by the programmer.

The test-and-set instruction, as the terminology
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implies, tests and sets a word. The two steps involved must

be carried out by a single, uninterruptable machine instruc-

tion. Although the use of this instruction may result in

simpler implementations, the implementations may still in-

volve busy waiting; and memory interlock is implicitly requir-

ed. Furthermore, the programmer still has to bear the burden

of writing correct solutions.

A semaphore is a special type of shared variable upon

which several primitive synchronization operations can be

performed. Typically, a semaphore consists of two components;

(1) an integer counter, which defines the number of signals

sent, but not yet received; its initial value defines the in-

itial number of signals, and (2) a queue of processes waiting

to receive signals not yet received. Initially, the queue is

empty. The operations allowed on semaphores are WAIT and

SIGNAL. WAIT allows a process to proceed if the counter is

greater than zero and if so, decrements the counter, else the

process is put on the queue. SIGNAL removes a process from

the queue if any, else increments the counter.

Semaphores can be used to maintain mutual exclusion and

control the order in which processes access resources. The

semaphore construct is sufficient to solve a wide variety of

process synchronization problems, although sometimes with

-great difficulty. One type of system, whose operations cannot
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be fully expressed with a semaphore program, is a system in

which the processes do not execute within a single, global

environment. The main problems with the semaphore approach

are:

(1) Primitiveness of the semaphore operations.

(2) Total lack of modularity in the programs.

(3) Semaphores are shared data, the operations on

semaphores must exclude each other in time.

(4) Semaphores do not resolve deadlock (they may lead

to a deadlock situation).

(5) Semaphores force the programmer to be explicitly

aware of scheduling details.

Critical regions are structured statements within which

concurrent processes can refer to and change shared varia-

bles. The processes can only access the shared variable

within critical regions. Critical regions are based on the

following assumptions:

(1) When a process wishes to enter a critical region,

it will be enabled to do so within a finite time.

(2) At most, one process at a time can be inside a

critical region.

(3) A process remains inside a critical region for a

finite time only.

Critical regions, when nested, may lead to deadlock.
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However, critical regions, being a more structured construct,

somewhat relieve the programmer from the burden of the de-

tails involved. Critical regions, depending on the implemen-

tation, may cause a process switch (or context switch) which

implicates extra overhead. The assumptions the critical re-

gion construct presumes are the essence of the safe access

problem. The construct does not provide an efficient method

for implementing and guaranteeing these assumptions.

Monitors essentially imply that the user's programs

(processes) and devices (resources) do not communicate di-

rectly and that all their interactions are passed through an

operating system that cannot be interrupted. All procedures

which define operations on shared resources are included

within the monitor. When a process wishes to access a shar-

ed resource, it must do so by executing one of the procedur-

es of the monitor. A process retains exclusive control of

the monitor while executing one of the monitor procedures

until it surrenders control. All monitor procedures are un-

interruptable: hence, mutual exclusion is guaranteed.

The advantage of this approach is its simplicity and

its straightforward handling of asynchronism. In addition,

monitors provide modularity by restricting the ways in which

each process can access shared resources. However, monolith-

ic monitors are not suitable for most operating systems
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because of two fundamental problems. The first is that ac-

tivity in any part of the operating system disables inter-

rupts from all devices. Thus, devices are held up waiting

for new commands. The second problem is that tables must

be maintained to record the status of each and every

device. The size and complexity of these tables can be-

come excessive. In addition, monitors imply a process

switch each time a request is made, thus resulting in un-

desired overhead and inefficiency.

A kernel (74) is a module that implements processes

and provides them with a mechanism for interprocess commu-

nication. When a process makes a request for a resource,

control is transferred to the kernel which in turn enables

a resource manager to handle the request. A similar se-

quence of action takes place when an interprocess communi-

cation operation is invoked by a process. For example, if

a process invokes a WAIT or SIGNAL operation, the corre-

sponding procedure within the kernel is invoked. A number

of procedures or resource managers can be active at one

time. The procedures and resource managers are monitors in

the sense that one process only can enter a monitor one at

a time, however, they can be partitioned in subcomponents

such that one component handles incoming requests while

another is already executing a previous request.
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Although kernels solve some of the problems encountered

with monitors, they still do not allow the maximum concur-

rency (parallelism) possible since one process only is allow-

ed in a monitor. In addition, a process switch is involved

every time a procedure or resource manager is invoked. This

is actually done for the purpose of protection, only the

kernel is allowed direct access to these monitors.

The mechanisms discussed in this section represent a

cross-section of those mechanisms introduced at different

levels of abstraction. The mechanisms introduced at lower

levels of abstraction burden the users with the details and

the task of programming the synchronization routines. On

the other hand, mechanisms at higher levels of abstraction

incur more overhead due to process and context switching;

and allow a lower degree of parallelism.
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1. History
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Production systems (PS) were first introduced by Post

[ 131] in 1943 as a general computation model. Post pro-

posed a symbol manipulation system which both proved to be

extremely powerful computationally and which has served as

the basis for some recent psychological models of pro-

cedural knowledge.

Production systems as originally proposed by Post con-

sisted of a set of rules, called productions, for rewriting

strings of symbols and a specification of some initial str-

ings called axioms. For instance, consider the following

simple production system:

Axioms a , b , as , bb

Productions (P1) x axa
(P2) x bxb

This is a system for writing palindromes, or strings (not

including the null string) that read the same forward and

backward. The axioms consist of the shortest palindromes

and the two productions allow these initial strings to be

written into longer ones. The symbol "x" is a variable

that may match any arbitrary (non-null) string. By taking
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a as the initial string and applying productions P1),(P2)

and then (P1) ) we obtain: a aaa baaab abaaaba.

As another example consider the production system

which will generate parenthesized arithmetic expressions

involving the variables a , b , and c

Axiom (

Productions (P1) x1 ( ) x2 x1 (( )+( ))x2

(P2) xl ( ) x2 xl (( )-( ))x2

(P3) x1 ( ) x2 x1 (( )/( ))x2

(P4) xi ( ) x2 xi (( )*( ) )x2

(P
5

) x
1

( )
' x2

x
1
a x

2

(P
6

) x
1

( )

' x2
x
1
b x

2

(P
7

) x
1

( ) x
2 ---4- xl c x2

The symbols "xi" and "x2" are called variables that may

match any arbitrary strings. The following gives the deri-

vation of ((a+b)/c)

Axiom ( )

Production (P
3

) (( ) / ( ))

Production (P
1

) ((( ) ( )) / ( ))

Production (P
5

) ((a + ( )) / ( ))

Production (P6) ((a + b ) / ( ))

Production (P
7

) ((a + b ) / c )
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Post's model has seen a great deal of development and

has been applied to a diverse collection of problems.

Zisman [156] used PS to model individual processes or

events and a Petri net to model the relationship between the

processes. The resultant model, called augmented Petri nets

is used to represent asynchronous, concurrent processes.

Most of the work done using PS has been in the study of cod-

ing in human information processing. Anderson [3] , Davis

1023,.KlahrE873, and Newell(1243 ,[125] have developed PS

models which are very similar in structure. Newell [124]

briefly summarized the model:

"Structurally, the subject is an information processing

system (IPS) consisting of a processor containing a short-

term memory (STM) which has access to a long-term memory

(LTM). The processor also has access to the external envi-

ronment which may be viewed as an external memory (EM)...

All action of the system takes place via the execution of

elementary processes, which take their operands in STM. The

only information available upon which to base behavior is

that in STM, other information (either in LTM or EM) must be

brought into STM before it can effect behavior.. At this

level the system is serial in nature: only one elementary

information process is executed at a time and has available

to it the contents of STM as produced by prior elementary

processes... The program of the subject appears to be well
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the form:

1
A
1

C
2

A
2

n )- An
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Each of the lines consists of a condition (Ci) and an ac-

tion (Ai), and is called a production. The ordered list of

productions is called a production system. The system oper-

ates by continually selecting for execution the first action

from the top whose condition is satisfied... To provide a

complete model for a subject's problem solving requires

specifying the memory structures and the symbolic represen-

tation, which is implied indirectly in the first two items.

On the other hand, strategies and methods of problem solving

are to be represented by the contents of production systems,

and are not given as separate desiderata.



An example C124] is shown in Figure 5.

TOTAL SYSTEM

PD1: (AA and BB (OLD**))

PD2: (CC and BB (SAY HI))

PD3: (DD and EE) BB)

PD4: (AA CC DD)

A

STM

QQ (EE FF) RR SS TT

AA

Figure 5

14,9
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The STM holds an ordered set of symbolic expressions.

The ordering is important, as will be seen later, because

expressions always enter STM at the front and the condi-

tions examine the expression in order starting at the front.

The LTM consists entirely of an ordered set of produc-

tions. Each production is written with the condition on

the left separated from the action on the right by an arrow.

In this system there are four productions: PD1 , PD2 , PD3

and PD4. Some of the conditions (e.g., that of PD4) consist

of only a single symbolic expression (e.g., PD4 has AA);

others have a conjunction of two (e.g., PD1 has AA and BB).

Some actions consist of a single symbolic expression (e.g.,

PD3 with BB), some have a sequence of expressions (e.g.,

PD4 with CC followed by DD), some have expressions that in-

dicate operations to be performed (e.g., the SAY in PD2).

Initially, none of the productions of Figure 4 is

satisfied by the contents of STM and nothing happens. How-

ever if an AA enters into STM from the external world, AA

is shifted into STM and TT is removed. STM now holds

As a consequence, the only condition of the four produc-

tions satisfied is that of PD4, the AA on the left side of
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PD4 matching the AA in STM. This leads to the action of

PD4 being evoked, first the CC then the DD. STM now holds:

DD CC AA QQ (EE FF)J

Notice that AA is still in STM but RR and SS have disappear-

ed off the end.

A production (PD4) having been successfully evoked,

the system starts the cycle over. PD4 is still satisfied

since AA is still in STM. PD3 is also satisfied since the

DD matches the DD in STM and (EE) also matches (EE FF) in

STM. When two (or more) productions are simultaneously

satisfied, the rule for resolving such conflicts is to take

the first one in order--here PD3. The result of PD3's ac-

tion is to put BB into STM as shown below:

BB DD EE FF CC AA

Notice that when PD3 was evoked the two items in its

condition moved up to the front of STM in the same order as

in the condition. Thus, attended items stay current in STM,

while the others drift toward the end, ultimately to be lost.

This mechanism provides a form of automatic rehearsal, though

it does not preclude deliberate rehearsal.
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At the next cycle PD1 is evoked, being the first of

the productions satisfied, which includes PD2 , PD3 , and

PD4 . The action of PD1 introduces a basic encoding (i.e.,

construction) operation. (OLD **) is a new expression,

which will go into STM like any other. But ** is a vari-

able whose value is the front element in STM. In this case,

the front element is AA which was moved up when the condi-

tion of PD1 was satisfied. Hence the new element is

(OLD AA). This element replaces the front element, rather

than simply pushing onto the front. STM now holds.

On the next cycle only PD2 is satisfied. Its action

involves SAY, which is a primitive operation of the system

that prints out the expression following it in the element,

i.e., it prints HI.

Since STM is not modified as a result of executing the

actions of PD2, the system continues to evoke PD2 and say

HI. In general, a production system halts when no produc-

tion is satisfied or when an action explicitly halts the

system.
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In Newell's model symbols are inserted at the front of

STM. The reason for this restriction is that the purpose of

the system is to model human behavior, i.e., as newer ele-

ments are inserted older elements in STM get lost. In gen-

eral, in a PS one may insert symbols at any location in STM

and STM may also retain its older contents. Note that STM is

assumed finite.

Newell's model has a mixture of parallelism and seriali-

ty. While all the available productions can be tested again-

st STM in an unlimited capacity and parallel manner, only one

production can be executed in any unit of time. In another

model proposed by Anderson [3] multiple productions are allow-

ed to execute in parallel.

Newell's model also shows one way to resolve conflicts

among the productions that can be executed, i.e., the first

production in order is chosen to be executed. However,

McDermott and Forgy C114] explore and evaluate other conflict

resolution rules such as special case, recency, distinc-

tiveness and arbitrary decision rules. One may also wish to

consider a rule which nondeterministically chooses a produc-

tion (or a set of productions) to be executed.
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In addition, a PS is not limited to certain types of

action. The actions may include the construction of new

production rules and appending those to the ones already in

LTM. This gives the system the ability to "learn" as it

executes. The system can also be extended so one can ac-

tually tailor the system to his own needs. There are, of

course, trade-offs to be considered. We will elaborate on

this point in the next section in which we give a formal

rigorous definition of production systems.



2. Production Systems and the Synchronization Problem

2.1 Production Systems

A production system is a quintuple (/=,j)A,250,P)

where

55

(1) 1 is a finite alphabet.

(2) P is a finite set of productions where each pro-

duction. P. is of the form:

P.: ((C. A.), where

C. is a set of conditions

ci : {True, False), and
J

11-isasetofactions.al 157 )

(3) A is a partial mapping (possibly not a function) from

),
(2-p) x 11* into (2j-p) such that P.(u,v) = z

where z su, and 0 = the null set.

(4) 1S.0 C

(5) Pis a positive integer.

The elements of the alphabet are to be used to rep-

resent the occurrence or absence of "events" and to repre-

sent values of "entities". Those elements that represent

events are designated as "symbols", and those that represent

values of entities are designated as "variables". Variables

may take on any one of a finite set of values.
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We will use the concept of a working memory (WM) to

v-11hold strings from 10. Initially WM contains t E 2_

The definition of 1: given above, provides a flexi-

bility that allows a more compact (in relation to pure pro-

duction systems in which for each pattern in WM, there is a

corresponding production ) PS. More importantly, the defi-

nition adds some degree of control structure which PSs, in

general, lack. This lack of control structure in a PS is a

major drawback to the use of PSs for modelling purposes.

As will be later demonstrated, we take advantage of this

added degree of control structure to the extent that makes

the model more attractive and easier to understand.

In the definition of a production , a condition relates

to the contents of WM. We place no restriction on the form

of these conditions. This, in turn, provides more flexibi-

lity and structure. To illustrate, consider the case where

for each of a number of conditions the same action is to be

executed. Normally, this requires the introduction of a

number of productions equal to the number of conditions under

consideration. However, with our definition, we are able to

group these conditions into one production.

An action in a production may modify WM by deleting,

adding or modifying a data element. Since data elements
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include variables, and depending on the values of the vari-

ables the appropriate action is to be taken, some control

of the actions is necessary. This accounts for the intro-

duction of procedural language constructs. We do not in-

troduce any specific construct for the purpose of avoiding

restriction and of allowing yet another degree of flexibil-

ity in the way the constructs are defined.

As a consequence, the designer is given the decision

to determine where his production system should be within

the range of production systems representable within our

definition from the extreme of a pure PS to a "procedural

language" PS. The choice is largely determined by the de-

gree to which the PS is to be used for proving properties

of the system being modelled and for deriving implementa-

tions. At one extreme, i.e., pure PS, one can make use of

properties of PSs to prove properties of the system being

modelled. At the*other extreme, we have "pure" procedural

(programming) language for which present proof techniques

(4),(83],[128) are known to be tedious. Our contention is

that for a particular system, there is a point between the

two extremes which is most suitable.

, the conflict resolution, is defined such that it

can encompass many (if not all known) conflict resolution

rules. Conflict resolution rules which rely on static
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conditions, e.g., production order rules and special case

rules, can be implemented without extra overhead. In this

f)
case the mapping is from 2 into 2 with the null string as

an element of #. Conflict resolution rules for which the

conditions are dynamic, e.g., recency rules, use WM as

their knowledge source. Noteworthy, the definition of

permits the simultaneous execution of productions.

/3 will be used to determine the size of WM. In gen-

eral there is no restriction on the value of /3 , i.e., it

can be infinity. However, for certain classes of produc-

tion systems, certain restrictions can be placed on the

value of A

Our philosophy in developing PSs for the class of pro-

blems we consider is to avoid resorting to conflict resolu-

tion as much as possible. The productions themselves

should be used to resolve conflicts. As a result, proofs,

analyses of the PS and implementation derivation will be

easier to conduct. As a consequence, in the PSs we devel-

op,P, will only contain the cases for which an element of

the domain of j2. has more than one image. Identity mapp-

ings will be implicity defined. More intuitively, in our

production systems,A is used to resolve nondeterministic

choices in the system being modeled, for instance, the fact

that at some point in time a process may terminate or
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continue access to a given resource.

For a particular element 0( in the domain of A, , if o<

maps to all subsets of oc except the null set, i.e., 0, we
o<

then use the abbreviated notation 0( (2-0) instead of

listing all subsets of or< .

2.2 Operations of the PS Model

Condition elements are templates; when each can be

matched by an element in working memory, the production con-

taining them is said to be enabled. We say a condition Ci

is satisfied if all cif become true when applied to the

contents of WM.

The production system operates within a control frame-

work called the recognize-act cycle. The recognize phase

finds the set of enabled productions, i.e., those produc-

tions whose condition elements are satisfied. The act phase

executes the enabled productions, performing whatever ac-

tions occur in their action sides.

The recognize phase is further divided into match and

conflict resolution. In matching, the PS finds the conflict

sets, the sets of all enabled productions in the current cycle.

'In conflict resolution, one or more enabled productions are
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selected according to the mapping specified by J2., to be ex-

ecuted.

Definition: A configuration of a PS is a string of

(1. U X) where X is the "null character.

We say that a PS is in configuration ZS if the content

of working memory is t . We write IS --)5sp-
' where , 151

are configurations such that 6' is the result of executing

the selected enabled productions of conflict sets with 15

in working memory. In general, we write _44..)6i if and

only if there are configurations ti_i such that

0 /52 , i ), 0. Furthermore ,

we say that configuration ;6j. is reachable from configura-

tion ZSo. Clearly, a configuration is reachable from itself.

We also write 60 to imply one or more transitions,

whereas zsi implies zero or more transitions.

We denote (t Is') as a transition. We will also

label the arrows ( ) by the productions that effect

the transition wherever appropriate. For instance,

t P1' P2), )5' implies that productions P1 and P2 effect

the transition from to )5'. A label may contain one or

more productions.
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Definition: Let

0 0 i-1 i-1
P . P P

1
P

)( 1 ki..1

'10

k
s

then the trace in the transitions '6
u

* /5 . is the

(ordered) sequence:

(P0... P )(P . P1 )...( i-1
. P

i-1
)

k0 1
1

1 k
i-1

nNotethat 0 lc.: for 0 < j i-1, where n = the number of

productions in the system. A trace may be empty (null)

since a configuration is (trivially) reachable from itself.

In the next chapter, we will present a particular

class of production systems for the purpose of specifying,

analyzing and designing synchronization policies with

desired properties such as compatibility, liveness, and

fairness.

In these production systems, conflict resolution will

only be dependent on the set of productions. The mapping

A, will be from 21) ), i.e., the power set of into 2f

itself. A does not depend on working memory contents. In

addition, the size of working memory will be finite and

fixed.
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Furthermore, the productions will be nondeterministi-

cally chosen to be executed. We will see that this class

of production system is sufficient for the representation

of the class of problems we are considering.

We now consider an example to illustrate the operation

of a production system. The problem is Kosaraju's coordi-

nation problem presented in the first chapter as a sample

of the class of priority problems not representable with

Petri Nets. The problem is restated here for convenience.

There are four cyclic processes, D1, D2, C1 and C2 and two

buffers B1 and B2. D1 and D2 are producers which place one

item each on top of B1 and B2 respectively. However, C1

has higher priority than C2 so that C2 can consume only if

B
1

is empty.

We will use WM to represent the contents of the buff-

ers. Initially, the buffers are empty. We have to account

for the top and bottom of each buffer. Thus, WM will ini-

tially contain the string $1 $2 2 of symbols, where 01

and 02 will serve as pointers to the top of buffers B1 and

B2 respectively and $1 and $2 as pointers to the bottom of

B
1
and B

2
respectively.
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Producer Di can place an item x1 on buffer B1. This

is represented by the following productions:

P
la

: (4/
1

) (Replace(01, x1 ri)))

Plb: ((Xi) (Noop))

Production P
lb

allows producer D
1
to idle through a cycle

of the production system. Noop stands for the null action.

Rincludes the conflict set r
1
= {Pia' P

lb
), i.e., whenever

both productions are enabled, either production but not both

will be nondeterministically chosen to be executed. Note

that P. in this example does not depend on the contents of

working memory.

The following productions for producer D2 can be simi-

larly interpreted.

P2a: "r12)
(Replace (¢°2, x2 02)) )

P
2b

((0 ) (Noop))

It includes the conflict set r2 {132a' 1320'

For consumer C1 to consume an item, B1 has to contain

at least one item. This can be represented as follows:

P3a: (($
1
x
1

) (Replace($
1
x $

1
)))

Note that P
2a

only allows the consumption of the item closest

to $1, i.e., the bottom-most item on B1.
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We also allow C
I
to idle by introducing the production:

P
3b

(($ly (Noop))

R, contains r
3

= -(1)
3a'

P
3b

).

In order for C2 to consume, B1 must be empty (no xl in

WM), and B
2
must have at least one item. Thus, the produc-

tions:

P4a: (( fail xl)($2x2) (Replace($2x2,$2))).

P4b: ((fail xl)($2x2) (Noop))

1Z, contains r4 = {P4a' P4b}*

With $1X1$202 in working memory, P
la

, P
lb

P
2a

p P
2b

are enabled. For each conflict set of {P
Ia'

P
lb

1 and

(1)
2a'

P
2b

one production is chosen to be executed. jR, non-

deterministically chooses the productions to be executed.

Let the productions Pia. and P2a be chosen to be executed.

As a consequence working memory now contains ($1x1X02x2X2)

In the next cycle, the productions Pla, ?lb' P2a' P2b'

Pia and P
3b

are enabled. Let the productions chosen for

execution be P
1a'

P
2a

and Pia. The content of working

memory will be $1x1X1$2x2x2X2.

The operation of this production system continues as

illustrated above. As a result of the processes being

'cyclic, the operation of the production system never halts.
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3. Computational Power of Production Systems

In this section we compare the computational power of

PS to that of finite-state machines (FSM) and that of Turing

machines (TM). We consider FSMs because the class of pro-

blems we address in this thesis are related to FSMs. The

comparison with Turing machines is intended to illustrate

the modelling power of PS. The proofs given below are

similar to those of Anderson 3 and Minsky [120]

3.1 Production Systems and Finite-State Machines

Production systems for which:

(1) WM holds a finite number of 1-elements.

(2) 5: is finite, and

(3) The number of values that a variable in 5:

can take on is finite, are equivalent to FSMs. The number

of configurations possible in such a PS is finite. For ex-

ample, if the number of symbols and values taken on by

variables is k and the number of elements that WM can hold

is m, then there are km configurations. The next configura-

tion of WM is determined (perhaps nondeterministically in

some cases) by the current content of WM. The productions

enabled and executed are entirely determined by the current

configuration of WM.
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Lemma For every PS with the three properties above,

there is a (nondeterministic) FSM which "simulates" the PS.

Proof (By construction)

A nondeterministic FSM (NFSM)

is defined [88J as a quintuple (S , I , 0 ,51,.X) where

S is a finite, nonempty set of states.

I is a finite input alphabet.

0 is a finite output alphabet.

I x S 2S - fif , = the null set, is the state

transition function.

X: S 0 is the output function.
-->-

The construction procedure is as follows:

(1) Create a distinct state in S for each possible

configuration of WM. Since the number of configu-

rations is finite, S is finite. Note also that

there may be configurations that are not reach-

able from the initial configuration. Such config-

urations may be ignored.

(2) Create a new element in I for each distinct input

that might enter WM. If multiple symbols enter WM

at once, then the elements of I will be all

strings up to length equal to the size of WM.

_,
Elements that may enter WM are in 5E. (or-44.

*
)

(3) The elements of 0 are the operations other than



those that modify WM associated with the produc-

tion rules.

(4) The transition function specifies that if the NFSM

is in a state s
1

, and an input i is entered, the

machine will (nondeterministically) transit to a

state of a subset of S. To construct S , for

every distinct configuration t that is reachable

from the initial configuration to , consider the

production rules that are enabled and executed

with )5 in WM. For all inserted elements xi .

(the input string), size of WM as a result

of executing those production rules, form:

(s , xl...xn) = s' where s,s' correspond to

the configurations "6: , such that 6 6 in

the production system; and n = # of inserted el-

ements. If no element is inserted, then include:

(s ) = where -6 , and --/%- = the

null string.

The output function can be constructed as follows:

(s) = y where s corresponds to the configura-

tion , y corresponds to the set of operations

(0
1

... 0k) such that these operations are ex-

ecuted as a result of executing the corresponding

productions with in WM, and 0i, 1 < i $ k do not

modify WM.

(5)
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As a result of these considerationss

(1) Synchronization problems only require NFSM's to

generate them.

(2) The sequences of permitted operations are NFSM

recognizable.

Theorem

The set of operations generated by a production system

may be veiwed as a type 3 (regular) grammar.

Proofs

Let the non-terminal symbols of the grammar be for

each reachable configurations of WM. The number of these

configurations is finite.

Foreachconfiguratiorenabled IF
For each subset S c JR, (q0) form the grammar production

01 ok IS
1 n d

where 0i ...0.are operations performed by the produc-
1 n

tions in S and IS:
J
is the result of applying all the produc-

tions in S. All productions of this form suit the criteria

for regular grammars, and thus the set of operation se-

quences is a regular set.
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Thus, all sequences generates by a production system

can be accepted by a FSM.

Lemma

For every FSM, there is a PS which "simulates" the FSM.

Proof: (By construction)

Let the FSM be (S, I, 0,S ,X). We will construct a

PS ("z,P,P,, o ) as follows:

(1) Create a new element in "E for each distinct in-

put in I, and each distinct state in S. WM will

contain the present state, and the input and out-

put strings. Initially, WM will contain ($'s0 Z$)

where s
o

is the initial state of the FSM and Z is

the input string. $ and ft are special characters.

$ is used to mark the left and right ends of

working memory. The symbol to the right of V is

the present state of the FSM. Output will put in

between the left $ and V.

(2) To construct j), for each x E I, s E S, s E S

ando.C.Osuchthatx) = s

and X(si) = oi, construct the productions:

((Vsi x) (Replace(%six, oiVsj)))
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If c is nondeterministic this will be reflected

in the PS by including more than one production

with the same conditions, however, with different

actions.

(3) To construct JR., we first note that if the FSM

is deterministic, then R is trivially the identi-

ty mapping. If the FSM is nondeterministic then

R, should include the mappings

{P1,..., Pk} (Ay, {P2},..., {l/k})

where each P., 1$ i k corresponds to a state

transition S-(s , x) = s, , i.e., there is a non-
J.1

deterministic transition from s to one of the

states s. , 14 k. Whenever P1,..., Pk are ena-
Ji

bled in the same cycle, one of the above mappings

is nondeterministically chosen. Note that this

is done for every nondeterministic transition.

(4) In general, /3 , the size of WM is not bounded.
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3.2 Production Systems and Turing Machines

Production systems in which the size of working memory

is unbounded are equivalent to Turing achines (TM).

Lemma

For every TM there is a PS which "simulates" the TM.

Proof: (By construction)

Formally a TM [120] is denoted T = (S,/,r,c,X,O)

where:

S is the finite set of states.

is the finite set of allowable tape symbols. One of

these, usually denoted B, is the blank.

741, a subset ofir not including B, is the set of input

symbols.

S, the next state function is a mapping from S xV to S.

X, the output function is a mapping from S xrto (V -B).

The output is to be printed on a scanned square of the

tape. e, the next move function is a mapping from

sxrto {L, R). A move is made either to the left (L)

or right (R).
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The construction procedure is as follows:

(1) To be able to simulate the TM, the PS needs to en-

code the initial configuration of the TM. That

is, it must encode in WM all the nonblank symbols

on the tape, the position of the TM and its state.

The nonzero symbols to the left of the TM will be

separated from those to the right by the special

marker t( tis not in r) . We assume that the TM

is at the symbol (s) to the right of and nearest

to '. WM will look like $xit x2 $si where

x
1
and x

2
are the strings of symbols to the left

and right of the TM respectively, si is the state

of the TM. The left most $ is used to denote the

left end of WM. Its purpose will become clear is

step . The second $ is used to separate the re-

presentations of the tape content and the machine

state. The contents of each square of the tape

are stored in one location in WM.

(2) To construct P, the set of productions, for

each x and y inr and si and sj in S such that

g(si, x) = sj, X(si, x) = y and 8(si, x) = R,

Let the corresponding production be

(($z1 XZ2$si)

(Replace(si, sj))

(Replace(tx, yt)))
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SimilarlYtforeachxandYillrands.and s, in

S such that

(si, x) = sj, X(si, x) = y and e(si, x) = L,

Let the corresponding production be

(($Z1 1xZ2$si)

(Replace(si, sj))

(Replace( tx, t y)) )

Since the right and left halves of the tape are

infinite but have only finite nonblank portions,

it is possible that the TM might read to the end

of the finite nonblank portions. Then the left

location (entry) in WM would be of the form "

with no elements and the right location in WM

would be state s.. It is necessary to insert

another special symbol not in ',.for instance, #

so rules in step 2 can apply. Therefore,

we include the following production rules:

(($tz$si) (Replace($+40)))

(($zt$si) (Replace(t$J#$))).

(4) To construct R, if the TM is deterministic, then

Ris trivially the identity mapping.. If the TM

is non-deterministic, then for each non-determin-

istic transition:
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c(s., x) = s 1.5 9, 54 k
1 Jct

).(s. = y

6(s x) = Dj , Di {L,R}

Q
e

the corresponding productions tP1,..., Pk} are en-

abled. Then A. should include

A: Pk} {Pk})

(5) In general, we may assume that 13 , the size of

WM, is not bounded.

Anderson [3) also shows how a PS with the capabitity

of generating new production rules as actions can be con-

structed to simulate a TM.
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4. Advantages and Disadvantages of Production Systems

We have just shown how to construct a PS system that

would generate any input-output relations definable by a TM.

We have also determined the class of PS (those with fixed

size WM) that is "equivalent" to FSM. These two results

demonstrate the computational and modelling power of PS,

and the feasibility to relate PS to other models of computa-

tion. This, in turn, should help in the analysis of a par-

ticular PS. On the other hand, PS systems seem too flexible

because some PS system could be proposed to account for

almost any behavior.

PS restricts the interactions between rules. Each pro-

duction makes reference to a data base (WM) common to all

productions and no production makes reference directly to

other productions.

Unlike most programming languages there are no special

facilities for storing control information. All control in-

formation is stored in WM which also serves to store the in-

put and output of the computation. The primary effect of

the indirect limited interaction is to produce a system which

is strongly modular. That is, if a patticular production is

added, or changed, the basic performance of the system tends

to remain relatively unaffected.
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The inherent modularity of PS eases the task of pro-

gramming (using them in specification of a system) in them.

This convenience is lessened as one drifts away from the

basic "pure" PS to the more complex PS which uses more com-

plex condition scans and conflict resolution strategies.

PS are data-oriented machines. Although this property

greatly contributes to the modularity of the system, it

also makes the control (behavior) flow of a PS more diffi-

cult to analyze. Even for simple tasks, overall behavior

of a PS may not be at all evident from a simple review of

its rules. While procedural languages are oriented toward

the explicit handling of control flow and stress the impor-

tance of its infleunce on the fundamental organization of

the program, PSs emphasize the statement of independent

data from a domain, and make control flow a secondary issue.

In general, a production rule in a PS is written as a

transformation from one string of symbols to another. At

one extreme, the symbols may not represent variables, in

which case, the number of productions may combinatorially

grow. This has been a major deficiency of PS. To overcome

this problem, the concept of a variable has been used, i.e.,

a symbol may represent a number of possibilities. In addi-

tion, the introduction of variables may add another degree

Of structure to the control flow of a PS. Furthermore, this
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added degree of structure may facilitate the analysis of a

PS and the specification of the set of actions taken with

respect to a single entity in the system.

PS models are very difficult to read and understand.

This is mainly a consequence of the lack of structure in

the control flow, the way production rules are specified

and the fact that control and data elements are encoded

within a single memory. However, improvement on those two

shortcomings, which can be accomplished as discussed in the

preceeding paragraphs, should alleviate this difficulty.

An advantage of the PS model (the way we define PS) is

the fact that they are self-contained. Input and output

are generated by the system itself. As a consequence, an

analyst does not have to worry about generating all possible

sequences of input since they should be produced by the

system. For a particular sequence of input, it is assumed

that the system nondeterministically chooses the right pro-

duction rules to effect that sequence of input. This pro-

cess is performed within conflict resolution.

PS are well-suited for modelling systems which involve

the existence of multiple, non-trivially different, idepend-

ent states; and in which only limited communication between

the action of the system. Of particular interest to us, are
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parallel processing systems. In such systems processes are

independent entities with limited communication. Processes

communicate to exchange information and share resources.
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IDE Specification and Analysis of Synchronization Policies

Using Production systems

In this chapter, production systems are used to specify

policies of access to shared resources. The production

system specifications are analyzed for the following prop-

erties: 1) compatibility, 2) liveness and 3) fairness.

Furthermore, policies in production system form can be re-

stricted to specify systems of competing concurrent process-

es which are guaranteed to be compatible, live, and fair

using design procedures presented in this chapter.

This chapter is a replica of a paper to be submitted

for publication.
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Abstract

Production system specification of policies of access

to shared resources can be analyzed for the following pro-

perties (1) compatibility, (2) liveness (free of deadlock),

and (3) fairness (no starvation of one process by another).

Furthermore, policies in production system form can be re-

stricted to specify systems of competing concurrent process-

es which are guaranteed to be compatible, live, and fair

using design procedures presented in this paper.
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Specification and Analysis of Synchronization

Policies Using Production Systems

1. Introduction

Production systems (PS) were first introduced by Post

[POST 43] . They have been applied to a diverse collection

of problems EANDE 76] , [BREG 80], [DAVI 75] ,[KLAH 73] .

Most of the work done using PS's has been in the study of

coding in human information processing [NEWE 72] , [ NEWE 73].

Zisman[ZISM 78] proposed PS's to model individual pro-

cesses or events and a Petri net to model the relationship

between the processes. The resultant model, called augment-

ed Petri nets is used to represent asynchronous, concurrent

processes.

This paper is concerned with the use of PS's as a for-

mal model of policies for synchronizing concurrent systems.

The model derived is equivalent to a nondeterministic finite

state machine ( NFSM ) ,C GAZA 81j . We show that a PS can

be used to construct a high level specification for synchro-

nization of accesses to shared resources by concurrent pro-

cesses.
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The purpose of using production systems for specify-

ing synchronization policies is threefold [GAZA 81]:

(1) To provide a suitable tool for specifying syn-

chronization policies.

(2) To provide a model within which policies can be

systematically designed and analyzed.

(3) To enable the designer to derive implementa

tions of the policies being specified.

We believe production systems to be easier to use and

more suitable than Petri nets [LAUT 74),[PETE 77), paral-

lel program schemata [KARP 69), and others [BAER 73] ,

[CAMP 74],[KARP 66],[KELL 76),[LEWI 80] ,(LIPT 75),

(MILL 73],[SHAW 78]. In this paper we present design pro-

cedures which systematically construct production systems

with certain desired properties. Production systems, as

an analysis medium, are comparable to Petri nets. The an-

alysis procedures are based on concepts similar to the

reachability tree [PETE 77] of Petri nets. Finally, sys-

tematic procedures for deriving implementations of policies

can be constructed [GAZA 81). The basic idea here is to

generate synchronization procedures from the actions of a

production system. The procedures can then be executed by

competing processes without failures due to incompatibility

starvation, or deadlock.
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We define a policy as a plan to be carried out by a

system. A specification is a written description of a

policy. We will adopt PS notation as a language for speci-

fying policies.

In this paper, we present procedures for analyzing

and designing policy spesifications with respect to three

major goals of synchronization policies: (1) compatibility,

(2) liveness, and (3) fairness.

In section 2, we define production systems and show

how they can be used to model synchronization policies.

In section 3, we present an algorithm for determining

whether or not a policy specification is compatible. An

algorithm for contructing compatible policies is also

given. In sections 4 and 5, we investigate liveness and

fairness and present algorithms for determining whether or

not these properties hold for a given policy specification.

Algorithms for constructing live and fair policies are also

presented. In section 6, we briefly discuss the use of

production systems as a model of concurrent processing,

evaluate the analysis and design algorithms derived, and

consider some problems for further research.
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2. Production Systems and the Synchronization Problem

2.1 Production Systems

A PS is a quintuple (E,P,P,, /co,P ) where

(1) 2: is a finite alphabet.

(2) I) is a finite set of productions where each

production ]Pi is of the form:

Pi: ((Ci Ai) , where

C
i
is a set of conditions

c
i --+ tTrue, False/ , and
j

A. is a set of actions aid:

(3)fl'isasetofconflictsets ri where each ri is a

subset of P, the set of productions.

(4) oC .

(5) /3 is a positive integer.

The elements of the alphabet 2: are to be used to rep-

resent the occurrence or absence of "events" and to repre-

sent values of "entities". Those elements that represent

events are designated as "symbols", and those that repre-

sent values of entities are designated as "variables". Var-

iables may take on any one of a finite set of values.

We will use the concept of a working memory (WM) to

hold strings from Z. Initially WM contains 10( E/3.
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We say a condition Ci is satisfied if all cif become true

when applied to the contents of WM. Furthermore, we say a

production P.: (Ci li) iserlabledwheriC.is satisfied.

The production system operates within a control frame-

work called the recognize-act cycle. The recognize phase is

further divided into match and conflict resolution. In mat-

ching, the PS finds the conflict sets, the set of all enabled

productions in a recognize-act cycle. In conflict resolu-

tion, one or more enabled productions are selected according

to as explained in the following paragraph. The act

phase executes the selected enabled productions, by perform-

ing their associated actions, i.e., applying each aid to WM.

Each r. in R. represents a conflict set. For each ri.

one production is nondeterministically chosen from the en-

abled productions in ri. The chosen productions are execut-

ed simultaneously. In the systems we consider, the order of

the execution of productions will not affect the contents of

WM.

We say that a PS is in configuration 6 if the contents

of working memory is '6 . We denote )S
--}-

V as a transi-

tion where 6 , 111 are configurations such that V is the

result of executing the selected enabled productions with

-6 in working memory. In general, we write )6.0 * i iff
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there are configurations such that

t 0 . 6 0

Furthermore, we say that configuration ti is reachable

from configuration t Clearly, a configuration is

reachable from itself. We also write to + to

imply one or more transitions.

We also label the arrows ( ) with the productions

that effect the transition wherever appropriate. For in-

stance, 15_1_)4 implies that productions P1 and P2 ef-

fect the transition from t to T. A label may contain

one or more productions.

Pi -1... pi 10 p . . .
,z P1 Pk% N6i-1 1 k. 4 \I), is'Let vo

then the trace in the transitions

0 0 \ /ordered sequence kPi Pk )(P1
olk

Note that 0 k n for 0 j< i-1,

0 i
is the

... PI )...(P1-1... P171 ).
1 1-1

where n is the number of

productions in the system. A trace may be empty (null)

since a configuration is (trivially) reachable from itself.
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In this paper, a condition of the form (x) will be

interpreted as follows. If working memory contains x the

condition will be true, otherwise false. A condition of

the form (fail x) will be true if working memory does not

contain x, otherwise the condition will be false.

In addition, the actions permitted will be Insert,

Delete, Replace, Assign and Noop. Insert(x) inserts x into

working memory, i.e., x will be present in working memory

and the condition (x) will be true whereas (fail x) will be

false. Analogously, Delete(x) deletes x from working memo-

ry. Replace(x, y) deletes x from working memory and in-

serts y into working memory. The actions Insert, Delete

and Replace operate on symbols.

The action Assign operates on variables. Assign(x)

assigns a value to x. Assign can be viewed as a function

P
from 5: to 5: . We will use Assign to define the priori-

ties of requests and accesses. If Assign uses "counters",

e.g., to represent the last request assigned a priority in

a FCFS priority scheme, we assume that such counters will

be encoded in working memory.

Finally, Noop leaves the content of working memory un-

changed, i.e., it may be interpreted as the identity map-

0ping from E.P to .
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Example 1

Let PS = (E,Y),R, to, /3) where

=tit , 12 , 13 , R1 , R2 , R3 , Al , A2 , A3). . In this

example, all elements of Eare symbols.

Pcontains the following productions.

P
la

: ((I
1
)(fail R

1
)(fail A

1
) (Insert R

1
))

Plb:
((I1) (fail R1) (fail Al) (Noop))

In the above productions the condition (Ii) will be true if

WM contains I1. The conditions (fail R1) and (fail Al) will

be true if WM does not contain R
1
and Al respectively. The

action (Insert(R
1
)) inserts R

1
into working memory, i.e.,

RI is made. The action Noop stands for the null action.

The following productions can be similarly interpreted.

P
2a

: ((I
2
)(fail R

2
)(fail A

2
) (Insert R

2
))

P2b:
((I2)(fail R

2
)(fail A2) (Noop))

Pia: ((I
3
)(fail R

3
)(fail A3) ( Insert R

3
))

P3b: ((13) (fail R3) (fail A3) (Noop))

P4a' ((R1) (Replace (R1 , A1)))

P4b'
((R1) (Noop))

P5a= ((R 2 ) (Replace (R2 , A2)))

P5b: ((R2) (Noop))



P6a:

P6bg

P
7a

:

P7b:

P
8a

I

P
8b

P9al

((R3) (Replace (R , A3)))

((R3)

((A )

3

(Noop))

(Delete A
1
))

1

((Al)

((A )

(Noop))

(Delete A
2
))2

((A ) (Noop))2

((A3) (Delete A3))

P9b: ((A3) (Noop))

The action (Delete Ai) deletes Ai from WM.

R, the set of conflict sets, contains the following

sets:
rl {Pla Plb1 r2 {-P2a ' P2b1 ' r3 11)3a '

[P4a ' P40 r5 tP5a ' P5b} ' r6 1-P6a ' P6b1 '

r7 tP7a ' P70 ' r8 tP8a ' P8b1 ' r9 tP9a ' P90

90

to, the initial configuration, is II 12 13, and P = 6,

i.e., the maximum number of elements that WM holds.

Since WM initially contains Il 12 13, the conditions for

P
la '

P
lb '

P
2a '

P
2b '

P
3a

and P
3b are satisfied. Thus, with

to in WM the productions Pla , Plb ' P2a ' P2b
, P3a and P3b

are enabled.

For each of the conflict sets r
1

= {Pia
'
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and r3 = iP
3a

P3b '

Rnondeterminis-
r2 =IP2a P20 ' '

tically selects one production from each conflict set to be

executed. Let the productions selected for execution be

Pia '

P
2b

and P3
a

. As a result the transitions

'6
0

=
1

12 1
3
Pia ' P2b ' P3a R1 Il 12 R3 13 =

1
occurs.

In the next cycle, with (5,1. in WM, the productions en-

abled are P 4a P4b P2a P2b
P6a and P6b . Let the

' ' ' '

productions selected for execution be P4a '

P
2a

and P
6a

The transition;

P ' P2a ' P6a
)

Al Il R2 12 A3 13
2

Ri I1 12 R3 13 4a

is effected.

In the following cycle, the productions enabled are

P7a
'

P7b
'

P5a
'

P5b
'

P9a and P9b . Let P , P5b and P
9a

be selected for execution. The transition:

= Al Il R1 12 A3 13 P7a ' 13.1) ' P9a> I R2 12 13 =
3

The operation of this PS continues as demonstrated above.
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2.2 Production Systems as Policy Specifications

In general, a synchronization policy involves a finite

number of requests of different types made to different re-

sources by different processes. A process is a sequence

of operations performed one at a time. Two processes

are said to be concurrent if their operations can either

overlap or interleave arbitrarily in time [TAUS 77]

When a request is "honored", it is referred to as an access.

A priority may be associated with a request or access. The

occurrence and honoring of requests is governed by a set of

specification requirements involving the requests and ac-

cesses. The problem is to specify the policy so that the

specification requirements are enforced and not violated.

A production system is to specify the behavior of a

system of processes running in a common environment which

includes shared resources. The production system should

specify the behavior even when there are "illegal" opera-

tions performed within the system. From this specification

of behavior, a controller, centralized or distributed, may

be generated to supervise actual processes in such a way as

to ensure that the specified behavior actually occurs

[GAZA 81] .
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We will use a PS to specify a policy for synchroniza-

tion of processes in the following manner.

(1) The working memory represents an instantaneous
description of the state of the resources and
processes with respect to (pending) requests, ac-
cesses being made and other related information
such as priorities.

(2) The productions will represent the occurrence of
process requests and accesses under the proper
conditions.

(3) Conflict resolution models the nondeterminacy of
the occurrence of requests, granting accesses and
termination of accesses.

Without loss of generality, we also restrict the re-

presentation of the system being modeled as follows. Re-

quests and accesses will be represented by symbols. Priori-

ties of requests and accesses will be represented as vari-

ables. As a consequence, the operations permitted on re-

quest and access symbols are Replace, Delete, and Insert.

Furthermore, a condition representing the presence or ab-

sence of a symbol x are (x) or (fail x) respectively. Vari-

ables can be assigned values. Conditions involving vari-

ables are represented by (v1 RE v2) where vl, v2 are vari-

ables or constants. "RE" is a relational operator, e.g.,

greater than, equal to,...etc. A condition may involve

both symbols and variables. For example, the condition

(xln x2 n (pi > p2) ) where xl, and x2 are symbols; and pl and

p2 are variables is true when WM contains xl, x2, pl, and

*1:121 and the value of pl is greater than that of p2.
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As an example, consider the production system pres-

ented in example 1. The symbols R1, R2 and R3 can be in-

terpreted as requests to access the same resource by pro-

cesses 1,2, and 3. Al, A2 and A3 can be interpreted as

the corresponding accesses. The productions can be inter-

preted as the manipulation of the requests and accesses in

the system. Productions Pia,
rib'

1 >,3 represent the

occurrence of requests R1, R2 and R3 respectively. A re-

quest R. can occur if R. and A. are not already in WM.

Productions Pia and rib, 6 allow requests R1, R2,

andR3tobesatisfied.ArequestR.can be satisfied if

WM contains R. Similarly productions Pia and rib, 9

allow requests R1, R2 and R3 to terminate or continue in

progress. R., the set of conflict sets allows each pro-

cess to proceed at its own rate.

When we think of a production system as a model for a

resource manager, it is important to remember that the

production system represents a specification of the be-

havior of the manager. If we consider a transition se-

quence: S1 where some productions

Pa: ((Ri) c1 c2...ck (Replace(Ri, Ai)) al...am)

Pb: ((Ri) c1 c2...ck (Noop))

are enabled in 15
1'

P
a

is executed in the transition
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e n_i , and Pb being executed in the transitions

6 1 IS n-1 If the manager is distributed as a set of

processes, then in
n-1 some process has decided to grant

access to process i. This does not mean, however, that

the granting process started in It could have start-

ed much later, i.e., all that is implied is that '6
1

is

the earliest stage at which the granting process makes a

decision.

The above consideration will allow us to design poli-

cies that are independent of speed variations among the

processes. This independence is not only achieved for the

grant-access operation but also for the operations of

making a request and terminating an access.

The configurations of a production system are not ex-

plicitly specified within the definition of production sys-

tems. The analysis procedures, to be presented in the fol-

lowing sections, test configurations and sequences of tran-

sitions to determine whether or not a production system sat-

isfies a particular property. Thus, determining the reach-

able configurations and the possible sequences of transi-

tions is necessary. We will perform this task by construct-

ing a transition graph for the production system under con-

sideration. The nodes of the graph will represent the

reachable configurations, and the arcs the transitions
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between those configurations.

The transition graph can be constructed by implementing

a production system monitor (ROOD 80) which will simulate

all possible transitions and produce the reachable configu-

rations. The transition graph can be constructed from the

transitions and the reachable configurations produced.

The basic steps involved in this implementation are as fol-

lows:

(1) Starting with the initial configuration, for
every reachable configuration % determine all en-
abled productions with 6 in WM.

(2) Construct all possible combinations of the ena-
bled productions choosing one production from each
conflict set.

(3) For every combination constructed in step 2 ex-
ecute the corresponding actions, and include the
transition and the resulting configuration in the
transition graph.

To illustrate this approach, consider the production

system PS = (1,3),A, 1S0,/3 ) where .21 = 12, Ri, R2Y

and P contains the following productions:

Plat ((I1)(fail Ri)(fail Al) (Insert R
1
))

Plbt ((I1)(fail Ri)(fail A.) (Noop))4-
P
2a

: ((I
2
) (fail R

2
) (fail A2) ) (Insert R

2
))

0-

P
2b

((I
2
) (fail R

2
) (fail A2) (Noop))

P3 : ((R1)(fail A2) (Replace(R1, A1)))
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P4: ((R2)(fail R1)(fail Al) (Replace(R
2'

A
2 )))

P5: ((A1) (Delete A1))

P6: ((A
2

) (Delete A
2
))

contains the conflict sets r.
-la' 131.1).'

r2=U2a,P2Oarici ri ={P.} 3 6,

1S0 = I1 12 and /3 = 4.

Starting with the initial configuration )C0 =

the reachable configurations are = R1 I1 12,

t>2 = II R2 12, and 63 = Ri I1 R2 12. We construct the

corresponding nodes and transitions in the transition

graph. The reachable configurations from are

64 = Al I1 12 and '65 = Al I1 R2 12, and we include the

nodes 64 and t5 and the appropriate transitions in the

graph. Continuing in this fashion, we end up with the

transition graph shown in Figure 6. The complexity of

constructing the transition graph is, in general, of com-

binatiorial complexity in terms of the number of accesses

and requests in the system.
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Figure 6
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3. Specification of Compatible Policies

Throughout this paper we will use the following nota-

tion. The symbol Ri,j,k denotes a request of type i to

resource j by process k. The symbol Ai,j,k denotes an access

of type i to resource j exercised by process k. The vari-

able pi,j,k denotes the priority associated with the re-

quest Ri.j,k or access Ai,j,k. We will show all subscripts

on the R's, A's and p's only when it is appropriate.

The priorities of requests and accesses can be repre-

sented as a precedence matrix PM which is encoded in WM.

The rows and columms of PM are the requests and accesses

and the entries are the operations > , = , <, i.e., higher

than, equal to, and less than respectively. Each row is

represented with one location of WM. This representation

permits the priorities of a set of requests and accesses S

to be cyclic. For example, assuming that the priorities of

requests R1, R2,..., and RN are p1,..., and pN respectively,

the priorities are cyclic if pl> p2, p2> p3,..., and

PN >P1*

The purpose of priorities is to resolve contention of

an incompatible set of accesses and requests. Priorities,

in general, can be dynamically assigned. In the production

'systems we develop, we will use the action "Assign" to
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assign the priority of a request with respect to other re-

quests and accesses in the system. Whenever no restriction

is placed on the priorities, we assume that the action

"Assign" is defined by the user. When we place restric-

tions on priorities in the production system designed to

satisfy a certain property, we also assume that the user is

to specify the action Assign with the proper restrictions.

3.1 Definitions

A set S of accesses is incompatible if it contains ac-

cesses which are not permitted to occur simultaneously; it

is compatible otherwise. An incompatible set of accesses S

is minimal if no proper subset of S is incompatible.

A set Q = IR. R. of n requests isi,j1,k " " 1 ,j
n
,k
n

incompatible if its corresponding set of accesses

{Ai ,., Ai 1 is incompatible; otherwise Q is11,J1,k..
n'-in n

compatible.

A PS configuration t is incompatible if it contains

an incompatible set of accesses; otherwise it is compatible.

A production system itself is incompatible if an incompati-

ble configuration is reachable from its initial configura-

tion; otherwise it is compatible.
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We assume that a synchronization problem is stated in

terms of the minimal incompatible sets of requests (or ac-

cesses). That is, given the minimal incompatible sets, we

are to analyze or design production systems which model the

policy under consideration.

For many synchronization problems, it is sufficient to

merely state the minimal incompatible sets in order to fully

specify the problem. Some problems, however, the processes

involved require access to several resources simultaneously.

As a result, it is not possible to assume the problem solved

if "fair" access is granted to each resource independent of

the others. We will discuss this problem further when we

consider solutions to the dining philosophers problem and

when we consider fairness in section 5.
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3.2 Determining Compatibility

We assume that the compatibility problem is posed by

stating the minimal incompatible sets. Algorithm COMPAT,

Figure 7, determines the compatibility of a production

system which specifies a synchronization policy. The algo-

rithm utilizes a function COMPCON, Figure 8, to check for

the compatibility of a configuration. It is assumed that

the reachable configurations are obtained from the transi-

tion graph.

Example 2

Consider the PS presented in example 1. Let the mini-

mal incompatible sets be (Al, A3) and iA2 We will

show that PS is incompatible.

Consider the configuration 15 = Al I1 12 A3 13. 1$ is

reachable from IS
0
through the sequence of transitions

60 = Il 12 13 R1 I1 12 R3 13 Al I1 12 A3 13 = cY

Using algorithm COMPAT, testing the compatibility of IS ,

the function COMPCON returns a "false" value, and the PS is

incompalible.
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procedure COMPAT (PS: a production system, S: minimal in-
compatible sets of accesses)

/# Algorithm COMPAT determines if a PS is compatible.
/* Input: PS and S.
/* Output: indicates whether the PS is compatible or
/* not.
begin

for every reachable configuration
if not COMPCON ( S)
then PS is incompatible, stop.
endif

endfor
endbegin

Figure 7

function COMPCON(S: a configuration, Ss minimal incom-
patible sets of accesses)

/* Algorithm COMPCON determines if a configuration
/* is compatible.
/* Input: t and S.
/* Output: COMPCON is set to "true" if t is compa-

tible, otherwise "false".

begin

COMPCON = true
for every s in S

if s is in IS
then

COMPCON = false
return

endif
endf or

endbegin

Figure 8
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3.3 Designing Compatible Production Systems

We first introduce the concept of the B-set and C-set

for a particular request, in order to determine the condi-

tions under which a request can be satisfied.

Definitions

The blocking set (B-set) for a particular request

R.
is the set of all sets of accesses S

m
such that

Sm ILI {Al
,j,k} is a minimal incompatible set. For example,

if WM contains the request and a set of accessesRi,j,k

S , then granting the access will result in a mini-m Ai,j,k

mal incompatible set with S
m

in WM.

The contention set (C-set) for a particular request

Ri,j,k is the set of all sets of requests and accesses S
m

such that:

(1) Each set S
m contains at least one request.

(2) For each S
m , S'Ink){ Ai,j,k1 is a minimal compati-

ble set where S'
m is formed from Sm by replacing

each request R
r,s,t

in S
m

with its corresponding

access A
r,s,t.

The intuitive interpretation of the C-set is that satisfy-

ing Ri,j,k and all requests in an element of C-set (Ri,j,k)
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will result in an incompatible set of accesses.

If /5 is a configuration containing a request Ri,j,k

and '60 Is and /S where 60 is the initial

configuration, and /5' contains Ai,j,k, we then say that

is satisfied in the transitionsRi,j,k

Algorithms BSETS and CSETS, shown in Figure 9 and

Figure10, construct the B-sets and C-sets, respectively,

for a set of requests.

Algorithm COMPS, shown in Figure 11 constructs a com-

patible production system. The algorithm permits a process

k to make a request if k has no other pending requests.

A request R is satisfied if both the following two condi-

tions hold:

(1) There is no element of B-set (R) in WM, thus

avoiding incompatibility, and

(2) There is no element x of C-set (R) in WM such

that all requests in x have higher priority than

R. In this case, compatibility is guaranteed by

blocking R if it has the lowest priority of a set

of contending requests.

Once a request is satisfied, process k can terminate the

corresponding access if it has no pending requests.
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A process can make a request or terminate an access at its

own pace. The productions with the Noop action reflect

this consideration.
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Procedure BSETS (Q: set of requests, Ms minimal incom-
patible sets of accesses, B: B-sets for
requests in Q)

begin
/* Algorithm BSETS calculates the B-sets for
/* a set of requests.
/* Inputs the set of requests, and M, the
/4 minimal incompatible sets of accesses (or re-
/* quests).
/* Output: B, the B-sets for all requests
for every request Ri,j,k

for every minimal incompatible set S of ac-
cesses.

if Ai,j,k is in S

then include the set S' = S-
the B-set of R

t inAi,j,k

endif
.

endf or
endf or

endbegin

Figure 9
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procedure CSETS (Q: set of requests, M: minimal incom-
patible sets of accesses, C: C-sets for
requests in Q)

begin

/* Algorithm CSETS calculates the C-sets for a
/* set of requests.
/* Input: Q, the set of requests, and M, the
/* minimal incompatible sets of accesses
/* (or requests).
/* Output: C, the C-sets for all requests.

for every request R.
1,j,k

for every minimal incompatible set S of ac-
cesses.

if Ai,j,k is in S

then

Let S' = S - 1.Ai,j,k

Gererate all sets SA , 1: 9..$ 2s'- 1

such that:

(1) For every A,, m,n in S', each S

contains either A1,m,n
or R

1,m,n.

(2) Each Stcontains at least one re-
quest.

Include each S in the C-set of Ri,j,k.

endif

endf or

endf or

endbegin

Figure 10
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procedure COMPS (Q: set of requests, S: minimal incom-
patible sets of accesses, PS: production
system)

Algorithm COMPS constructs a compatible PS.
Processing of requests is governed by the corre-
sponding B-sets and C-sets.
Input: Q and S.
Output: PS, a compatible production system.

begin

(1) Include the symbols Ik, Ri,j,k, Ai,j,k and

variables
p.

.

k
for all relevant values of i,j

and k in the WM alphabet
Let the initial contents of WM be
Ik Ik Ik .. I

k
I
k

, where n = the number
1 2 3 n-1 n

of processes. This represents the fact that no
requests or accesses exist yet. In general,
the initial configuration may contain informa-
tion pertinent to the resources.

(2) for every process k

Let R. . .., R. be all the requests

of process k.

a. for every request Ri,j,k

Include the following productions in P,
the set of productions, to allow for the
occurrence of Ri,j.k.

( (10(failR.41)(fail Ri2,j2,k)

(fail (fail Ai,j,k)Ri ,k) (fail
m

(Insert Ri,j,k) (Assign Pi,j,k) )

(Assign pi.j,k))

Ri1'j1,k)(fail Ri
2' 2'

k)

(fail R
i
m
,j
m
,k) (fail Ai,j,k)

(Noop))9-

Figure 11
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The first of the above two productions
allows a process k to make a request
R. if the process has no outstanding

requests and the process is not already
exercising access Ai,j,k . The action

Assign is to be supplied by the user in
accordance to the restrictions in the
lemma which will follow shortly. The
second production allows the process to
idle if it is chosen to be executed.

endfor

Include all above productions as one con-
flict set in R. , the set of conflict sets.

b.for every request Ri,j,k

Construct the B-set and C-set for Ri,j,k

using algorithms BSETS and CSETS.

for every element x in B-set (R1. )

,j,k
Let A. ,..., and Ai be

t'dt,
the accesses in x.

Construct a condition c of the form

(fail (A. 4 N
Al.

))
tgjtpll

endfor

Let C1 = (c1, c2,..., cL) be the set of

such conditions.

for every element x in C-set (Ri,j,k)

Let R. ; , W andO, be
11,J1 ,A1

Rift
.j ,k

t
the requests in x; and
A.' 4' 1,1 ... A.' ;' the
111,110/111 ' 1 illpj gen.

2.1
accesses in x.

Figure 11 continued
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Construct a condition c of the form

(fail (A.' .' 1,11, A; Nr n_

R
1
. . N
1, 3 1, 11.

...N Ri
A

N

(Pi k > P k)
...r.

13"1' 1 1" /'

(Pi i k > Pi j,k)))

endfor

Let C2 = {c1, c2,..., cO be the set of

all such conditions.

Include the following productions inf)
to satisfy R

i,j,k
.

((R. )
1,j,k c1 c2... c1... cm

(Replace(R. 1,, A; ;

tpdpau
(Assign pi,j,k))

((R. ) c
1

c
2***

c, cl... cm

kj,koop))

In the first of the above productions, :a
request is satisfied if no elements of
its B-set or C-set with higher priorities
are in WM. Thus, no incompatible sets of
accesses will occur. The purpose of the
action Assign here is to associate a pri-
ority with access Aij0c , which may be

different from that of request Ri.j,k.

The second production allows granting
the access to occur at any time (cycle)
whenever the conditions of the production
hold.

Include the above two productions as one
conflict set in A .

endfor

Figure11 continued
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c. for every access A.1,j,k
Include the following productions in Jr)
to allow an access to terminate or to
continue in progress.

((Ai,j,k)(fail Rii.ji,k)...

(fail R. )
pj p

(Delete Ai,Rim'
m lc

)

(( )(fail R. 4 b.)"Ai,j,k
""1"1"'"

(fail
ti lk

R.
1

) (Noop))
m m

The first production permits access
to terminate if process k has noAi,j,k

outstanding requests. The second produc-
tion permits the process to nondetermin-
stically terminate the access.

endfor

Include all above productions which pro-
cess accesses as one conflict set in .

endfor

Let /3 > (2 * the number of requests
+ the number of processes)

Since for each request there can be at most two
elements of the alphabet %. , namely, andPi,j,k
either of R

i,j,k
Aiand at any time and

there is an I
k

for each process, then p must

be at least as specified above. Note that it is
assumed that each row of the priority matrix
corresponding to a Pi,j,k

occupies one entry in

WM.

endbegin

Figure 11 continued
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Example 3

We will construct a production system for example 2

using algorithm COMPS. The elements of Z are already de-

fined. The minimal incompatible sets are

{A1, A3} and {A2, A
3
}.

B-set (R1)

B-set (R
3

)

C-set (R1)

C-set (R
3

)

= B-set (R
2

) = t(A
3
)1.

= { {Al}, A2)).

= C-set (R2) = {(R3)}.

= ({R1 }AR2)).

Step 2a in the algorithm produces the following pro-

ductions to represent the occurrence of requests.

Pia: ((I
1
)(fail R

1
)(fail A

1
)

(Insert R1)(Assign p1))

P
lb

: ((I
1
)(fail R

1
)(fail A

1
) (Noop))

Let r1 = {P
1a'

P
1b
} be a conflict set.

P
2a

1 ((I
2
)(fail R

2
)(fail A

2
)

(Insert R
2
)(Assign p

2
))4-

P2b1
((I

2
)(fail R

2
)(fail A2) (Noop))

Let r
2

=
2a'

P
2b

I be a conflict set.

P
3a

((I
3
)(fail R

3
)(fail A

3
)

(Insert R
3
)(Assign p3))

"Ili' ' VITJUpji
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P
3b

((I
3
)(fail R

3
)(fail A

3
) (Noop))

Let r3 = {P3a, P3131 be a conflict set.

Applying step 2b, we get the following productions

for satisfying requests.

P4a: ((R1)(fail A3)(fail(R3 n (p3> pi)))

(Replace(R1, A1))(Assign pi))

P4b:
((ly (fail A3) (fail(R3 n (p3> pi))) (Noop))

Let r
4

= iP
4a'

P
4b

1.

P5a: ((R2) (fail A3) (fail(R3 n (p3>p2)))

(Replace(R2, A2))(Assign p2))

P5b: ((R2) (fail A3) (fail(R3 (p3 >102))) (Noop))

Let r5 = iP5a, P50-.

P
6a'

((R
3
)(fail A

1
)(fail A

2
)(fail(R

1
(p

1
p )))

(fail(R2 n (P2 > P3)))

(Replace(R3, A3))(Assign p3))

P6b: ((R3)(fail A1)(fail A2)(fail(R1 n (p1 > p3)))

(fail(R2 n (p2 > p3))) (Noop))

Let r6
iP6a' P6b1'

Finally, step 2c provides the following productions

to allow accesses to terminate or continue in progress.

P7a: ((A1) (Delete A1))

.P7b: ((A1) (Noop))
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Let r
7
= Up

7a
P
7b

1.

P
8a

: ((A
2

) (Delete A
2
))

P
8b ((A

2
) (Noop))

Let r
8

= {13
8a'

P
8b

}.

P
9a

: ((A3) (Delete A
3
))

9b
((A3) (Noop))

Let r9 = -CP9a, P9131.

Applying step 3, the size of WM = P = 2 * 3 3 = 9.

The production system specified above is compatible if

and only if for every contending set of requests one re-

quest has the lowest priority. This is proven in the fol-

lowing lemma.
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Lemma

Algorithm COMPS constructs a compatible production

system if and only if for every contending set of requests,

one request has the lowest priority.

Proof:

We will first prove that the production system is com-

patible if for every contending set of requests, one request

has the lowest priority. There are two ways that an incom-

patible set of accesses can occur. The first is when a con-

figuration contains a set of accesses S such that satisfying

a request R will result in a minimal incompatible set of ac-

cesses. In this case, R will be blocked by a B-set condi-

tion. The second possibility is when a configuration con-

tains a set of requests Q such that satisfying requests in Q

will result in an incompatible set of accesses. Clearly

must contain a contending set of requests Q'. Then, by as-

sumption, there is a request R in Q' that has lower priority

than all other requests in Q'. On considering the C-set

conditions of the productions in which requests are satis-

fied in algorithm COMPS, a request will not be satisfied if

it has lower priority than all requests in an element of

its C-set. Thus, request R will be blocked and an incompat-

ible set of accesses will not occur.
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We now prove that if algorithm COMPS constructs a com-

patible production system then for every contending set of

requests, one request has the lowest priority. Let more

than one request in a set of contending requests Q have the

lowest priority. Then, the productions in which requests

are satisfied will allow the requests with the lowest pri-

ority to be satisfied since for each of those requests R,

there will be at least one other request R' whose priority

is not greater than R. As a consequence an incompatible

set of accesses will occur and the production system is in-

compatible, a contradiction.

It should be clear from the above proof that when a

configuration only contains a minimal incompatible set of

requests, algorithm COMPS allows the maximum number of re-

quests to be satisfied without destroying the compatibility

of the production system. However, the algorithm may re-

sult in a transition 15, ' in which the maximum number

of requests are satisfied but still contains requests

and there is no transition possible from "6'. Thus the re-

quests in will be indefinitely blocked. We address

this problem in the following section.
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4. Specification for Live Systems

4.1 Definitions:

If WM contains a configuration 6 which contains a re-

quest or access x such that no production whose actions

change x is enabled with in WM, we then say that x is

blocked in by the unsatisfied conditions of the produc-

tions whose actions change x. If there is an unsatisfied

condition of the form (fail(x
1
n xn n c)) where x.,

1$ i4 n are requests and/or accesses and c is a predicate,

we then say that x is blocked by each xi, n. Note

that a request can be blocked by elements of its B-set or

its C-set.

A request or access x in a reachable configuration

is indefinitely blocked in IS if x is blocked in every con-

figuration IS' such that 15 15'

Corollary:

A request or access x is indefinitely blocked in a

configuration t if every configuration V such that

* contains x.
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A configuration IS is said to be a deadlock configu-

ration (or not live) if it contains a set X = {x0,..., xn_i}

of accesses and requests such that x is indefi-
(i+l)mod n

nitely blocked by a set of requests and accesses which con-

tains xi mod n . The set of accesses and requests X is

said to be deadlocked, i.e., x1 is blocked by x0, x2 is

blocked by x1,..., and x0 is blocked by xn..1.

A PS itself is not live if at least one deadlock con-

figuration is reachable from the initial configuration,

otherwise it is live. A PS is inherently live if none of

its configurations is a deadlock configuration, whether or

not it is reachable.
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4.2 An Algorithm for Determining Liveness

Algorithm DLCK, shown in Figure12, determines if a PS

which specifies a synchronization policy is live. The

basic idea is to determine if any reachable configuration

contains a deadlock set of requests and accesses by first

determining the set of requests and accesses S which

appear in a particular configuration t and also appear in

all reachable configurations from '6 ; and second deter-

mining if S contains a set of requests and accesses in

which the requests and accesses block each other. The

second step is performed by algorithm CYCSET, shown is Fig-

ure 13, which is invoked in DLCK.
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procedure DLCK (PS: a production system)

/* Algorithm DLCK determines if PS is live.
/* Input: PS.
/* Output: Whether PS is live or not.

begin

for every reachable configuration
i0

Let = (14,0
' '

Yi ) be the set of
0 1

reachable configurations from .

10

Let xi = the set of accesses and requests in

i
0 < j n such that each request or access

in xi is blocked by at least one particular

condition in every 6i ,

Let X = x.
0 j n 1

if X 2

then

if CYCSET(X, V, PS)

then /S
i

is a deadlock configuration

endif

endif

endf or

PS is live.

endbegin

0
and PS is not live, stop.

Figure 12
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function CYCSET(X: a set of requests and accesses,
V: a set of configurations, PS: a pro-
duction system)

/* Input: X,Tland PS.
/* Output: CYCSET is set to "true" if X contains
/* requests and accesses which block each
/4 other, otherwise CYCSET is set to "false".

begin

FLAG = true

while (FLAG) do

FLAG = false

for every xk in X

if no x / xk in X blocks xk in r

then

Delete x
k
from X

FLAG = true

endif

endf or

endwhile

CYCSET = (IX1 > 2) /* true or false

endbegin

Figure 13
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Example 4 The Dining Philosophers Problem.

There are N philosophers who spend their lives either

eating or thinking. Each philosopher has his own place at

a circular table, in the center of which is a large bowl of

spaghetti. To eat spaghetti requires two forks, but only N

forks are provided, one between each pair of philosophers.

The only forks a philosopher can pick up are those on his

immediate right and left. Each philosopher is identical in

structure, alternatively eating then thinking. The problem

is to simulate the behavior of the philosophers while avoid-

ing deadlock, [DIJK 68), [HOLT 781.

Figure 14shows a picture of a table setting with five

plates and forks.

Figure 14
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Let Ri,j be a request made to access fork i by process

j. Similarly, let A. be an access made to fork i by pro-

cess j. The ith and (i +1)st philosophers share the ith

fork. In the following notation addition on the subscripts

is performed mod N. The minimal incompatible sets of ac-

cesses are

C-set

B-set

C -set

{A.
1,1 1

A. ,1.

+1
0'

(R1. ) = . 1-, i {{A1 ,+1
( ) = {-CR1. .Ri,i ,1+1
(131,1+1) =

(R1. )
,1+1 1,i

1B-set}

'

,

N-1. Thus,

0 N-1,

0 N-1,

0.4-N-1, and

0

We will now construct a production system PS for this

problem using algorithm COMPS. We will show that PS is not

live. Let the initial contents of WM be

ISO - IO II.' IN-1.

j) contains the following productions to allow re-

quests to occur.

((I.)(fail R. ) fail R. ) (fail A. )P. (1, 1-1,i 1,
( Insert Ri,i)(Assign pi,i))

Pup: ((Ii)(fail Ri,i)(fail Ri_1,1)(fail Ai,i)
(Noop))

P. ((I.)(fail R. .)(fail )(fail .)
1 1,1 Ri_1, AA.

(Insert R1. .)(Assign .))
R1- 1,1 )(Assign p-1,1
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Pid: ((Ii)(fail Ri,i)(fail Ri_i,i)(fail Ai_1,1))

(Noop))

Note that a philosopher must get the first fork before

requesting the second one. This may lead to deadlock as

will be shortly shown. The above productions are defined

for 0 N-1, i.e., there are a total of 4*N productions.

B, contains the conflict sets IPl. P.
l Pic' Pi d}'a' b' c' d '

0 i$ N-1.

The following productions grant requests R.
1,i'

(N+i)a:
((Ri,i)(fail Ai )

,1+1

(fail( Ri,i+1
n (13,1,1+1 > pi,i)))

i'
(Replace(R.

1
A. ))(Assign

Pi,i ))1,i

(N+i)b: ((Ri,i)(fail Ai,i+i)

(fail(R i,i+1 1' (131,1+1 > Pi,i)))

(Noop))

In the above productions a request R1,1 is satisfied

if A
i 1+1 is not in WM, i.e., if the (i+1)st philosopher is

not already using fork i and the (i +i)st philosopher does

not have a request R1.
,1

.

+1
for fork i with higher priority

pi,i+1 than pi i. If a request is satisfied, the action

.Assign may change the priority p1.
,1

. which is now associated
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with A. ..
1,1

The above productions are also defined for 0.S i N-1.

R contains the conflict sets {I) i)at P (N+i

0 15- N-1.

The following productions grant requests Ri_1,1,

04. i N-1.

(2N+i)a:
((Ri_i.i)(fail

Ai- 1,i -1)

(fail(Ri_i,i_i
N (pi_1,1_1 > pi- 1,i)))

(Replace(Ri_14, A1_1,1))

(Assign pi -1,i))

(2N+i)b2 ((Ri_lei)(fail

(p1_1,1_1 >

(Noop))

The above productions are also defined for 0 N-1.

P./ contains the conflict sets tP
(2N+i)a' P (2N+i)b/ '

N-1. The interpretation of those productions is an-

alogous to that of the preceeding productions.

The following productions represent a philosopher

putting down a fork. A philosopher can put down a fork if

he does not have a pending request for another fork.
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(3N+i)al

(3N+i)b:

(3N+i)c3

((A. .) (fail Ri-1,i) (Delete A. .))
1,1 1 1

((A
i,i

)(fail R
i-1,i

) (Noop))

((Ai-1,i
)(fail R1. .) (Delete A ))

,1 ---).-
(Delete

i-1,i

(3N+i)d: ((Ai_i,i)(fail Ri,i) (Noop))

In the above productions, 0 P., contains the

conflict sets IP
(3N+i)a' P(3N+i)b' P(3N+i)e P(3N+i)d/'

0 4 N-1.

We now proceed to apply algorithm DLCK to this produc-

tion system. Consider the initial configuration

60 I0 IN-1. Since IS
0
does not contain any re-

quests or accesses, the intersection of the sets of re-

quests and accesses in the configurations reachable from

60 will be empty. As a consequence, the set X in the al-

gorithm will be empty. Thus, IS0 is not a deadlock configu-

ration.

Consider the configuration

1')
= A

0,0
R
N-1,0 IO A1,1 R0,1 Il AN-1,N-1 RN-2,N-1 IN-1.

IS is reachable from 1S0 through the following transitons:

P ,6 Oa
P
la (n-1)a R0,0 I0 R1,1 RN

-1,N -1 IN-1

PNa' (N+1)a"..P(2N-1)a), A0,0 I0 A1,1 AN
-1,N -1 IN-1

(N-1)c > A0,0
RN-1,0 10...

N 1,N-1 RN-2,N-1 IN-1.

The only reachable configuration from is ' itself. The

'set of requests and accesses X specified in algorithm DLCK
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is {A0,0,
RN -1,0' A1,1, 1

A_N _.
,N-1' RN-2,N -1.

Applying function CYCSET, we find that deletion of each

Ai,i is prevented by R
i-1,i

as can be deduced from the produc-

tions P(3N+i)a for 0 i N-1. None of the philosophers can

put down their forks. Each is blocked by Ai
-1,i -1

as can be deduced from the productions P(2w+i)a, 0 i N-1.

That is, the ith philosopher can not access fork (i-1) be-

cause it is being used by the (i-1)st philosopher. As a

consequence, no element of X can be deleted in CYCSET.

Thus, for N >1, t is a deadlock configuration, and

PS is not live.

In the solution presented above for the dining philo-

sophers problem, all properties of the policy specified by

the production system, e.g., compatibility, liveness and

fairness will relate to accesses and requests to the forks.

Compatibility and liveness of the policy can be fully re-

presented by compatibility and liveness in terms accesses

and requests to the forks. However, for fairness the issue

is a little different. Consider the situation in which a

philosopher indefinitely alternates picking up the two

forks on his right and left but is not able to get both

forks at the same time. Evidently, since he never has both

forks at any one time he can never eat the spaghetti and can
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be "starved". This type of starvation can not be repre-

sented as long as accesses to the forks are considered in-

dependent of each other. In other words, the fact that a

philosopher can get access to each fork alone guarantees

"fairness" in terms of access to the forks but not in terms

of access to the spaghetti.

Consider another solution to the dining philosophers

problem in which each philosopher requests and puts down

both forks simultaneously. That is, both forks can be con-

sidered as one resource. In this case, access to the forks

is "equivalent" to eating the spaghetti, and our analysis

and design algorithm will fully represent this solution.

As can be expected, this is possible because the problem in

this case can be fully stated in terms of minimal incompati-

ble sets.
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4.3 Designing Live Production Systems

The approaches to the design of a live PS can be clas-

sified into three categories. In the first approach, the

system is to be designed such that it is live without re-

stricting the occurrence of requests and termination of ac-

cesses. In the second approach, the occurrence of requests

and termination of accesses are only permitted to occur in

a prespecified order such that deadlock can not occur. In

the third approach, accesses are forced to terminate in

order to satisfy other requests, thus preventing deadlock.

4.3.1 The First Approach

Lemma

A compatible production system constructed by algorithm

COMPS is live if and only if there is no set

X = {x0,..., xn_il of requests and/or accesses such that:

(1) Not all elements of X belong to the same minimal

incompatible set, and

(2) Every xi
mod n

appears in a "fail" condition of

all productions whose actions insert x..4.ki 1)mod n

in working memory.
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The importance of this lemma is that a production sys-

tem produced by COMPS may be analyzed for liveness by only

looking at the form of the productions produced. The

analysis procedure does not need to examine all reachable

configurations of the system.

Proofs

We first prove the "if clause". A deadlock set X can

not consist of elements that belong to one minimal incompa-

tible set. Since the production system is compatible, then

by the lemma of section 3.3, for every set of contending

requests one request R has the lowest priority. Thus, R

can not block any other request of X, and X can not be a

deadlock set.

If elements of X do not all belong to the same minimal

incompatible set, then the condition in the lemma guaran-

tees that deadlock does not occur in this case.

The "only if" clause follows directly from the defini-

tions of a live production system and a deadlock configura-

tion.
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4.3.2 The Second Approach

In this approach, requests and the corresponding ac-

cesses are sequentially ordered into different levels such

that no minimal incompatible set spans two or more levels.

As a consequence, accesses at any one level can not block

requests at any different level. Requests by a process from

a given level must not only be made simultaneously, but also

granted simultaneously. Deadlock can not occur as a result

of each process having a pending request that is blocked by

an access of another process at the same level. When a pro-

cess has been granted accesses at a level Lj, it can only

make requests at a higher level Lk. Accesses can only be

blocked by requests at a higher level. This approach is a

generalization of the hierarchical resource allocation meth-

od [HAVE 68], [HANS 73].

We now show how to partition the requests such that no

minimal incompatible set spans two or more levels.

A partition TI on a set S is a collection of disjoint

subsets whose set union is S.
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Let Q0. Q1,..., Qn_l be minimal incompatible sets of

requests. Let Q'
0'Q'm-1'

1$ m 5 n, be the sets of re-

quests such that:

(1) Q' r (4'., =0, the null set, and

(2) For every Q., 0 .$ i$ n-1, Q. C Q'
j

for some
1--

0 j$ m-1.

(3) Every element of Q'1, 0 --Si is also an element

of some Qi,

Clearly, {Q'o,..., Q'm_i} forms a partition on

QOu "Qn-1' Let II = tQ'0,..., Q'm_i). Let Q'o be at

the highest level, Q'i at the next lower level,..., and

Q'
m-1 at the lowest level. Note that accesses at different

levels are compatible, since all the elements of any minimal

incompatible set are at the same level. Requests that do

not belong to any minimal incompatible sets can be arbitrar-

ily placed at any level.

Let the requests be represented as nodes of a graph in

which the edges connect the requests of minimal incompati-

ble sets. For instance, a minimal incompatible set

X = xn_11 can be represented by a subgraph whose

nodes are x
xn-1' and whose edges are (x0, x1),...,

(x
n-2'

xn_1). Then, partitioning the incompatible sets as

prescribed above is equivalent to finding the components of

'a graph (DEO 74], i.e., each component represents an
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element of the partition. The complexity of finding the

compenents of a graph is proportional to the number of

edges in the graph or the square of the number of nodes

[DEO 74].

Having obtained the sets of requests for each level,

we have the choice of placing more than one set at the same

level. At one extreme, all the sets are placed in one

level, and at the other, each set Q'i derived in the proce-

dure is placed at a level by itself. The first choice cor-

responds to the complete allocation of all resources needed

by a process.

Algorithm LVCMPS, shown in Figure15, constructs a live

production system using this approach. While algorithm

COMPS presented earlier allows a process to make requests in

any order, algorithm LVCMPS does not allow a process to make

a request at a level Q if the process has outstanding ac-

cesses at levels higher than level ft. That is, a process

must make requests at lower levels before those at higher

levels if the process is to exercise simultaneous accesses

at different levels. In algorithm LVCMPS, a set of requests

by a process at any one level are simultaneously granted,

while in COMPS each request is separately granted. In

LVCMPS, a process can terminate accesses at level 9. if it

has no pending request at a higher level than level a
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In COMPS, a process can terminate an access if it has no

pending request. In LVCMPS, accesses by a process at a

level a are simultaneously terminated, while accesses by a

process in COMPS are terminated one at a time.

In general, LVCMPS restricts a process to simultaneous-

ly make those requests at the same level, and to simultane-

ously terminate the corresponding accesses. The requests of

a process at a level i are also granted simultaneously.

COMPS places no such restrictions on the occurrence and

granting of requests, and termination of accesses.
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procedure LVCMPS(S: minimal incompatible sets of ac-
cesses,

PS: a production system)

/* Algorithm LVCMPS constructs a live production sys-
/* tem by the heirarchical ordering of requests meth-
/* od.

/* Input: S.
/* Output: PS.

begin

(1) Include the symbols Ik, Ri,j,k and Ai,j,k; and

variables pi,j,k for all relevant values of

i,j,k in the working memory alphabet E .

Let the initial configuration be to= Io...

n = number of processes.

(2) Partition the requests (and accesses) into dif-
ferent levels such that no minimal incompatible
set spans two or more levels.

n-1.

(3) for every process k

a.for every level a of the partition construct-
ed in step (2).

Let R. be the re-
1
1'

j
1'
k"*" i ,j ,k

m m
quests by process k at level Q

Let R.
,k'' ' ,j ' ,j ,k

l'
j
1 m m s s

be all the requests of process k.

Let the accesses by process k at higher
levels than level I be
A.' . . A.'11,31,k"' '

m
J

m
,,k.

Include the following productions in J) ,

the set of productions, to allow for the
occurrence of requests by process k at
level t . In these productions process
k can make its requests at level f if it
has no pending requests, it is not al-
ready exercising the accesses correspond-
ing to the requests being made and it is

Figure 15
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not exercising accesses at levels higher
than level St . Requests by a process at a
level 9. are simultaneously made (and si-
multaneously satisfied as will be shortly
seen) to avoid deadlock within level

((Ik(fail Ri ,k)
s"s

(fail A. fr)...(fail
119j1,11

Aim,411,k)

(fail A.' .1 1,)...(fail A.' ;' )
mtPtIml,"

) (Insert R. . .

1"l'A Im'Jm'A
(Assign p. ,)...(Assign

pi ,j ,k
m m

((Ik(fail R. . )...(fail R. ,k)
s s

(fail A. . )...(fail Ai k)
m"m'

(fail A." ,)...(fail A.' .1 .)

(Noop))

In the above productions the actions
Assign is to be supplied by the designer
in accordance with the conditions placed
by the lemma which will follow shortly.

endf or

Include all above productions as one conflict
set in ;, , the set of conflict sets.

b.for every level g

Let Q = {Ri ,..., R. } be the
i,j1,k im,jm,k

requests of process k at level 2 .

Determine the B-sets and C-sets for Q
using algorithms BSETS and CSETS.

Let the B-set conditions for requests in
Q as in algorithm COMPS be

C12,..., cim
1

),..., and

(cml, cm2,..., cmm ) respectively.
m

Figure15 continued
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Similarly, let the C-set conditions for
requests in Q be tcii, c12,..., c;m,),

1
..., and (c;1, c;2,...,

Include the following productions in

((R. . )...(R;

c11
c

11 12 1M
1

c21 21 22 c2M
2

cm1 cm2 cmm
m

c'
c1211 12 1M'

c' c'
21 22 ... c'

2M'
2

m
(Replace(RJ-; ;

J-

A4 i

11

0)s"1"1""1
(Replace(R1

,k'
A. k))

,J ,k 1 ,Jm m m m
(Assign p. 1,)...(Assign p. ))

pj 1%.9

M M

Figurel5 continued
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((R1 Ri
11,31'"

,k)
m m

c11 c12 clMI

c21 c22 c2M
2

cmi cm2 c_s"mmm

c' c'
1

c'
11 12 M'

X21
c'

2
c'

21 22 114'
2

c' c' c'm1 m2 ** mM'

(Noop))

Include the above two productions as one
conflict set in ..

In the above productions, the requests by
process k at level q are satisfied simul-
taneously. The requests are satisfied if
none of their B-set or C-set conditions is
true when applied to working memory. As
mentioned earlier, the requests are sa-
tisfied simultaneously to avoid deadlock
within any one level. The action Assign,
to be supplied by the designer, associates
a priority p1.

,j
.

,k
with the corresponding

access Ai,j,k.

endf or

c.for every level R.

Let A. . ,..., A. . be the accesses
m1'

j ,k
1

, ,k
m

of process k at level .

Let the requests by process k at levels
higherthantbe A.'

.',k'
'

11,j1..."
.. lmmk

The set of accesses by process k at level
A can be terminated if process k has no
pending requests at levels higher than £

Figure15 continued
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There can be no request at levels lower
than while process k is exercising ac-
cesses at level Q .

((A
i

)...(Ai,j1,-
im,jm,-

(fail R.' .' )...(fail R.' ,)11,J1,k

(Delete A, ; ,)...

(Delete . ))Ai
m m

((Ai ) ( Ai

m' m
,k)

(fail R.' .' )...(fail R.'
k

)

ii,j1,k 1171,,Jm,,

4 (Noop))
-

endfor

Include all above productions as one conflict
set in R, .

endfor

(4) Let /3, the size of working memory, =
(2* the number of requests the number of pro-
cesses), i.e., for each request there can only
be two elements

pi,j,k
Ri,j,kand either or

Ai,j,k at any one time, and Ik for each process

k.

endbegin

Figure 15 continued
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Example 5

Consider the dining philosophers problem presented

earlier. We will use algorithm LVCMPS to construct a live

production system for this problem. Partitioning the re-

quests such that no minimal incompatible set spans two or

more levels, we have the partition:

I(Ri,i, Risi+1) I 0 < i N-1) . Figure 16 shows the different

levels and the corresponding requests. Note that the minimal

incompatible sets are disjoint, and we choose to place each

one at a level by itself. The initial configuration is:

Level 0

Level 1

Level N-2

Level N-1

R0,0
, R

0,1

R
1,1

R
1,2

)

.

RN-2,N-2
RN-2,N-1

RN-1,N-1 RN -1,0

Figure 16
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Following step 3a of LVCMPS, we construct the produc-

tions representing a philosopher making a request. For the

zeroth philosopher, R0,0 is at a higher level than RN
-1,0'

Thus, he must request the (N-1)st before the zeroth fork.

The philosopher can make the request R0,0 if he has no pend-

ing requests and if he has not already picked the zeroth

fork. He can make the request RN
-1,0

if he has no pending

requests, if he has not already picked up the (N-1)st fork

or the zeroth fork.

POas ((10)(fail R0,0)(fail RN_1,0)(fail A0,0)

(Insert R0,0)(Assign p0,0))

PObs
((I

o
)(fail R

0,0 )(fail RN-1,0 )(fail A0,0)

(Noop))

P
Oc

((I )(fail R )(fail
RN -1,0)

(fail A0,0)(fail

(Insert RN_1,0)(Assign pN-1,0))

P
Od

((I
o
)(fail R )(fail RN_1,0)

(fail A0,0)(fail

(Noop))

For the ith philosopher, 1 Ri_lti is at a

higher level than Rini. Thus, he can request the ith fork

if he has no pending requests, and if he has not already
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picked up the ith or ( -1)st fork. The philosopher can re-

quest the (i-1)st fork if he has no pending requests and if

he has not already picked it up. The ith philosopher must

request the ith fork before the (i-1)st fork.

Pia: ((I1) (fail )(fail R.
1,i

)(fail Al .
.

1
)

,

(fail A. )

1,i

( Insert )(Assign p. .))R.
1,1

Pib: ((y(fail Ai,i)

(fail

(Noop))

Pic: ((I.) (fail R. .) (fail R.
-1,

.)(fail Ai -1,i)1 1,1 11
(InsertR1..)(Assig.))-1,1 n Pi-1,1

((I.)(fail R.
1,i 1

)(fail R. -1,i 1
)(fail Ai -1,1)

(Noop))

The action Assign in the above productions, as in all

productions to follow, assigns a value to the priority of

the request or access being made. It is to be supplied by

the user in accordance with the restrictions placed by the

lemma which follows this example. Include

{Pia, Pib, Pic, Pid}, 0 < i < N-1 in R. .
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Following step 3b of LVCMPS, we get the productions to

satisfy requests. Since for each philosopher there is at

most one request per level, the B-set and C-set conditions

for a particular production will be those of a single re-

quest. The B-set and C-set conditions were developed in ex-

ample 4, and the productions for satisfying requests will

be identical to those of example 4. The productions are as

follows:

(N+i)al ((Ri-1,i)(fail Ai-1,i-1'

(fail (Ri_1,1_1 ^ (pi -1,i -1

(Replace(Ri_i,i,
Ai -1,i))

(Assign pi -1,i))

-1, 3.
)))

2.

P(N+i)b: ((Ri_1,i)(fail Ai_1,1_1)

(fail (
Ri-1,i-1 (P1-1,i-1 > Pi-1,i)))

(Noop))

In the above productions, the ith philosopher can pick

up the (i-1)st fork if the (i-1)st philosopher has not al-

ready picked it up and if the (i-1)st philosopher is not re-

questing the same fork with higher priority. Include

{P (N+i)a, P(N+i)b), LC N-1 in .

(2N+i)al
((Ri,i)(fail

(fail (Ripi+1 > pi,i)))

(Replace(Rix Ai,i))(Assign pi,i))
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(2N+i)b:

(fail (R
1,141 Pi,i)))

(Noop))

In the above productions the ith philosopher can pick

up the ith fork if the (i+1)st philosopher has not already

picked it up and if the (i+l)st philosopher is not request-

ing the same fork with higher priority. Include

IP
(2N+i)a' P(2N+i)b/' 0 i N-1, in it .

Following step 3c in LVCMPS, a philosopher can termi-

nate an access if he has no pending requests at higher levels.

There can be no pending requests at a lower level than an

access that is to be terminated. This is a result of the

restriction that requests at lower levels are to be made be-

fore those at higher levels for a particular philosopher.

The productions for the zeroth philosopher area

P
3Na

: ((A
0,0

)
--(Delete A0,0 ))

P3Nb:
((A0,0) (Noop))

P
3Nc

: ((A
N-1,0 )(fail R0,0) (Delete AN-1,0))

P
3Nd ((AN_1,0)(fail R0,0) (Noop))
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The productions for the ith philosopher, 1$ i< N , are

P
(3N+i)a : ((A. .)(fail R.

1,1
.)

---).-
(Delete A. .))

1,1 1- 1,1

P(3N +i)b: ((Ai,i )(fail R 1_1,1) (Noop))

Ai-1,1

(3N+i)d: ((Ai-1,i) (Delete A ))
i-1,i

Include fP(3N+i)a, P(3N+i)b, P(3N+i)c, P(3N+i)d), 0 145 N-1

in .

Thus, the PS above specifies a live solution to the

dining philosophers problem. Note that it is assumed that

the priorities of requests at any one level are non-cyclic

as the following lemma states. It is also assumed that re-

quests of a particular process k are only made in the order

implied by the productions which allow for the occurrence of

requests. That is, requests at lower levels are made before

requests at higher levels if the corresponding accesses

are to be exercised simultaneously.
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Lemma

If requests occur as prescribed in algorithm LVCMPS

and if the priorities of requests at any one level are non-

cyclic, then algorithm LVCMPS constructs a live compatible

production system PS.

Proof:

We will first prove that PS is compatible. Since re-

quests at different levels are compatible, we only have to

consider the requests at any one level. Since the priori-

ties of requests at any one level are non-cyclic, then for

each contending set of requests Q, there is only one request

with the lowest priority. If this were not true, then

there is more than one request with the lowest priority,

and either of two cases is possible. The first is that more

than one request have the same priority in which case

their priorities are clearly cyclic. The second possibility

is that for every request R in Q there is another request R'

in Q such that R' has lower priority than R'. That is, the

priorities are cyclic. Thus, for every contending set of

requests there is only one request with the lowest priority.

From the productions developed in step 3b of the algorithm,

no request R is satisfied if working memory contains ac-

.cesses that form elements of B-sets(R) and if working memory
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contains contending requests with higher priority than R.

Thus, the same proof for the compatibility of the production

system produced by algorithm COMPS applies here.

We now prove that PS is live. Assume PS is not live.

Then, there is a set X = {x0,..., xn_1} of requests and ac-

cesses that can be deadlocked.

Consider the case where the xi's are all requests.

Clearly, the requests can not be at different levels. If

they did, a minimal incompatible set would span at least two

levels, thus, contradicting the basis on which the requests

are partitioned, i.e., no minimal incompatible set spans two

or more levels. If the requests are all at one level, then

the condition that the priorities at any one level are non-

cyclic guarantees that at least one request (one with high-

est priority) can be satisfied and X can not be deadlocked.

Now consider the case when X contains requests and ac-

cesses. The accesses and requests can not be at the same

level. If they were, then the accesses can not be prevent-

ed from terminating, because requests by a particular process

that are at the same level are satisfied simultaneously.

Accesses can not be prevented from terminating by other ac-

cesses. Thus X can not be deadlocked.
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If the accesses and requests are at different levels,

then consider the accesses and requests that are at the

highest level. The accesses can not be prevented from term-

inating since they can only be prevented by requests at

higher levels; and there are none because they are at the

highest level. If there are only requests at the highest

level, then the condition that the priorities of requests at

the same level are non-cyclic guarantees that at least one

request can be satisfied. Thus X can not be deadlocked,

and the proof is complete.
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4.3.3 The Third Approach

In this approach, deadlock sets are allowed to occur,

however, deadlock is prevented by allowing one of the re-

quests or accesses of the deadlock set to be satisfied or

be terminated respectively. This in turn may require the

deliberate termination of an access in order to guarantee

compatibility. In this case, the access terminated is re-

placed by the corresponding request.

Whenever a deadlock set containing accesses occurs,

it is only necessary to terminate at most one access. To

accomplish this goal, the requests are partitioned into com-

patible sets such that:

(1) Each compatible set of the partition is assigned a

level. Requests at level i have higher priority

than requests at levels j, j> i, and have lower

priority than requests at levels k,

The priorities of the levels are implicit. We

also say that level (i-1) is higher than level i.

(2) Of each minimal incompatible set Q, the lowest

level of any request R in Q contains only that

element of Q. Thus, whenever preemption is re-

quired, the access at the lowest level, i.e.,

only the access with lowest priority is terminated.
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(3) For each process, the requests by the process may

be at one level only if they are compatible,

otherwise, they must be at consecutive levels.

The third condition above is required so that a situa-

tion as shown in Figure 17 does not occur. A2,2, and R1,2

are an access to resource 2 and a request for resource 1,

respectively, by process 2. A1,1 and R2,1 are an access to

resource 1 and a request for resource 2, respectively, by

process 1. A
1,1 is prevented from termination by R2,1, so

is A2,2 by R1,2. R2.1 is blocked by A2,2, so is R1,2 by

A
1,1' The requests and accesses form a deadlock set.

Neither of the two accesses is ata lower level than the re-

spective requests they block, thus they can not be preempt-

ed. We thus place the third condition to avoid such a sit-

uation. If the requests are placed as prescribed by condi-

tion (3), either of the accesses would have been lower than

the request it is blocking, and preemption could be possi-

ble.

As a consequence of partitioning the requests as pre-

scribed above, in order to satisfy a request R at level 9.,

only those elements of the C-set(R) in which all requests

are at level 9. or higher need be checked. However, all

elements of B-set(R) must be checked.



Level L-k

Level L

Level L +j

A
2,2

A
1,1

-----40.-R\
2,1

1,2 '

Figure 17
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The production system we construct for modelling a

synchronization policy as specified above will only reflect

the effects of removing accesses on the state of the re-

sources with respect to the requests and accesses made to

the resources. The effects of preemption on the behavior of

processes, e.g., roll back and restart, are not modelled

here since we are only using production systems as a speci-

fication of synchronization policies.

Algorithm COM, shown in Figure 18, constructs a parti-

tion of a set of requests as specified above. A request R

is placed at level L if no minimal incompatible set consists

of R, at least one other request at level L and requests at

levels 11,<L. Otherwise, R is placed at the next level. As

a consequence, for each minimal incompatible set, there is

only one request at a lowest level, i.e., with a lowest pri-

ority.

Algorithm PLVCMPS, shown in Figure 19, constructs a

compatible live production system. The requests are parti-

tioned into compatible sets by algorithm COM. No explicit

priorities are associated with the requests or accesses be-

cause the priorities are implicitly set by ordering the re-

quests into different levels. Here, the levels contain com-

patible requests whereas the levels in algorithm LVCMPS con-

tain incompatible requests. The size of working memory is
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also reduced since priorities do not have to be represented

within working memory.

As in algorithm COMPS, a process can make a request if

it has no pending requests and if it is not already exercis-

ing the corresponding access. A request R is satisfied if

working memory does not contain any elements of C-set(R) or

elements of C-set(R) in which requests have priorities equal

or higher than R. While requests of a process at any level

in algorithm LVCMPS are satisfied simultaneously requests of

a process in PLVCMPS are satisfied one at a time as in algo-

rithm COMPS. The same situation applies for accesses.

Since, the priorities of requests are determined by the

levels in which they are placed in algorithm COM, in con-

trast to algorithm COMPS, not all elements of C-set(R)(de-

pending on what level R is at) are checked as mentioned earlier.

A process can normally terminate an access if it is not

blocking a request of higher priority. When an access

blocks a request of higher priority it is preempted, i.e.,

the access is replaced by the corresponding request, pre-

venting deadlock from occurring even if working memory con-

tains a deadlock set containing requests and accesses. A

deadlock set can not consist of requests only since requests

at any one level are compatible and requests at higher levels

have higher priority and can be satisfied, thus deadlock can
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not occur. For each minimal incompatible set, one and only

one access is preemptable, i.e., the one with lowest pri-

ority. Thus, the number of accesses for which there will be

preemption productions will be at most as large as the num-

ber of minimal incompatible sets.
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Procedure COM (Qs a set of requests, I: minimal incom-
patible sets of requests, Q': an ordered
partition or Q)

/* Input: Q and I.
/* Output: Q'.

begin
L = 0
for every process k

for every request Ri,.

if Ri and at least one request at level

L and any requests at higher levels than
L form a minimal incompatible set

then
L = L + 1

endif

Place
R.

at level L.,,k
endfor

endfor
Q' 1 Q'i is the set of requests at level

endbegin

Figure 18
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Procedure PLVCMPS(S: set of requests,
Q: minimal incompatible sets of re-

quests,
PS: a production system)

/* Algorithm PLVCMPS constructs a compatible live PS
/* using preemption.
/* Input: S and Q.
/* Output: PS.

begin

(1) Let the WM alphabet contain the symbols
I
k' 1

R.
,j,k Ai,j,kand for all relevant values

of i,j,k.

Let the initial configuration be to= Io...

N = the number of processes.

Construct an ordered partition on S using algo-
rithm COM. Each element of the partition con-
tains a compatible set of requests.

for every process k

Let Ri be the requestsi,j 1,k" "

(2)

(3)

of process k.

a.for every request Ri,j,k

Include the following productions in
fp , the set of productions, to allow
for the occurrence of

J

R. . k. A re-
quest can be made if the process
has no pending requests and if the
process is not already exercising the
corresponding access.

((Ii)(fail R. . ,)...
11,J1,11.

(fail R. )(fail A.
,j

)(fail
m m

(Insert Ri,j,k))

Figure 19
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((Ii)(fail R. 4 O"
-11"lt"

(fail Ri
m
oi (fail Ai,j,k)
m
,k)

(Noop))

Note that no priorities are explicitly
associated with requests.

endfor

Include all above productions as one con-
flict set in , the conflict resolution.

b.for every request Ri,j,k

Construct the B-set( Ri,j,k) and

C-set( Ri,jk) using algorithms BSETS

and CSETS.

for every element X in B- set(Ri,j,k)

Let A. ; ,..., and A; ;

41."1.111 11* .R R

be the accesses in X.

Construct a condition c of the
form

A ... nA. 4 D.))(fail (A.
11,j1,A.1 $ $

endfor

Let c1 = (c1, c2,..., cL) be the sets

of such conditions.

for every element x in C-set(Ri,j,k)

such that all request in x are at
the same level as Ri,j,k or higher

Let R.
alt jp.

be

the requests in x; and
A. 1,..., R." .. the

IL 9..

accesses in x.

Construct a condition c' of the
forms

Figure 19 continued
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(fail (R. . N

A.' Is. A g ))ligji 111 g g k

kiti°

endfor

Let c2
1

= (c'
1 2

c' c') be the set-" M
of all such conditions.

Note that the C-set conditions here
do not include any terms involving
priorities as in algorithm COMPS.
This a result of the fact that the
priorities are preset and implicitly
defined by the levels.

Include the following productions inP
to satisfy Ri . A request can be

satisfied if none of its B-set ele-
ments are in working memory and if
none of its C-set elements in which
all requests have priorities equal to
or higher than the request itself are
in working memory.
((R.1,j,k ) c

1 2
c
L

c' c'... c'.
i 2

(Replace(R.
1

, A.
1

)))
,j,k ,j,k

((Ri.j,k) c1 c2... cL ci cA.

(Noop))

Include the above two productions as
one conflict set in A.

endfor

Figure 19 continued
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c.for every access Ai,j,k

if Ai,j,k is not at a lowest level of

a minimal incompatible set
then

There are no preemption productions
for Ai,j,k.

Include the following productions in
/3 to allow an access to normally
terminate or continue in progress.
A process can terminate an access if
it has no pending requests.

((Ai,j,k)(fail Riloji,k)...

(fail Ri oc)
m um

(Delete Ai,j,k) )

((Ai,j,k)(fail Rii,j1,k)...

(fail Ri ,k)
m m

(Noop))
else

There are preemption productions
for Ai . ,. Thus, a process can

normally terminate an access only if
conditions for preemption do not
hold.

Let the elements of C-set(Aik) in
which all requests and accesses have
higher priority than Ai,j,k be

xi,..., x2. Let the corresponding

C-set conditions as constructed in
step b be {c1, c2,...,cL,}.

Include the following productions in
/3 to allow normal termination of

or its continuation.Ai,j,k

Figure 19 continued
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((A. jo)(fail )...R.

(fail Ri ,k) cl c2... cL,
m m

(Delete Ai,j,k))

((A. . )(fail R.
1
l'

.

k
)...

1,3,k

(fail R. . ) c c cL,3 ,k 1 2
m m

(Noop))

Thus, process k can normally termi-
nate Ai,j,k if it has no pending re-

quests and if the conditions for
preemption do not hold.

Include the following productions to
preempt A. . . An access is pre-

1,3,k
empted if any of the conditions for
preemption hold when applied to
working memory, i.e., when there
are contending requests with higher
priority.

(( Ai,j,k )(fail c
1
V... V fail cL' )

(Replace(A1. . , R.
1

)))
,3,k ,j,k

(( (fail c1 V... fail c )Ai,j,k)
1

V V i L'
(Noop))

Include the above two productions a
as one conflict set in A .

endif

endf or
Include the above productions ex-
cept the preemption productions as
one conflict set in .

endf or

Figure 19 continued
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(4) Let 13 , the size of working memory = (the num-
ber of requests + the number of processes).
There is an I

k for each process k and either

Ai or Rij,k for each request. As mentioned

earlier, the priorities are implicitly defined
by the levels of the partition of requests.

endbegin

Figure19 continued
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Example 6

In this example, we present another solution to the

dining philosophers problem using algorithm PLVCMPS. We

will use the same symbols and variables used earlier.

Using algorithm COM, and considering the requests in

the order of R
R0,0, R R RN- 1,N -1' we

get

the following ordered partition:

Q'0 = (RR0,0), Q'1 = 00,1, and

Q'
N-1

= fRN-2,N-1' Rx_1,N..1). Requests in Q'
0

have the

highest priority and requests in Q'N..1 have the lowest pri-

ority. Figure 20 shows the different levels and the cor-

responding requests.

The initial configuration is 150 = I0... IN N = the

number of philosophers.

Following step 3a of PLVCMPS, we get the following pro-

ductions representing the occurrence of requests. In all of

these productions a philosopher can request a fork if he

does not have a pending request for either fork and if he

has not already picked up the fork being requested.

Pia' ((I1)(fail Ri_i,i)(fail R.
,1
.)(fail

(Insert R. .) )1-1,1



Level 0

Level 1

Level N-2

Level N-1

R
N-1,0 '

R
0,0

R
0,1 '

R
1,1

.

R
N-3,N-2 '

R
N-2,N-2

R
N-2,N-1 '

R
N-1,N-1

Figure 20
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P
ib ((I.)(fail R

-1,i
)(fail R. )(fail A.

-1,i
)

1 1

(Noop))

P. s ((I.1 )(fail R1.
,1 1
.)(fail )(fail A.

,1
.)

(Insert R.
1
.))

1,

P. ((Ii)(fail

(Noop))

Include .{Pia' P.
l Pic' Pid }'

0 ,c -C N-1 in A,a b' e' d

Step 3b of PLVCMPS provides the productions for satis-

fying requests. Since Ri,i, 0 Sid N-2, has higher priority

than R1,14.1 which is the only element of C-set(Ri,i), the

ith philosopher has only to check if the (i +1)st philosopher

has not already picked up the ith fork. Thus the produc-

tions for requests Ri,i, are of the form:

P(N+i)as ((Ri,i)(fail Ai,i+1)

(Replace(Ri,i, Ai,i)))

P
(N+i)b

: ((R. .)(fail )1,1 A1,1+1

(Noop))

Include (P(Ni.i)a, P(N+i)bl, 0 S i .5 N-2 in R .

For R
N-1,N-1' the request R

N-1,0 is in C-set(R
N-1,N-1 )

and has higher priority. Thus, the (N-1)st philosopher must

check if the zeroth philosopher has not already picked up
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the (N-1)st fork and if the zeroth philosopher does not

have a request for the same fork. The productions for

are as follows:R
N-1,N-1

P(2N-1)a= ((RN_1,N..1)(fail Au_1,0)(fail RN -1,0)

(Replace(R
N-1,N-1' AN-1,N-1 )))

(2N-1)b= ((RN.4.N_1)(fail AN_1,0)(fail RN
-1,0)

(Noop))

Include (13
(2N-1)a' P(2N-1)b/ in 'R."

For request R
N-1,0' there are no elements of

C-set(RN..1,0) that have higher priority. Thus the zeroth

philosopher has only to check if the (N-1)st has not already

picked up the zeroth fork. The productions for R areN-1,0
as follows:

P
2Na

: ((R
N-1,0)(fail AN-1,N-1 )

(Replace(R )))-->- N-1,0'
A
N-1,0

P
2Nb ((R

N-1,0 )(fail AN-1,N-1 )

(Noop))4-
Include {P2Na' P2NO in

For requests Ri_lei, N-1, the requests Ri-1,i

form the respective elements of C-set(Ri_i,i) and have high-

er priority than Ri_1,1. Thus the ith philosopher must not

only check if the (i-1)st philosopher has already picked up
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the (i-1)st fork but also if the (i -1)st philosopher does

not have a request for the same fork. The productions for

R 1 < i N-1 are as follows:

P(2N+i)a: ((Ri_i,i)(fail Ai_1,i_1)(fail Ri_1,1_1)

(Replace(R1. A.
1

)))
-1,i' -1,1-1

P(2N +i)b: ((Ri- i,i)(fail Ai_1,1_1)(fail Ri_1,1_1)

(Noop))

Include IF JR,.(2N+i)a' P(2N+i)bl' 14 N-1 i

Applying step 3c of algorithm PLVCMPS, we get the fol-

lowing productions to allow the zeroth philosopher to nor-

mally terminate access to either fork on his right and left.

Since R
N-1,0 is not at a lowest level of the requests of the

minimal incompatible set {RN
-1,0'

RN...1,N_1}, there are no

preemption productions for AN...1,0. Furthermore the zeroth

philosopher can terminate A
N -1,0

if he has no pending re-

quest. The same situation applies for A0,0. The produc-

tions allowing the normal termination of AN_1,0 and A0,0

are as follows:

P
3Na

: ((AN-1,0 )(fail R0,0) ) (Delete AN-1,0 ))

P3Nb: ((A
N-1,0)(fail R0,0) (Noop))

P3Nc: ((A0,0)(fail (Delete A0,0))0,0
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P3Nds
((A0,0)(fail RN.4,0) (Noop))

Include 1P3Na' P3Nb' P3Nc' P3Nd/ in -R.#

For accesses Aiti, 1 N-2 there are no elements of

C-set(Ai,i) with higher priorities, thus the productions re-

presenting normal termination of those accesses will be an

alogous to those of A0,0 and AN-1,0. In addition, there

are no preemption productions for these accesses.

Accesses A1_1,1, 1,5 iS N-2, are at a lowest level of

the respective minimal incompatible sets
A1_1,1}.

Therefore, the ith philosopher can normally terminate ac-

cessing the (i -1)st fork if he has no requests and if the

(i-1)st philosopher does not have a request for the same fork.

The following productions represent normal termination

of accesses Ai_1,1 and A1,1 , 1 i N-2.

P(3N+i)ag ((Ai_i,i)(fail Ri,i)(fail )
Ri-1,i-1

(Delete ))Ai_1,1

P(3N+i)138 Ri,i)(fail . )

Ri-1,1-1

(Noop))

P,
k3N+i)cs ((A1. ,1 1

-)(fail R. )

-1,i

(Delete A1. ))



P(3ti+i)ds ((Aiti)(fail (Noop))

Include {1)(3,14.i)a, P(3N+i)bi, P(3N+i)co P(3N+i)d/t

in IR. .
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N-2

The preemption productions for will be pre-

sented later along with the other preemption productions for

the other requests. The preemption productions are of the

same form, thus we are avoiding unnecessary redundancy.

Accesses A
N-2,N-1 and A

N-1'N-1
are both at a lowest

level of those requests of the respective minimal incompati-

ble sets {A
N-2,N-2' AN- 2,N-1} and {AN- 1,N -1' AN-1,0}.

Thus

the (N-1)st philosopher can only terminate access to either

fork if none of the respective philosophers on his right

and left have pending requests for those forks and if he

does not have a pending request. In addition, there are

preemption productions for both accesses. Thus, we have

the following productions

P
(4N-1)a= ((AN-2,N-1 )(fail RN_1,N_1)(fail RN- 2,N -2)

(Delete AN-2,N-1 ))

((AN_2,N_1)(fail R )(fail R )
(4N-1)b= N-1,N-1 N-2,N-2

(Noop))

P(4N-1)c' ((AN-1,N-1 )(fail RN_2 ,N_1)(fail RN -1,0)

(Delete AN-1,N-1 ) )
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P(4N -1)d` ((AN...1,N_1)(fail RN_2,N_1)(fail RN
-1,0)

(Noop))

,Include {P (4N-1)a' P(411-1)b' P(4N-1)c' P(4N-1)d-
1 in R

The preemption productions for AN_1,N_1 are as follows:

P
4Na

: ((A
N-1,N-1 )(R

N-1,0 )

1
(Replace(A-_.

A ,N-lg RN-1,N-1)))

P4Nbl "AN-1,N-1)(RN-1,0)

(Noop))

Include 0
-4Na' P4Nb} in :1&'

The preemption productions for Ai-14, 1 . N-1, are

as follows:

P(4N +i)a'
((Ai_1,,1 )(Ri

-1,1-1

(Replace(Ai_i , R.
1

.)))
0.. -1,1

(4N+i)b: ((Ai_i,i)(Ri_i,i_ )

(Noop))

Include {P(4N+i)a'
P(41\1+i)bi. ' N-1' in

In the above preemption productions, an access is pre-

empted if there is a contending request for the same fork

with higher priority (at higher levels).

The size of WM, /3 = (2*N+N) = 3 N.
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Lemma

Algorithm PLVCMPS constructs a compatible live produ-

tion system.

Proof:

We first prove that the production system is compati-

ble. Let 6 be a configuration containing a set of contend-

ing requests Q = (R1,..., RN }, i.e., if the requests in Q

are satisfied, this will result in a transition 15 -6

such that 15' contains a minimal incompatible set of ac-

cesses. If Q consists of one request R, then, for a minimal

incompatible set of accesses to occur, IS must contain an

element of the B-set(R) in which case R will not be satis-

fied. If Q consists of more than one request, then those re-

quests of Q at the lowest level will be blocked by other re-

quests of Q at the higher levels, and /5' will not contain

an incompatible set of accesses. If all requests of Q are

at the same level, they will block each other until an ac-

cess is preempted. Thus no incompatible set of accesses

will occur in this case either. The above two situations

are enforced by the C-set conditions developed in the algo-

rithm.
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To prove liveness, assume that the production system

is not live. That is, there is a configuration IS which

contains a set of requests and/or accesses

X = {x0,..., xn_11 such that each xi is indefinitely

blocked by x( i+i)mod X does not consist of requests

only. The requests of X can not be at one level since re-

quests at any one level are compatible. If the requests

are at different levels, then requests at the highest level

can not be blocked by requests at lower levels and X can not

be deadlocked.

If X consists of requests and accesses at any one level

then X can not be deadlocked since requests and accesses at

any one level are compatible. If the requests and accesses

of X are at different levels and a request is blocked by an

access at a lower level (lower priority), then the access

will be preempted, X will not be deadlocked, and the process

with the highest priority will be allowed to terminate nor-

mally. Requests in X can not all be blocked by accesses at

higher levels (higher priority). This corresponds to the

situation illustrated by Figure 9. We have demonstrated

earlier that such a situation is not possible. If it is

possible this would imply that for a process, all requests

are not at one level or at consecutive levels, thus, contra-

dicting the construction procedure by algorithm COM. If X

only consists of accesses, then X can not be deadlocked and
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the proof is complete.

In algorithm PLVCMPS, although deadlock can not occur,

requests and accesses with higher priorities can indefinite-

ly block requests with lower priorities. This is the star-

vation problem which we consider in the following section.
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5. Specification of Fair Systems

Consider a sequence of transitions I5 + Is' in which

one of two situations is possible. The first is that a re-

quest R appears in every configuration as a result of ex-

ecuting the null action production in every transition.

Although R appears in every configuration, R is not blocked

because of a policy decision and may be satisfied in every

transition of 6 j lc'. The second possibility is that a

request R is blocked by another request or access for which

the null action production is chosen to be executed in every

transition of t + In this case R is blocked by an-

other request or access that is not blocked because of a

policy decision. In both situations, since R is not block-

ed (directly or indirectly) by a policy decision, we will

exclude such situations from our definition of starvation.

The following definition is a formalization of the situa-

tions described above.
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5.1 Definitions

A request or access x is statically-blocked in a se-

quence of transitions IS + if:

(1) In every configuration in the transitions

6 15', either the productions whose actions

modify x are enabled but the corresponding null

action (Noop) productions are chosen to execute;

or x is blocked by statically blocked requests or

accesses, and

(2) x is not an element of a deadlocked set in any

configuration in the transitions

In condition (1) in the above definition, if x is

blocked by a statically-blocked request or access which is

in turn blocked by a statically-blocked request or access

and so on, the last request or access in the sequence of

statically-blocked requests and/or accesses will be

statically-blocked as a result of the null action (Noop)

productions being chosen to execute in 6 24. 15

A request or access x can be starved if there is a

reachable configuration '6 such that:
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(1) 15, contains x and x is not an element of a dead-

lock set in ) , and

(2) If there is any transition from then there is

a sequence of transitions _±*. t in which every

configuration contains x, and x is not statically-

blocked in tj4.15 .

Note that if a configuration contains an access or re-

quest x and there is no transitions from .6, then .x can be

starved.

Corollary

If a request or access x is starved in 6 + , then

x is blocked (but not statically-blocked) in at least one

configuration in 6 +

Proof: obvious.

A production system is fair if no request or access

can be starved, otherwise the production system is unfair.

Algorithm COMPS, and LVCMPS presented in the previous

sections do not construct fair production systems if the

priorities of the requests of a minimal incompatible set
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Q = {R1,..., RN} are fixed and non-cyclic. Since the pri-

orities of requests in Q are fixed and non-cyclic, then,

without loss of generality, we may assume p1> > pN.
Consider the sequence of transitions

= x0 R1... RN xN x0 Al xl A2... AN
-1

xN_I. RN xN =152,

/j2 = x0 Al xl A2... AN
-1 xN -1

RN xN xo xi... RN xN,

63 = xo xl... xN-1
RN

xN x0 R1 x1 R2... RN xN =
1.

In the first two transitions RN is blocked by fRi,.... RN -1y

and fA1,..., AN-1) respectively. In the last transition

the null action production for RN is executed. RN is not

statically-blocked in t , thus can starved, because

the policy represented might grant accesses to R1,...,

before it gets around to RN again.

RN -1'

In algorithm PLVCMPS, priorities are fixed and non-

cyclic, and requests with higher priorities can block re-

quests with lower priorities such that the latter can be

starved.

5.2 Determining Fairness

Algorithm FAIR, shown in Figure 21, determines if a

production system is fair. Every configuration is tested

for starvation. If there are no transitions possible from

t and '6 contains requests and/or accesses which are not

deadlocked, then the production system is not fair. That is,
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requests and/or accesses can be starved.

For the transitions t , if a non-empty set X of

requests and accesses appearsin every configuration, then

function STRVSET is called upon to determine if X contains

any element that can be starved.

STRVSET, shown in Figure 22, is analogous to algorithm

CYCSETpresented earlier. The two functions can be merged

to return two values, each indicating whether the set of re-

quests and accesses contains any deadlock set and whether

any request or access can be starved.

Algorithm STRVSET determines if there are any elements

of X that can be starved in two steps:

(1) Statically-blocked elements are deleted. An ele-

ment of X is deleted if it is not blocked in any

of the configurations of r or if it is only block-

ed by elements which have been deleted. This step

is repeated until no more elements can be deleted.

(2) Elements that are only blocked and block other

elements of X (after statically-blocked elements

are deleted) are also deleted. As a result, ele-

ments that form a deadlock set and are only block-

ed by the deadlock set are deleted. Figure 23
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procedure FAIR(PS: a production system, S: minimal in-
compatible sets of accesses)

/* Input: PS, and S.
/* Output: whether PS is fair or unfair.

begin

for every reachable configuration /S

if there are no transitions possible from IS

then if 6 contain at least one request or
access

then

Let . 10 and X be the set of ac-
cesses and requests in 6

endif
else

for every sequence of transitions IS

Let X be the set of requests and ac-
cesses such that each element of X ap-
pears in every configuration ink + .

Let r= the set of configurations in
IC _3-4. 't

endfor

endif

if STRVSET(X,r, PS)

then PS is unfair

return
endif

endfor

PS is fair

endbegin

Figure 21
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function STRVSET(X: a set of accesses and requests,
Vi a set of configurations, PS: a pro-

duction system)

/4 Input: X, V , and PS.
/* Output: STRVSET is set to "true" if X contains any
/* request or access that can be starved,
/* otherwise it is set to "false".

begin

X' = X
/* delete statically-blocked elements from X'
FLAG = true
while (FLAG) do

FLAG = false
for every x in X'

if x is not blocked in any configuration of V
or x is blocked only by elements which
have already been removed from X'

then
delete x from X'
FLAG = true

endif

endf or

endwhile

/* delete elements that are blocked and block
/* other requests.
X" = X'
for every x" in X"

if (x" is only blocked by elements of X' in V
and x" blocks an element of X' in V' )

then
delete x" from X"

endif
endf or
if IX"I >, 1

then /* elements in X" can be starved
STRVSET = true

else
STRVSET = false

endif

endbegin

Figure 22



Figure 23

( x2

Figure 24.
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shows a deadlock set {x
0'

x1, x2} and an element

x
3
which is blocked by element x

2
of the deadlock

set.IntheFigumanarcfromnodex.to x

means xi is blocked by xi. Applying this second

step to the set {x0, xl, x2, x3), x0, xl, x2 are

deleted, and x3 is not deleted. That is, x3 can

be starved.

In addition, in this step, the elements of dead-

lock sets are not the only elements deleted. For in-

stance, consider Figure 24. Each xi, 0 i4:2 is

blocked by xi+1. However, xl is blocked by x2 and

blocks x0, and is deleted. Similarly x
2

is also

deleted. x
0
and x

1
are not deleted and thus, can

be starved. Note that we do not necessarily end

up with all elements that can be starved.

However, if there is any, we will end up with at

least one element, which is sufficient to deter-

mine if the production system is fair or unfair.

Note that we define starvation for a single request.

As a consequence, as mentioned earlier, starvation in terms

of a simultaneous set of requests or accesses Q is not re-

presentable within this definition. To overcome this short-

coming, one can associate an artificial request representing

the simultaneous requests. The request is introduced into

-working memory whenever a first request of Q occurs and is
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satisfied whenever a last request of Q is satisfied.
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Example 7 A Readers/Writers Problem.

Two kinds of processes, called readers and writers,

share a single resource. The readers can use the resource

simultaneously, but each writer must have exclusive access

[DIJK 68), [HANS 73).

Let N be the number of readers and M the number of

writers. We will denote the readers as processes 0 through

N-1, and the writers as processes (N) through (N+M-1) . Let

Hi, 0 i < N-1 be read requests, and R. , 14.1 i5 N+M-1 be

write requests. Let L = N+M.

Let the productions allowing the occurrence of re-

quests be I

Pias ( (I. ) (fail R. ) (fail Ai)

(Insert Ri)(Assign pi))

Pilot
((I.)(fail R1)(fail Ai)

(Noop) )

The above productions are defined for read and write re-

quests, i .e . , 0 L-1. Include each {P
l

P l }a b

0 $ L-1 in .R. Each reader and writer only has one re-

quest. Thus , there is no need to check for requests by the

same process because there can not be any. Each process

must check if it has not already had access to the resource.
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Let the productions in which a read request can be

satisfied be;

((Ri)(fail AN)...(fail AL
-1)

(fail RN)...(fail RL.4)

(Replace(Ri, Ai)))

P(L+i)b: ((Ri)(fail AN)...(fail

(fail RN)...(fail R
L-1

)

(Noop))

That is, a reader can get access if no writer is writing or

making a write request. Include (P(L+i)a. P(L+i)1311

0 -C. i -CN-1 in R.

Let the analogous productions for write requests be:

P(L4l)a: ((Ri)(fail A0)...(fail AN
-1)

(fail A
N
)...(fail A )

i-1

(fail Ai+1)...(fail

(fail (RN ^ (pN pi)))...

(fail (Ri_1 (1)1_1
>; Pi)))

(fail (Ri+1 N (pi+1

(fail (RL-1 /` (PL-1 Pi)))

(Replace(Ri, Ai)))
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P(Li.i)13: ((Ri)(fail A0)...(fail

(fail AN)...(fail Ai
-1)

(fail Ai+1)...(fail

(fail (RN n (PN >i pi))).

(fail (Ri 1 r (pi-1 pi)))

(fail (Ri+i i (Pi+1 *% Pi)))'''

(fail (R
L-1 (PL-1 >, Pi)))

(Noop))

A writer can write if no reader is reading and no other

writer is writing or making a write request with higher pri-

ority. Include {P(L+i)a, P(L+i)b}, 1\1, in 1Z.

Let the productions allowing accesses to terminate or

continue in progress be:

P
(21,+i)a: ((Ai) (Delete Ai))

P(2L+i)b: ((Ai) (Noop))

Since no reader or writer can have a pending request

while accessing the resource, accesses can be terminated

without checking for pending requests. Include

P
(2L+1 . )b `

), <0 in k . The above produc-LP(2L+i)a'

tions are defined for read and write requests, i.e.,

i:L-1.
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Using algorithm FAIR, consider the sequence of transi-

tions 15
1

= R
1

I
1

I 2" . IN RN
11+1... L-1

R1 I1 12... AN IN IN+1... IL-1

R1 I1 12... IN IL-1 153 p-
R1 I1 I2... RN IN I

N+1 I
L-1 1. 1

is reachable from

the initial configuration 250. In the first and second

transitions R1 is blocked by RN and AN, respectively. In

the third transition R
1

is not blocked and the null action

production for R
1

is executed. R
1
is the only request that

appears in all configurations. Applying function STRVSET,

we find that R1 is not statically-blocked since R1 is block-

ed in at least one configuration, i.e., in 251 and 252, and

R1 is blocked by RN and AN which do not appear in every con-

figuration. R1 is not an element of a deadlocked set since

it is not blocked by the same element in all configurations.

We thus end up with R1 being starved, and consequently the

PS is not fair.
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5.3 Designing Fair Systems

It turns out that we do not need to develop any addi-

tional machinery to produce fair systems. The theorem

below shows that the design procedures already studied are

sufficient if we make certain assumptions about the priori-

ties, and the incompatible sets.

Definitions

A policy (a production system) is an alternation policy

if for every request or access x that occurs, only a finite

number of occurrences of requests and accesses that can

block x have higher priority than x while x is in the system

(WM).

A special class of alternation policies are first-

come-first-serve policies in which for every request or

access x that occurs after (in a later cycle of the produc-

tion system) a request y, x has lower priority than y.

An alternation policy may assign two requests the same

priority. Thus, in general, deadlock may occur within such

a policy.
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The Fairness Theorem

Algorithm COMPS constructs a fair production system if

and only if the following two conditions hold:

(1) Request priorities are assigned by an alternation

policy.

(2) For every set of requests and accesses

X = {x0,..., xn_1} such that
xi mod n can block

X(i +1)mod n' no request or access xi in X blocks

any element which is not in X.

The second condition is necessary because requests and

accesses of a deadlock set can block other requests and ac-

cesses forever, thus starving them.

Proof:

We will prove the "if" clause first. Assume, that the

PS is unfair, i.e., a request or access x can be starved;

and there is a sequence of transitions IS + such that

x is not statically-blocked in /S + , x is not an ele-

ment of a deadlock set in + Is and x is blocked by a set

of requests and accesses in at least one configuration in

. Let S be such a set. S must appear in every

'configuration in IS . If S does not appear in every
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configuration in /5 , then this implies that some re-

quests in S are satisfied and the corresponding accesses

are terminated. Since the same sequence of transitions

IS _44 4 can occur over and over again, then an infinite

number of requests that block x can be satisfied before x

is satisfied. Examining the productions for satisfying re-

quests in algorithm COMPS, this implies that an infinite

number of requests which can block x have higher priority

than x, contradicting our assumption of an alternation

policy. If S appears in every configuration in t

then S must contain a deadlocked set which blocks other re-

quests not in S, thus contradicting the second condition.

We now prove the "only if" clause. Let the PS be fair.

If the priorities of requests are not assigned on an alter-

nation basis then there is a request x such that an infinite

number of requests can block x, and those requests have

higher priorities than x while x is in WM. As a conse-

quence, x will never be satisfied, and thus starved, a con-

tradiction.

If condition (2) does not hold, then clearly, a re-

quest which is not an element of a deadlock set X can be in-

definitely blocked by an element xi in X, and thus starved,

a contradiction.
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As a special case derivable from the above proof, al-

gorithm COMPS constructs a fair production system when the

production system is live and the priorities are assigned

on an alternation basis.

In addition, when algorithm LVCMPS constructs a live

production system, the production system is also fair if

the priorities are assigned on an alternation basis. Al-

gorithm PLVCMPS does not construct a fair production system

since the priorities of request are fixed and non-cyclic.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have demonstrated the suitability of

using productions systems as a model for concurrent process-

ing, and in particular, for specifying synchronization pro-

blems. The resulting model is concise since the specifica-

tion does not require the explicit representation of the

various states of the system. The states of the system are

implicitly defined through the set of productions, conflict

resolution and the initial configuration. In addition, the

use of variables eliminates the problem of combinatorial ex-

plosion in the number of productions, which is encountered

in "pure" production systems [DAVI 75] .

As demonstrated in this paper, we have developed formal

definitions and systematic analysis procedures for properti-

es that are of significant importance namely, compatibility,

liveness and fairness. Furthermore, we have developed de-

sign procedures for policies with the desired properties.

Upon developing the analysis and design procedures, we

have effectively shown that compatibility, liveness and

fairness are computable. However, the complexity of the an-

alysis algorithms, in general, is proportional to the number

of configurations in the production system being analyzed.

"Although the number of configurations is combinatorial in
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terms of the number requests, the number of reachable con-

figurations is limited by the incompatible sets. For in-

stance, consider a set of four requests Q = {Ri, R2, R3, Ri}

made by four different processes. Then there are (3
4

) = 81

configurations. Let every pair of requests in Q be a mini-

mal incompatible set. Then if the production system is

compatible, then there are 24 + 4(2)3) = 48 reachable con-

figurations.

Furthermore, since in most problems minimal incompati-

ble sets consist of two requests, the number of elements in

each of the B-set and C-set for a particular request is re-

duced to the number of minimal incompatible set of which

the request is an element.

We have not addressed an important property of concur-

rent processes, i.e., "the degree of parallelism", and the

interactions between this property, liveness and fairness.

For an analysis of this aspect, and the implementation de-

rivation issue mentioned earlier, refer to [GAZA 81).

The results (lemmas) derived in this paper apply to

algorithms which are prototypes of certain classes of solu-

tions. For example, algorithm COMPS does not place any re-

strictions on the occurrence of requests, i.e., requests by

a particular process can occur at different times, while in
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algorithm LVCOMPS requests are grouped into different sets

and all requests in any one set can only occur simultaneous-

ly.

Further research is needed to determine equivalent

classes of production systems, so that the results obtained

in this paper can be applied to a wider range of algorithms.

Another area of interest is the analysis of the production

system models with respect to "nondeterminancy", and "con-

sistency" problems encountered in distributed databases.
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IV Maximal Compatibility and

Implementation Derivation

This chapter consists of two sections. The first

section is concerned with maximal compatibility. We pre-

sent systematic analysis and design procedures for maximal-

ly compatible productions systems. In the second section,

we present a systematic implementation derivation proce-

dure. Given a production system specification, the imple-

mentation procedure generates synchronization procedures

from the actions of a production system. The procedures

can then be executed by competing processes without violat-

ing any property of the policy.
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1. The Compatibility Set and Maximal Compatibility

In this section, we develop concepts which will lead

to a formal definition of "the degree of parallelism" at-

tained by a production system specification of a synchroni-

zation policy.

1.1 The Compatibility Set

Definitions

The compatibility set (CS) of a compatible production

system consists of the non-empty compatible sets of ac-

cesses that the production system allows to occur.

A compatibility set is maximal if it contains every

non-empty compatible set of accesses.

A production system PSI, has a higher degree of com-

patibility than a production system PS2 if

CS(PS1) 7) CS(PS2).

The above relation implied by the compatibility set

forms a partial order on production systems for a particu-

lar problem. To illustrate, consider the following ex-

-ample.
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Example 8

Let PS
0'

PS
1
and PS

2
be three compatible production

systems. Let CS(PS0) = IAA°, Al/ , k.A1, A2\

CS(PS1) = L Ao, Al, A2 , and

CS(PS2) = A01/, i.A11, k.A213-, AO, Al}

1A0, A21, t Al, A21/ ,[A0, Al, A211.

Then since CS(PS0) C CS(PS2) and CS (PS1) C: CS(PS2) then PS2

has a higher degree of compatibility than both PS0 and PS1.

However, PS0 and PS1 are not comparable since PS0 Vt. PSI.

and PSI. c6 PS0.

When determining the compatibility set of a production

system, it may be useful to first determine the maximal

compatibility set (MCS). Let the set of all accesses be S.

Let 2S be the power set of S. Let S' be the set of all

minimal, and non-minimal incompatible sets of accesses.

Then MCS= 2S - S'. Algorithm CMPSET, shown in Figure 25,

constructs the compatibility set of a production system by

examining each reachable configuration IC and including the

set of accesses that appear in as one element in the com-

patibility set.

Algorithm CMPSET and algorithm COMPAT presented earlier

for determining the compatibility of a production system can

-be merged into one procedure. The compatibility set, then,
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would only be meaningful if the production system is found

to be compatible.

procedure CMPSET(PS: a compatible production system,
CS: the compatibility set of PS)

/* Input: PS.
/* Output: CS.

begin
Let CS be initially empty.
for every reachable configuration

Let s be the set of accesses in 25
if not ((s is in CS) or (s is empty))
then include s in CS
endif

endfor
endbegin

Figure 25

Example 9

Consider a set of three requests Ro, R1, R2. Let the

minimal incompatible sets of accesses be so= {A0, All and

s
1
= tA

1'
A
2
1 . Then MCS =ttA01 , , 1 A2} A2.11 .

Consider a production system PS= (E,P,R,, ),0, p )

where 1. = 1.I0' I1' I2' R0, R1, R2, A0, A1, A
2
1 . Pcon-

sists of the following productions:

Pia: ((Ii)(fail Ri)(fail Ai)

( Insert Ri))
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Pib: ((Ii)(fail Ri)(fail Ai) (Noop))

fk. contains each set Pia, Pib1 , 0 4 i < 2.

Pia: ((R
0

) (fail R1)(fail A1) (Replace(R
0'

AO)))

P3b: ((R0) (fail Ri)(fail (Noop))

Pvcontains tP
3a'

P
3b

'Is as one conflict set.

P4a:
((R1) (fail R2) (fail A0) (fail A2)

(Replace (R1, A
1
)))

P4b:
((R1) (fail R2) (fail A0) (fail A2) (Noop))

Rcontains /P4a' P41)
as a conflict set.

P5a: ((R2)(fail Al) (Replace (R2, A2)))

P5b: ((R2)(fail Al) (Noop))

R. contains 1.P5a, P5b1 as a conflict set.

P(64.i)a; ((Ai) (Delete Ai))

P(6 +i)b: ((Ai) _30. (Noop))

R.
contains each IP (6+i)a' P(6+i)b1 0 2 as a conflict

set.
0

= I
0

I
1

I
2

and = 6.

The reachable configurations are

(I
0

I
1

I
2
),(R

0
I
0

I
1

I
2
),(I

0
R
1

I
1

I
2
),(I

0
I
1

R
2

I
2
),

(R
0

I
0

R
1

I
1

I
2
),(R

0
I
0

I
1

R
2

I
2
),(I

0
R
1

I
1

R
2

I
2
).

(R
0

I
0

R
1

I
1

R
2

I
2
),(A

0
I
0

I
1

I
2
),(A

0
I
0

R
1

I
1

I
2
),

(A
0

I
0

I
1

R
2

I
2
),(A

0
I
0

R
1

I
1

R
2

I
2
),(I

0
Al I

1
I
2
),

(R
0

I
0

Al I
1

I
2
),(I

0
Al I

1
R
2

I
2
),(R

0
I
0

Al I
1

R
2

I
2
),

(I
0

I
1
A
2

I
2
),(R

0
I
0

I
1
A
2

I
2
),(I

0
R
1

I
1

A
2

I
2
),
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and (A0 I0R1 I

Using algorithm CMPSET, we find that

CS(PS) = tIA0} ,{A1} 1.A2) {AO' A2.0

Thus CS(PS) = MCS and is maximal.

1.2 Maximal Compatibility

In this thesis,we consider production systems in

which processing a request or an access is represented

within one production rule. With this assumption in mind,

we proceed to introduce the following definitions.

A transition ' %1 is maximally compatible if

for every request Ri,j,k in '6, Ri,j,k appears in )3' if

and only if Ri,j,k is blocked by an element of

B-set ( Ri k) in either IS or '$'.

Intuitively, a maximally compatible transition is a

transition in which the maximum number of requests are

satisfied without destroying the compatibility of the pro-

duction system.
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Consider a configuration )$ that consists of a request

R
1
and an access A

2
such that the set {A1, A2} is minimal

incompatible. Then, according to the above definition, a

transition "6 V such that IV contains Ri but not A2

is maximally compatible. R1 is blocked by an element of

its B-set, i.e., A2 in Furthermore, the transition

'IS where the productions with the Noop action are

executed is maximally compatible. R1 is blocked by A2 in

both configurations IS and 75'.

If a configuration consists of a minimal incompatible

set {R1, R2 }, then a transition )!, ' in which either

R
1

or R
2
is satisfied is maximally compatible. That is,

either R
1

or R
2
is blocked by an element of its B-set,

namely, A2 or Al, respectively. However, the transition

1c N6 is not maximally compatible because both R1 and

R
2
are not blocked by any elements of their respective

B-sets in both configurations 6 and 'IS'.
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A production system PS is maximally compatible if both

the following conditions hold:

(1) The compatibility set of PS is maximal, and

(2) For every configuration S containing requests,

there is a maximally compatible transition

(possibly trivial) 15 te.

In condition (2) in the above definition, we consider

those configurations containing requests only as well as

those containing requests and accesses. In addition, the

compatibility set of a production system may be maximal but

the production system may not be maximally compatible.

1.3 Determining Maximal Compatibility

The analysis procedure for maximal compatibility con-

sists of two main steps. The first is to test if the com-

patibility set is maximal. The second verifies that for

every reachable configuration IS containing requests, there

is a maximally-compatible transition even if the trivial

transition is the only transition possible from t

Algorithm MAXCOM, shown in Figure 26, determines

whether a production system is maximally compatible. The

algorithm makes use of algorithm CMPSET presented earlier to

determine the compatibility set of the production system under
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consideration.

procedure MAXCOM(PS: a compatible production system)

/4 Inputs PS.
/4 Output: whether PS is maximally compatible.

begin
call CMPSET (PS, CS)
if ( CS(PS) not equal MCS)
then PS is not maximally compatible, stop.
else

for every reachable configuration such that
15 contains requests

if there is no transition 6 W such
that every request R that appears in
both configurations 4 and 6' is block-
ed by an element of B-set(R) in either
'6 or 15'

then
PS is not maximally compatible, stop.

endif
endfor
PS is maximally compatible.

endif
endbegin

Figure 26
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Example 10

Consider the production system PS presented in example

9. We have already demonstrated that CS(PS.) is maximal.

We now check if the second condition for maximal compatibi-

lity is satisfied, using algorithm MAXCOM. Consider the

configuration s6 = 10 Ro I1 Ri 12 R2. The transitions possi-

ble from )6 are , and 10 Ro 10 R1 12 A2= '6'.

It is clear that y, is not maximally compatible. In

the transition '6, )/', the set (In Q' in the algorithm is

kRo, R11 . While Ri is blocked by an element of B-set(Ri)

in )S.', i.e., A2, Ro is not blocked by any element of

B-set(R0) in either 6 or1S1. Then is not maximal-

ly compatible either, and PS is not maximally compatible al-

though CS(PS) is maximal.

If one wishes to compare two productions systems with

respect to maximal compatibility, the conditions for the

occurrence of a request R should be the same in both

production systems.
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1.4 Designing Maximally Compatible Production Systems

Lemma

A compatible production system constructed by algorithm

COMPS is maximally compatible if and only if in every reach-

able configuration 6 no request R that is blocked, blocks

another request.

Proof:

We will first prove that the production system is maxi-

mally compatible. We will show, by contradiction, that the

compatibility set is maximal. Assume that the compatibility

set is not maximal. That is, there is a compatible set of

accesses S = (A1,..., AN such that S is not in CS(PS).

Considering the productions, in algorithm COMPS, which allow

requests to occur, there is a reachable configuration 6

which only contains requests R1,... and RN. None of the re-

quests in 2S is blocked, and the processing productions for

requests will allow those requests to be satisfied. Thus,

there is a reachable configuration that contains S. There-

fore, the compatibility set is maximal.

We now show, by contradiction, that for every configu-

-ration ' containing requests, even if t is the only
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transition from 6 , there is a maximally compatible transi-

tion IS Assume there is no maximal transition from

a configuration )S. Then, there is a transition

such that the maximum number of requests is not satisfied in

6 The unsatisfied requests Q = {R1,..., RN} must

be blocked in by elements of their C-sets, otherwise,

there is a maximally compatible transition from 6 . The re-

quests in the C-sets themselves must be blocked, otherwise,

they can be satisfied in a transition '6 Is" and re-

quests in Q will be blocked by elements of their B-sets in

6 and 6 15" is maximally compatible. Thus, re-

quests in Q are blocked by requests Q' in their C-sets

which are in turn blocked. Thus, the assumption that no re-

quest that is blocked blocks another is contradicted, and

the production system is maximally compatible.

We now prove that if the production system is maximal-

ly compatible, then in every reachable configuration IS no

request R that is blocked blocks another request. Assume

the opposite, that is, there is a request R that is blocked

and blocks another request in a reachable configuration S. As

a consequence, there will be no transition Is,' such that R

will be satisfied. Thus, the requests being blocked by Rwill not

be satisfied while they can be without destroying the com-

patibility of the production system. Thus the production

.system is not maximally compatible, a contradiction.
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The significance of the above lemma is reflected in

the way the priorities of requests can be assigned so that

the conditions for maximal compatibility are ensured. In

algorithm COMPS, the condition in the above lemma is

satisfied if the priorities are assigned such that:

(1) Every request R that is blocked by an element of

its B-set, has lower priority than requests that

it can block, and

(2) If a request R is an element of more than one in-

compatible set Q0,..., QN-1, and it has the

lowest priority in any one incompatible set QI,

then it also has the lowest priority in every in-

compatible set Q. 0$ j N-1.

Next, we investigate the classes of systems in which

the priorities can be assigned as prescribed above.

Lemma

" N 1)' N
suchFor a set of request Q = -(11

0

that Ri and R
(i+l)mod N belong to a minimal incompati-

ble set Qi where Qj = Qk if and only if k=j, the priorities

can be assigned as prescribed above if and only if N is

even.
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Proof:

We first show that if the priorities can be assigned

as prescribed, then N is even. Assume N is odd. Let R0

have higher priority than R1 and RN_1. Since R1 has lower

priority than Ro, then it should have lower priority than

R2. Continuing in this fashion, we see that the even-num-

bered requests have higher priorities than their adjacent

odd-numbered requests. Thus RN_2, which is odd-numbered,

has lower priority than RN_1, but RN_1 has lower priority

than R
0'

thus R
N-1 violates the prescription of the pri-

orities. Thus, N must be even.

We now show that if N is even, then the priorities

can be assigned as prescribed. Let R0 have higher priority

than R1 and RN_1. Since R1 has lower priority than Ro,

then it should have lower priority than R2. Continuing in

this fashion, we see that the even-numbered requests have

higher priorities than odd-numbered requests. Thus, RN_2

which is even-numbered will have higher priority than RN_I.

and RN_3; and RN_1 has lower priority than RN_2 and Ro, and

no contradictions arise. Thus, the priorities can be as-

signed as prescribed if N is even,
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As a special case of the above lemmas, a compatible

production system constructed by algorithm COMPS is maximal-

ly compatible when the minimal incompatible sets are dis-

joint and for each minimal incompatible set Q = {R1,... RN},

only one request has the lowest priority.

We now present a more general algorithm, MXCMPS, to

construct a maximally compatible PS, see Figure 27.

The basic idea is to allow a request to be satisfied,

not only when elements of its B-set and C-set are not in the

system(in WM), but also when requests in its C-set can not

be satisfied, consequently, permitting more concurrency.

Thus, the conditions under which a request can be satisfied

now include, besides the B-set conditions, elements of the

C-set with the extra check that those requests in the C-set

can not be satisfied. However, in order to check if those

requests in the C-set can not be satisfied, we must check

the conditions necessary to satisfy those requests. Since

these again may involve requests, we may end up with a re-

cursive problem, i.e., when a request reappears as an el-

ement of the C-set of another request.

To avoid this problem, we inject the requirement that

the priorities of the requests be non-cyclic. We are thus

'guaranteed that a request does not reappear, and as a
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consequence we do not have to continue checking for condi-

tions since it is guaranteed by the above requirement that

the condition under question holds, and there is no need to

check its presence.

Algorithm MXCMPS utilizes a recursive procedure TREE,

Figure 28, in order to generate the different conditions of

the C-set for every request. Algorithm TREE terminates be-

cause of the non-cyclic priorities and the finite number of

requests.

Initially algorithm TREE is called with a request

Ri,j,k as its root node. The nodes for which there is an

arc from the root node represent the B-set and C-set condi-

tions for Ri,j,k. The above procedure is repeated for every

new node appended when two conditions apply:

(1) No request appears more than once on any path

from the root node, and

(2) The B-set and C-set conditions for requests at

any node are not empty.
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Procedure MXCMPS (Ss sets of minimal incompatible ac-
cesses,

PS: a maximally compatible production
system)

/4 Input: S.
/4 Output: PS.

begin

(1) Let the WM alphabet 5E contain the symbols
I R..:and variables p.

1k' 1,J,k and Ai,j,k
,J,k

for all relevant values of i,j,k.
Let the initial configuration 6 be
I
1
... I

n'
n = the number of procgsses.

(2) for every process k
Let the requests made by k be
R.
11,J1, Ri

m' m'
for every request Ri,j,k

Include the following productions in I-)
the set of productions

((I
k
)(fail R.

'1"51"" m
Ri

m
,k)

(fail A1. )
,j,k

( Insert )(Assign p. ))Ri,j,k 1,j,k

((I0(fail (fail R.
11"11'k

(fail A.
1,j,k

) (Noop))
-->-

endfor
Include the above productions in f" , the
conflict resolution, as one conflict set.
for every request Ri,j,k

Let the root node of T be Ri,j,k
V =

call TREE(S, T, V)

Figure 27
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for every path from the root node of T
to a pendant node (leaf)
Let the path be VC, V1,..., V ,

where V
0

= R
i,j,k'

i.e., the root

node.
Construct the following condition
fail (V

1
A fail (V

2
A fail (V

3.
..

fail (Vt...2 A fail V )...)))
It -1

where V. := the contents of node V. ,

i.e., a conjuction of conditions.
Let c.

).

be the condition, as construc-

ted above, for the ith path.
endfor 0Include the following productions in J

((R1. . )c c
m,j,k 1

(Replace (R1. , A.
1

))
,j,k ,j,k

(Assign (pi,j,k))

((Ri,j,k )c
1°

c
m

(Noop))

where c. = the condition constructed for

the ith path as mentioned earlier, and
m = the number of paths.
Include the above two productions in R.
as one conflict set.

endfor
for every access Ai,j,k

Include the following productions in f) .

((Ai,j,k)(fail Rii,j1,k)...(fail R. k)

(Delete )Ai,j,k

((A; 1,)(fail R. 1,)..(fail R
M11,j1,11. M

tk)

(Noop))
endfor
Include the above productions in as one
conflict set.

endfor

Figure 27 continued
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(3) Let /3 , the size of WM be = (the number of pro-
cesses + 2 * the number of requests)

endbegin

Figure 27 continued
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procedure TREE (Ss minimal incompatible sets of accesses,
T: a directed tree,
V: a node of T)

/* Input: S and V.
/4 Outputs T.

begin
for every request in VRi,j,k

Let S' be the minimal incompatible sets of which
Ri,j,k is an element.

for every s' in S'
if a request in s' already appears in a node

on the path from the root of T to and in-
cluding node V

then
delete s' from S'.

endfor
if S' is empty
then return
endif
Construct the B-set (R. and C -set (Ri,j,k) Ri,j,k)

using algorithms BSETS and CSETS with S' as the
minimal incompatible sets.

endfor
Let the number of requests in V be n.
Letc..cA.be the B-set and C-set conditions

Pil

for the ith request.
for every expression V'= c

kil
ck c k n

2
where cki ' 4i 4-.ri is a C-set or B-set con-

e

dition for the ith request in V.
Include an arc from V to a new node V'.
call TREE (S , T , V')

endfor

endbegin

Figure 28



Example 11

We will construct a maximally compatible PS for the

system of requests presented in example 9 using algorithm

MXCMPS. There are three requests R0, R1, and R2 made by

three processes. The minimal incompatible sets are

00, Al), {A1, A2).

(1) Let 5:= (I0,11,12,R01R1,R2,A0,A1,A2,p0,pi,p2)

where Ia. . , R. , and A. 0 2 are symbols, pi,

0 < i < 2 are variables.

(2) The initial configuration = = I I2.
u 1 2

(3) P includes the following productions:

Pia: ((Ii)(fail Ri)(fail Ai)

(Insert Ri)(Assign pi))
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Pib 1 ((1.)(failR.)(fail A.)

(Noop))

R, the conflict resolution, contains {Pia, Pib}, 0 2.

(4) Executing algorithm TREE for R0 we have the fol-

lowing tree.
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(P2 ) P1
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We thus have the following productions:

Pia: ( (Ro) (fail (Ri n (pi>po) n fail (R2 n. (p2 > p1))))

(fail (Ri (pi > p0) ^ (fail A2)))(fail A1)

(Replace (R0, A0))(Assign p0))

P3b: ((R0) (fail (R1 n (p1 > p0) n fail (R2 n (p2> p1))))

(fail (Rin (p1 > p0) n (fail A2))) (fail A1)

(Hoop))

1-contains {P3a' P3b

For R1 we have the following tree,
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and the following productions:

P4a:
( (Ri) (fail (R0 IN (p0> pi))) (fail (R2 n (p2 > p1)))

(fail A0)(fail A2)

(Replace (R1, A
1
))(Assign p1))

--)-

P4b$ ((R1) (fail (R0 t.(p > p ) ) ) (fail (R2 n (p2 > pi)))

(fail A0) (fail A2) (Noop))

R c ontains P P4b )

For R2, we have the following tree,
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P5a: ( (R2) (fail (Ri /\ (pi) p2) n fail (Ro n (Po> p1))))

(fail (Rif (p1 > p2) t fail A0)) (fail

(Replace(R2, A2))(Assign p2))

PSb: ((R2) (fail (RI t. (pi> p2) n fail (Rot (po> pi))))

(fail (R1 n(p1> p2) t fail A0)) (fail Al)

(Noop))

R+ contains {P
5a1

P
5b

}.

(5) Add the following productions to

(6,,i)a: ((Ai) (Delete Ai))

P(6 +i)b: ((Ai) (Nocp))

Re contains {P P
(6+1)a' (6+i)d' 2.

Note that it is assumed that the priorities of the

requests are non-cyclic as the following lemma states.
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Lemma

Algorithm MXCMPS constructs a maximally compatible pro-

duction system if and only if the priorities of requests are

non-cyclic.

Proof

We will first prove that the production system is max-

imally compatible. We will show that the production system

is compatible, the compatibility set is maximal, and for

every configuration is containing requests there is a maxim-

ally compatible transition from t

Assume the production system is incompatible. Then,

there is a reachable configuration 6 containing a minimal

incompatible set of accesses {A
u

.

Ak-1}. None of the re-

quests {R0,..., Rk_i} could have been blocked by the B-set

condition, otherwise, at least one request of Rk_il

would not have been satisfied and the incompatible set of

accesses would not have occurred. If the C-set conditions

for all contending requests in the set fR0,..., Rk_11 were

satisfied, that would imply that for every contending re-

quest, at least one other contending request was blocked un-

less the priorities are cyclic. If the priorities are cy-

clic then no request is blocked. However, it is assumed
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that the priorities are non-cyclic, thus a contradiction,

and the production system is compatible.

We now show that the compatibility set is maximal.

Let S = tA
O''''' AN -1} be a compatible set of accesses.

Consider a configuration only containing the correspond-

ing requests of S. 16 is reachable from the initial config-

uration. Since the requests are compatible, the conditions

for processing the requests are satisfied, and there is a

transition 15' such that 15' contains S. Thus, the

compatiblity set is maximal.

We will now show that for every reachable configuration

, there is a transition `IS ' such that the maximum

number of requests is satisfied without destroying the com-

patibility of the PS. Since we have already shown this pro-

perty for configurations in which the requests form a compa-

tible set, we will only consider configurations which con-

tain incompatible sets of requests. Requests that are

blocked by elements of their B-sets can not be satisfied.

In the algorithm MXCMPS, this is reflected in the request

processing productions by the conditions developed in

algorithm TREE. For those requests that are blocked by con-

ditions involving elements of their C-sets, assume there is

no transition such that, without destroying the compatibili-

ty of the PS, the maximum number of those requests is
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satisfied. Consider a request R that has not been satis-

fied while it could have been. One of the conditions in-

volving one of the elements of its C-set must have failed,

i.e., the condition was not true. Such a condition is not

true when the requests in the element of the C-set are pre-

sent and have priorities higher than that of R. If the re-

quests have higher priority than R, then they can be satis-

fied unless they are also blocked, in which case, the con-

ditions in the processing productions for R guarantee that

R can be satisfied, thus a contradiction. If the requests

can be satisfied then in the resulting configuration, R is

blocked by an element of its B-set, namely, those satisfied

requests, thus a contradiction.

We now prove if algorithm MXCMPS is maximally compati-

ble then the priorities of requests are non-cyclic. Con-

sider a configuration 15 containing a set of requests

Q= RN} such that satisfying the requests in Q would

result in an incompatible set of accesses. Let requests in
Q have cyclic priorities. Thus, for every request in Q

there is another request with lower priority. As a consequ-

ence, all requests in Q can be satisfied and the production

system is incompatible; therefore it can not be maximally

compatible.
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2. Implementation Derivation

In this section, we show how to construct an implemen-

tation of a policy from its specification using PS. Algo-

rithm IMPLEMENT, shown in Figure 28, produces the synchro-

nization procedures by translating the production rules into

procedureal language constructs that will comprise the syn-

chronization procedures.

Procedure IMPLEMENT(PS: a production system,
CODE: a set of procedures to be ex-

ecuted for synchronizing pro-
cesses)

/4 Input: PS.
/* Output: CODE.

begin

(1) Define a mapping gs WM alphabet F_ 0, a
new alphabet used to define variables in the
synchronization procedures, where

a. e = 0, the null set.

b. 8 contains variables of different types,
e.g., boolean, integer,... etc.

c. For a symbol x in g(x)=)0 where x'
is a boolean variable in 0. For a var-
iable y in :E , g(x)= y' where y' is a
variable in 8 of the same type as y.

d. g is a one-to-one mapping (a bijection).

(2) Disregard all no-action productions. Also,
disregard all idling symbols (I's) in the
other productions.

Figure 29
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(3) Consider the initial configuration ZSD

for every symbol x except Ii's in 51
Let x' = g(x)
if (x appears in the initial configura-

tion)
then

Let x' be initially true or construct
the assignment statement x' = true

else
Let x' be initially false or construct
the assignment statement x' = false

endif
endf or
for every variable y in

Let y' = g(y)
Let v0 be the initial value of y in the in-
itial0configuration.
Let y' = v initially, or construct the as-
signment statement y' = vo.

endf or

Group the assignment statements constructed
above for variables and symbols to form the
"initialization code".

(4) for every request Ri.j,k(or set of requests CO

Let the production which allows
R. (or Q) to occur be

P.: (C1C2...Cn Al A2...Am).

construct the following "Make-Request code":

begin
Wait (g(C1) cs g(C2) g(Cn) )
g(Ai)
g(A2)

g(Am)

Check(A1)
Check(A2)

Check(Am)

endbegin

Figure 29 continued

/* Check is used to
/* wake up any pro-
/* cesses waiting on
/* a condition.
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In the above procedure:

A. g(Ci) is the same as Ci, n

with the following changes:
(a) Every symbol in Ci is re-

placed by the relational ex-
pression (g(x) = true)

(b) "fail" is replaced by the
logical operator "not" (-1).

(c)EveryvariableyinC.is re-
placed by g(y).

B. g(Ai)is the same as Ai, 1$ m

with the following modifications:

(a) The insertion of a symbol x
is replaced by the assign-
ment: g(x) = true

(b) The deletion of a symbol x
is replaced by g(x) = false.

(c) Every variable y is replaced
by g(y).

C. "Wait" can be implemented in many
ways:

(a) busy wait: in this case,
the conditions are constantly
evaluated until they are
true, then the process may
proceed to the next state-
ment. For this implementa-
tion, Wait(x) can be replaced
as:

begin

repeat

until (x = true)

endbegin

Figure 29 continued
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(b) condition-queue wait: In this
case, if the condition holds,
the process proceeds, other-
wise it is put on a queue cor-
responding to the condition.
The process is removed from
the queue when the condition
evaluates to true. The condi-
tion is reevaluated whenever
one of its terms changes value.
This is performed in the Check
statement as will be shortly dis-
cussed. In this case, the Wait
statement can be interpreted as:

begin

if (x = false)

then Put (xqueue, ex-
ecuting process)

endif

endbegin

(c) This third choice is the same
as the second one (b) except,
when aterm changes value, the
processes on the queues of the
conditions of which the term is
a part are removed to reevalu-
ate the conditions. This is a
form of busy-waiting known as
a spin lock. The wait state-
ment in this case is the same
as in case b.

Note that these are not the only
possible implementations of the
Wait statement.

D. The implementation of the Check
statement is tied to that of the
Wait as mentioned earlier. Thus,

(a) For the busy-wait implemen-
tation, the Check statement is
empty, since the process it-
self keeps checking the con-
ditions.

Figure 29 continued
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(b) For the condition-queue im-
plementation, Check(x) is as
follows:

begin

for every condition z
that contains x

if (condition = true)
then

wake-up (zqueue)

endif

endbegin

The processes awakened proce-
ed to execute the statement
following the Wait statement.

(c) For the distributed-queue im-
plementation the Check state-
ment is as follows:

begin

for every condition z
that contains x
wake-up (zqueue)

endfor
endbegin

In this case, the processes
are awakened to reevaluate
the conditions they are wait-
ing on.

(5) To determine the sequence of procedures that a
process must execute in order to access a re-
source, the sequence can be broken down in the
following fashion:

(a) Code invocations leading to placement
of the request (s).

(b) Code invocations leading to permission
of access.

(c) Make access (critical section)

Figure 29 continued
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(d) Code invocation leading to termination
of access.

For step (a), the code constructed in step 4
for the production allowing a request or a set
of requests to occur is invoked. For step (b),
the code constructed in step 4 for the produc-
tion allowing a request or a set of requests to
be satisfied is invoked. For step (d), the
code constructed in step 4 for the production
allowing normal termination of the access or
set of accesses is invoked.

(6) In this step, we consider productions other
than those which allow requests to occur and to
be satisfied, and those which allow accesses to
normally terminate. The preemption productions
derived earlier to produce a live production
system fall into this category. The code cor-
responding to these productions is invoked when-
ever the conditions for a request to be satis-
fied do not hold. The effect of executing the
preemption code is to preempt any blocking ac-
cess, thus changing the conditions governing
the processing of other requests. The change in
conditions is transmitted through busy wait
testing or the execution of the "Check" code,
after the conditions are changed, to wake up any
waiting requests if any.

endbegin

Figure 29 continued
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Example 12

Consider the production system developed for the din-

ing philosophers problem in chapter al, example 4. We will

apply the implementation procedure IMPLEMENT to this produc-

tion system.

Let g(Ri,j) = REQUEST(I,J),

g(Ai,j) = ACCESS(I,J), and

g(pi,j) = PRIORITY(I,J)

where REQUEST and ACCESS are Boolean arrays with two dimen-

sions, the first refers to the fork being requested, and

the second refers to the philosopher making the request.

The values of I and J range from zero to (N-1), N being the

number of forks or philosophers.

On examining the initial configuration

= Io IN.4, we see that does not contain any

symbols except Ii's which we disregard. 60 also does not

initialize any variables. Thus, we can assume that the

Boolean arrays REQUEST and ACCESS are initially false, or

develop the following initialization code.

begin
for I: = 0 To N-1

REQUEST(I-1,I) = REQUEST(I,I) = false
ACCESS (I-1,I) = ACCESS (I,I) = false

endfor
endbegin
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It is assumed that arithmetic on the subscripts is performed

mod N.

We will derive procedures from the productions con-

structed for the problem. The following productions allow

requests to occur.

Pia=
1

((I.)(fail R. .) (fail R. .)(fail A. .)
1,1 1-1,1 1,1

(Insert R. .)(Assign p. .))1,1

Pib: ((Ii)(fail Ri,i)(fail Ri-1,i)(fail Ai,i)

(Noop))

Pic: ((Ii)(fail Ri,i)(fail Ri_i,i)(fail Ai_1,1)

( Insert . )(Assign pi...1,0)
---o-

Pid: ((Ii)(fail Ri,i)(fail Ai -1,i)

(Noop))

ProductionsP.lb
land

P.
d'

0..5 i :N-1, will be disre-

garded since their actions are null. For production Pia

we have the following procedure:

begin

Wait (IREQUEST(I,I) N-nREQUEST(I-1,I)
N ACCESS(I,I))

Assign-Priority(PRIORITY(I,I))
REQUEST(I,I) = true
Check(REQUEST(I,I))

endbegin
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Similarly, the code for Pic is as follows:

begin

Wait ( 1REQUEST(I,I) -,REQUEST(I-1,I)
-1ACCESS(I-1,I))

Assign-Priority(PRIORITY(I-1,I))
REQUEST(I-1,I) = true
Check(REQUEST(I-1,I))

endbegin

The productions which process requests Ri,i, 0 >. N-1

are

(N+i)a Ri(( )(fail A
i 1+1

)

(fail (
. .

1
n (Pi i+1 p1,

1
)))Ri 1+

(Replace (R. ., A. .

1
))(Assign p. .))-+- 1,1 ,1 ,1

((Ri,i)(fail

(fail (Ri,i+1 n > P1.1)))

(Noop))

We ignore the "Noop" production P(N+i)b. For P(v+i)a the

corresponding code is

begin

Wait (REQUEST(I,I) n -1ACCESS(I,I+1)
/\( -n(REQUEST(I,I+1),

(PRIORITY(I,I+1) > PRIORITY(I,I))))
ACCESS(I,I) = true
REQUEST(I,I) = false
Check(ACCESS(I,I))
Check(REQUEST(I,I))

endbegin
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The productions which process requests Ri_1,1

0 >,i >,N-1 are:

(2N+i)as ((Ri_i,i)(fail Ai_11 _1)

(fail (R1-1,1-1 (Pi-1,i-1 > Pi-1,i)))

(Replace (Ri_11 ,

Ai -1,1))

(Assign pi -1,1))

P(2N +i)b:
((Ri_i,i)(fail Ai_i,i_i)

(fail (Ri_i,i_i h (pi_i,i_i
pi- 1,i)))

(Noop))

We ignore P(2N+i)b , and provide the code for P(2N+i)b

as follows:

begin

Wait (REQUEST(I-1,I) n tACCESS(I-14-1))
( n(REQUEST(I-1,I-1)
(PRIORITY(I-1,I-1) > PRIORITY(I-1,I))))

ACCESS(I-1,I) = true
REQUEST(I-1,I) = false
Check(ACCESS(I-14))
Check(REQUEST(I-1,I))

endbegin

The productions which process accesses are:

P(3N+i)a: ((Ai.i)(fail Ri_1,i) (Delete A.

((Ai,i)(fail Ri_1,1) (Noop))

P(3N+i)c: ((Ai_i,i)(fail Ri,i) (Delete A1_1,1))

P(3N +i)d:
((Ai_iii)(fail Ri,i) (Noop))
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We disregard productions P
(3N+i)b and P

(3N+i)d.
The code

for P(3N+i)a is as follows:

begin
Wait (ACCESS(I,I) 1REQUEST(I-1,I))
ACCESS(I,I) = false
Check(ACCESS(I,I))

endbegin

Similarly, the code for P(3N+i)c is:

begin

Wait (ACCESS(I-14),\ 1REQUEST(I,I))
ACCESS(I-1,I) = false
Check(ACCESS(I-1,I))

endbegin
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V Conclusion

1. Production Systems and the Existing_Models

The significance of parallel processing makes its re-

presentation within a formal model an essential step in the

study, analysis and design of systems with such characteris-

tics. In the first chapter of this thesis we have studied

some existing models which included Petri nets, computation

graphs and parallel program schemata besides others. The

models were individually evaluated with respect to the ex-

tent to which they fulfilled the purposes and objectives of

a formal model of parallel processing. In this section, we

sum up our evaluation of those models. In the evaluation

process, we contrast the models with production systems.

We base our discrimination evaluation on three criteria.

The first criterion of our evaluation of the models is

the ease of use of a model. The simpler the structure and

represention of operations of the model, the easier it is to

use and understand.

Some of the models considered in the first chapter of

this thesis are more control oriented than data oriented.

For example, Petri nets represent aspects of control with

data leftout altogether, while parallel program schemata
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emphasize control aspects through the explicit specifica-

tion of states. As a consequence of this heavy emphasis on

control aspects, it is difficult to derive a model since

the flow of control must be monitored and explicitly dealt

with. This problem is even more magnified when the number

of places and transitions in Petri nets and the number of

states in parallel program schemata is large. In Petri

nets and computation graphs, the state of a system is not

explicitly specified, however, control is defined through

the explicit interconnections between places in Petri nets,

and between operation nodes in computation graphs. These

interconnections may obscure the basic concepts involved in

the flow of control. In parallel program schemata, the

states are explicitly specified and the explicit specifica-

tion of control flow between these states can be a cumber-

some task. However, the concept of a state abstracts and

hides information, and consequently adds a certain degree

of structure to the model.

On the other hand, production systems are data orient-

ed. The flow of control is implicitly defined. Production

systems restrict the interactions between rules, and as a

consequence the model is strongly modular. This inherent

modularity and the compactness of the representation of

production system models make production systems extreme-

ly easy to use as a specification language. However, the
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lack of structure in the control flow in production systems

makes a model difficult to understand. However, this lack

of structure in the control flow is lessened by allowing

the use of variables and by allowing a certain degree of

flexibility in the specification of the actions of the pro-

duction system.

The second criterion is the modeling and decision

powers of the models. As mentioned earlier these two fac-

tors work at cross purposes.

Petri nets have better modeling power than finite

state machines and limited modeling power relative to

Turing machines. It is difficult to model priority systems

by Petri nets. The modeling power of computation graphs is

restricted by the fixed queue discipline, the lack of a

facility for data dependent conditional transfers, and the

lack of having a common memory for data. The control in

both Petri nets and computation graphs corresponds to an

AND-input AND-output logic. The modeling power of parallel

program schemata is restricted by the rule that perform-

ances of an operation terminate in the same order they are

initiated. In general, these models may not be powerful

enough to represent all classes of parallel processing

systems.
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In the second chapter, we have demonstrated the abili-

ty of production systems to simulate two types of machines;

namely, finite state machines and Turing machines. In the

third chapter, we have shown that Kosaraju's coordination

problem, which is not representable within Petri nets, can

be modelled by production systems with no difficulty or

obscurity.

The decision power of any model is determined by the

solvability of the problems within the model and the

complexity of the algorithms used for solving the problems.

In the first chapter we have mentioned that the subset

and equality problems with Petri nets are not solvable; and

that some analytic questions about Petri nets are difficult.

Nets with conflicts are difficult to analyze. It may be

very difficult to prove liveness of a Petri net. Solution

techniques developed for Petri nets either are of high com-

plexity or lack structure and are not mechanizable. The

decision power of computation graphs is influenced by its

severely restricted modeling power. Methods of determining

whether a computation terminates and of finding the number

of performances of each computation have been developed

[80]. Results involving the queue length for every branch

have also been established. Whereas computation graphs

model a restricted class of problems, parallel program
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schemata model a larger class of problems. However, some

problems of parallel program schemata are undecidable. For

instance, the equivalence problem for some classes of paral-

lel program schemata is undecidable [81]. Different classes

of this model have been analyzed with respect to certain

properties. The algorithms for the known solvable problems

within this model can be unfeasible.

Much of the work required to determine the decision

power of production system is yet to be done. In this research,

we have shown that production systems with finite working

memory are "equivalent" to nondeterministic finite state ma-

chines. Thus, the decision power of such production systems

is as great as that of finite state machines. Furthermore,

we have provided systematic analysis and design procedures

for compatible, live and fair production systems. However,

the analysis algorithms for some of those properties are of

complexity comparable to that of the analysis techniques of

Petri nets, and the other models.

The third criterion of the evaluation is the useability

of a model as a specification language and as a design tool

for policies and their implementations.

Petri nets can not yet be used as a specification lan7

guage or .a design tool. Little attention has been given to
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developing modeling techniques specifically for Petri nets.

Although computation graphs may be used as a programming lan-

guage, their use as a specifiction language and a design tool

is hindered by the fact that the operations allowed within

the model can not be specified yet. Parallel program sche-

mata are uninterpreted, i.e., certain details pertinent to

the operation of programs are left unspecified. Furthermore,

the explicit specification of states within the control ele-

ment of the model makes it too abstract to use as a program-

ming language and as a design tool.

In contrast , we have demonstrated in this thesis the

suitability of production systems as a design tool. We were

able to systematically use production system as a specifica-

tion language for synchronization policies. Furthermore, we

were able to systematically derive different implementions

from the production system specifications of synchronization

policies. This ease with which production systems can be

used for the purposes mentioned above is a direct conse-

quence of their modularity.

However, in specifying a synchronization policy in

terms of a production system, there are certain cautions the

designer should be aware of. The designer has to make sure

that no conflicts occur with respect to modifying a certain

item within working memory. Otherwise, the order of those
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modifications in any one cycle, may affect the outcome of

the actions performed.

In summary, production systems have higher modelling

power than the existing models considered in this thesis.

As a consequence its decision power may be limited. Howev-

er, the decision power of certain classes of production sys-

tems, e.g., those with finite working memory, is comparable

to that of the other models with high decision power. Pro

duction systems are more suitable than the existing models

as a specification language and as a design tool for deriv-

ing implementations of the policies being specified.
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2. Compatibility, Maximal Compatibility, Liveness, and

Fairness

In this thesis we have developed analysis and design

procedures for compatibility, maximal compatibility, live-

ness and fairness. Upon developing the analysis proce-

dures, we have effectively demonstrated the computability

of compatibility, maximal compatibility, liveness and fair-

ness. However, the complexity of the analysis algorithms,

in general, is proportional to the number of configurations

in the production system being analyzed. Although the num-

ber of configurations is combinatorial in terms of the num-

ber of requests, the number of reachable configurations is

limited by the minimal incompatible sets. For instance,

consider a set of four requests made by four different pro-

cesses. Then there are ((3)4) = 81 possible configurations.

Let every pair of requests be a minimal incompatible set.

If the production system is compatible, then there are at

most 2)4+ 4(2)3) = 48 reachable configurations.

Furthermore, since in most problems minimal incompati-

ble sets consist of two requests, the number of elements in

the C-set for a particular request is bounded by the number

of minimal incompatible sets of which the request is an el-

ement.
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The design algorithms developed in this thesis reflect

the nature of the properties to be achieved. For instance,

algorithms COMPS, which was developed to produce a compati-

ble production system, does not place any restrictions on

the manner requests are made and accesses are terminated.

However, algorithms LVCMPS and PLVCMPS place restrictions

on the occurrence of requests and termination of accesses.

In algorithm LVCMPS a process can only make a set of re-

quests, i.e., those at the same level, simultaneously.

Similarly, a process can only simultaneously terminate ac-

cesses at the same level. In algorithm PLVCMPS accesses

are forced to terminate, thus restricting the degree of

freedom with which a process can terminate accesses. Al-

gorithm MXCMPS requires more complex conditions on the pro-

cessing productions for requests than algorithm COMPS. Al-

gorithm MXCMPS, however, permits more concurrency than al-

gorithm COMPS.

Some of the trade-offs mentioned above can be formally

derived within the properties of synchronization policies

that we have studied. For example, the compatibility set

of a production system constructed by algorithm COMPS is

maximal, while that of a system constructed by algo-

rithms LVCMPS or PLVCMPS is not. Consider a set of requests

of a process Q = fR1,..., R111. Let Q be at one level in al-

-gorithm LVCMPS. Then, clearly, the compatibility set does
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notincludethesetsUA., 1 <i frn. Thus, in general, al-

gorithm LVCMPS does not construct a maximally compatible

production system. In particular, algorithm LVCMPS con-

structs a production system which is not maximally compati-

ble if there is more than one request of any process at any one

level.

In algorithms LVCMPS and PLVCMPS, the conditions in

the processing productions for requests are the B-set and

C-set conditions. The C-set conditions can be extended to

those C-set conditions in algorithm MXCMPS, thus increasing

the compatibility of the production system, however the pro-

duction system may not be maximally compatible yet. How-

ever, assuming all requests of every process are compati-

ble, consider a new algorithm MXLVPS which is the same as

algorithm LVCMPS with the modifications suggested above.

Then the production system is maximally compatible if the

following two conditions holds

(1) For each process k, there is at most one request

Ri,j,k at any one level.

(2) For every minimal incompatible set of requests

there is only one request with the lowest priority.

To show maximal compatibility under the two conditions

mentioned above, assume that the production system is not
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maximally compatible. Then, the compatibility set for the

production system is not maximal or there is a configuration

IS containing requests such that there is no transition from

in which the maximum number of requests are satisfied

without destroying the compatibility of the production sys-

tem.

Since a process k has at most one request per level,

and since the production which introduces requests of pro-

cess k into WM only places an order in which the requests of

process k are made, then any subset of compatible accesses

made by process k is in the compatibility set of the produc-

tion system. It is clear that any compatible set of ac-

cesses S = {A1,..., An} where accesses Ai, 1.4 i n are made

by different processes can occur in the production system.

Since S is compatible, then the processing productions for

requests guarantee that a configuration containing the set

of accesses S is reachable. Thus, the compatibility set is

maximal.

To show that for every configuration containing re-

quests, there is a transition in which the maximum number of

requests are satisfied without destroying the compatibility

of the production system, the same proof used for algorithm

MXCMPS applies here.
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We now characterize the production systems in which re-

quests can be partitioned as required by algorithms LVCMPS

and MXLVPS such that for each process, at most one request

is at any one level.

Lemma

A set of requests can be partitioned as prescribed in

algorithms LVCMPS and MXLVPS such that each level contains

at most one request per process if and only if for every

process k, there is no sets of minimal incompatible requests

Q1,..., Qn, n >, 1, such that Qin Qi+1, 1 i s n-1, is not

empty and Ql U UQn contains at least two distinct re-

quests and R.Rii,j1,k
12,.

Proof:

First we prove the "if" clause by construction. Let

the minimal incompatible sets of requests be Q0,..., Qm.

Starting with (110 = Q0, let Q'0 = (4'0 U Qj such that Qjncl'o

is not empty. Continue in this fashion untill no more Qi

can be added to Q'
0. Repeat the procedure for the remain-

ing minimal incompatible sets that are not added to a Q'i

yet. The process terminates since there is a finite number

of(4-es.ConsidereactiQ.constructed.
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Each qt. u... U Q. does not contain any sets
10 1,

Q1,... and Qn such that Qin Qi+1 is not empty and Ql U...UQ
n

contains at least two distinct requests R. ; and
JA."1".

for every process k by assumption. Thus Q.'s formR
12'j2'k

the desired partition.

Now, we prove the "only if" clause by contradiction.

Assume there is a set of minimal incompatible requests

Qn n), 1, such that Qin n-1 is not

empty and Q1 U... UQn contains at least two requests

R; and . for some process k. Then, the con-
-11"V'

Ri2,J2,k

struction procedure will place Q1 U... UQn at the same

level, and the partition will be such that R'; 4 ir and
1"11"

Ri2,j2,k are at the same level, a contradiction.

As an example of this characterization lemma, consider

the production system constructed by algorithm LVCMPS for

the dining philosophers problem. All minimal incompatible

sets of requests are pairwise disjoint, thus there is no

minimal incompatible sets with the properties mentioned in

the lemma. Consequently, the requests can be partitioned in

the manner prescribed by the lemma. We have already demon-

strated this possibility when we constructed the partition

in the example.
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While some of the trade-offs involved in algorithm

LVCMPS can be represented within the properties we consider

in this thesis, the trade-offs in algorithm PLVCMPS are not.

The trade-offs in algorithm PLVCMPS can be formally uncov-

ered when performance issues such as throughput, efficien-

cy...etc. are investigated. In this thesis we do not ad-

dress these issues.

We now turn to discuss the relationship between max-

imal compatibility and fairness in view of the algorithms

we have developed. In the lemma we state below, we will

use one index on requests and accesses to simplify the ex-

pressions involved without loss of generality.

Lemma

If algorithm COMPS constructs a fair production system

PS then PS is not maximally compatible if there are two min-

imal incompatible sets of requests Ql and Q2 such that

WO Q21 ), 3 , Qin Q2 is not empty and there is a request

R
k

in Q
1

n Q
2

such that (Q
1
U Q

2
) - {Rk} is compatible.

Proof:

Let S1 and S2 be the accesses corresponding to Ql and

-Q
2
respectively. Let t be a configuration only containing
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the requests in Q1U Q2 and in which Rk is blocked by re-

quests in (Q
1
U Q

2
) - {Rk }. Such a configuration is reach-

able since requests of a particular process occur independ-

ently of requests of other processes and since PS is fair,

otherwise R
k
is always satisfied and another request can be

starved. If not all requests in (Q1U Q2) - {Rk} can be sat-

isfied, then clearly PS is not maximally compatible since

(Q1U Q2 - {Rd) is compatible. If all requests in

(Q
1
U Q

2
) - {Rk} can be satisfied, then let those accesses in

(S
1

- (S
1
n S

2
)) terminate and those in (S

2
- (S

1
ns

2
)) con-

tinue in progress. Since PS is fair, then requests in

(Q1 (Q1( Q2)) can only occur with higher priority than Rk

a finite number of times. Thus, there is a configuration

which contains requests in (Q1 - (QinQ2)) with lower pri-

ority than Rk, Rk and accesses in (S2 - (A0). Clearly at

least one request in (Q1 (Q1 ( Q2)) can not be satisfied.

Thus, the PS is not maximally compatible.
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Lemma

If algorithm MXCMPS constructs a maximally compatible

production system PS: and there is two minimal incompatible

sets of requests Ql and Q2 such that IQ1U
Q21% 3' Q1 n Q2

is not empty and there is a request Rk in Q1 n Q2 such that

(Q1U Q2) - {Rk} is compatible, then PS is not fair.

Proof: (By contradiction)

Let S1 and S2 be the accesses corresponding to Q1 and

Q
2
respectively. Assume PS is fair. Consider a configura-

tion 6 only containing the requests of (Q1U in in which Rk

is blocked by requests in (Q1U Q2) - {Rk }. Such a configu-

ration is reachable since requests of a particular process

occur independently of requests of other processes and since

PS is fair, otherwise, Rk is always satisfied and another

request can be starved as a result.

The requests blocking Rk can be satisfied since IS only

contains requests in Q1U Q2, (Q1U Q2) - {Rk} is compatible

and algorithm MXCMPS constructs a maximally compatible PS.

Let the accesses in (S
1

- (S
1

S
2
)) terminate and the ac-

cesses in (S
2

-
k1) continue in progress. Since PS is

fair, the requests in (Q1 - (Q1n Q2)) can only occur with
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higher priority than Ric a finite number of times, otherwise

R
k
can be starved. Thus, there is a configuration which

contains requests in (Q1 - (Qin Q2)) with lower priority

than R
k

R
k and accesses in (S

2
- {Ak }). Clearly at least

one request in (Q1 - (Qin Q2)) can not be satisfied, other-

wise the PS is not fair. Since algorithm MXCMPS constructs

a maximally compatible PS, then those requests blocked by

R
k can be satisfied, thus a contradiction.
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3. Further Research and Problem Areas

The results obtained in this thesis apply to algo-

rithms which are prototypes of certain classes of solutions.

For example, algorithm COMPS represents a class of solu-

tions which allow requests to occur and accesses to termi-

nate nondeterministically, and independently of other re-

quests of other processes and accesses. On the other hand,

in algorithm LVCMPS requests are grouped into different

sets and all requests in any one set can occur simultaneous-

ly, only.

Further research is needed to determine equivalent

classes of production systems, so that the results obtained

in this thesis can be applied to a wider range of algo-

rithms.

The algorithms developed in this thesis can be used to

model concurrent processing systems in a distributed or mul-

tiprogrammed environment. It is of interest to further dis-

tinguish between these two environments within the model

derived to represent the system at hand. As a consequence,

we will be able to derive some results which may apply to

one environment but not the other. For instance, consider

the contention problem, i.e., when two or more events occur

simultaneously. In a distributed envioronment, two requests
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to a resource may occur simultaneously. In a multipro-

grammed environment, this does not occur since there can

only be one process running at any one time.

There are synchronization problems which we have not

addressed in this thesis. Of particular interest are the

problems of indeterminacy and consistency usually encoun-

tered in distributed data bases. A set of operations is in-

determinate if the order of executing the operations affects

the net outcome of the operations. The consistency problem

is to guarantee that all multiple copies of data converge to

one consistent copy after a specified number of operations

have been performed.

It is also of interest to investigate how these pro-

perties interact with other properties such as maximal com-

patibility, liveness and fairness. In turn, the trade-offs

involved can be evaluated to assist the designer in making

a decision.

Other problems of concurrent processing include per-

formance issues. We have already come across these issues

when we attempted to derive the trade-offs involved in the

preemption algorithm PLVCMPS for live production systems.

The standard performance issues include throughput,
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efficiency, overhead,...etc. The feasibility of studying

these issues within production system models is yet to be

determined. It is also desirable to study the effects of

certain properties on the performance of the system under

consideration.

Finally, the procedure we have developed to derive im-

plementations from a production system yields synchroniza-

tion procedures which are very basic in structure. As a

consequence, further work to optimize these procedures is

needed. Some of the procedures already appear to be too

redundant in their content. Furtheremore, concepts such as

access control can be enforced by injecting the proper se-

quence of operations within the synchronization procedures.

This is specially feasible when access control is implemen-

ted in terms of capabilities [43) , [45).
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